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Deputy Warden Hopkins WASHINGTON, D.C.
From Our Correspondent
1
Figures In Thriller At f
tempting To Jail Prisoner
Washington, D. C.—Representative

Granite Industry Comes Back Into Its Own At Mount Waldo
Where Stone Will Be Cut For Two Important Government Contracts

Partridge has fewer constituents to
look after than the average New
England member of the House of
Representatives and fewer than the
average Maine member of the House,
according to an analysis of the most
recent population figures. The 1930
population count credits Mr. Part
ridge with having 192,756 persons in
his Congressional district. Of the
32 New England Congressional dis
tricts, only two have smaller popula
tions. The average New England
Representative has 255,198 persons to
, .
..
.
averaep Maine
'
® a*e.rage Malne
“
of ^he Maine Con-

George L. “Ginner" Loring con
victed cigarette racketeer and sched
i uled to go on trial yesterday with
four other alleged bandits for the
Cabot Mill robbery in Brunswick,
tf ••• •».
... v*. ... ...
escaped from G. C. Hopkins, deputy
*«*
warden of the State Prison, as the
—
He who gains time gains every- — deputy warden was about to lodge
— thing.—Earl of Beaconsfield.
» him in Cumberland County jail about
•••
4 *•* *•* *•* ••• •*••♦••••••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• 4 9 o’clock Tuesday night.
Loring was handcuffed and Warden
I Hopkins believed that one of the bul
OUR TOURIST TRAFFIC
lets struck him. He stumbled and
Forty Percent Of Those Questioned j fell after the second shot was fired,
Warden Hopkins said, but recovered,
Spent Their Vacation At Hotels
HopWns tetK him
Forty percent of a total of 2260 per
Loring was in State Prison serving !
sons spent their 1931 vacation in
enlarged in the next Congress be
Maine in hotels, according to figures one to two years for larceny of ciga cause
the State will be divided into
compiled by the Maine Publicity rettes a year ago. Habeas corpus pro only three instead of four districts
Bureau. Twenty-six percent stayed at ceedings were necessary to produce under the provisions of the reap
farmhouses, 20 percent were at adult him for trial.
Deputy Warden Hopkins left with portionment program becoming ef
camps and 11.5 percent were at motor
elections.
camps and tourist homes. These Loring late Tuesday afternoon and fective in November
* « • •
figures, which represent a combined arrived at Union Station at 8.45.
New England shipping along the
total of 31160 days’ board, have no Loring was nervous on the ride down,
’ rU^ed Maine COOSt Wil1 haVe father
relation to the total number of people T^nii t v WoXHnnkinc coW ’
ait1 alter Feb. 1. when the new radiowho came to Maine. They are merely
1th
P
beacon of Mount Desert Rock will
figures developed through 3000 ques pect of his approaching trial.
begin operating, the
the Lighthouse
tionnaires sent out to those who in
At Union Station Deputy Warden I Service of the Commerce Departquired about Maine by letter or regis Hopkins placed Loring, his wrists I ment, states. Each hour for 15
tered at the Maine Publicity Bureau. manacled, in a taxicab. In front of
th.
i minutes the new sending station at
These requests for information num vL™
X
,th ,Jail. °,n this well known lighthouse will
bered somewhat more than 37000 as
±
VS broadcast a signal which will be a
against 31000 in 1930 and 24000 inl929. enough and walked the two or three guide
mariners over many square
Records were kept of these in
TL
zhelT
of surrounding waters,
terested people and during last Octo driver and then brushed by the
„j
{ {
when nothing can
Qf the r^cky coast and «utly.
ber 3000 of them were asked if they driver and fled towards Anderson be
came to Maine and, if so, to give some 51 J*1’ , ,,, ,
„ ,.
, .
ing islands," the Lighthouse Service
Depu y Warden Hopkins instantly
*
' ,<the radBiobeacon signals
details as to their visit. Comments
practicallv the *Only
were requested. The names were drew his revolver and gave pursuit. £
d f
h
£ navi ation of these
taken from a carefully selected list Loring was about at Anderson and
and represent every station and walk Madison streets when the deputy j ®
„
of life in each state of the Union. JJ"? ,,""5
“'I
Plans
now beinS ptn»nd lor
The questionnaires, therefore, give a
•* w“l «■»<“>' H“a'
good cross-index as to the season’s
farther to the eastward.
tourist business. There were 639 people
Loring regained his feet and ran
“
In
laying
out
the power plant for
who painstakingly answered all the the short distance to Everett street,
the
new
radiobeacon
at Mount
questions and In their parties there Deputy Warden Hopkins meanwhile
Desert it was found that this prowas a total of 2260 people.
1 firing a third shot at him. The
warden said he was gaining vided “ °PP°rtunlty for a complete
The 639 parties spent a total of deoutv
deputy waraen said ne was gaining electrification of the station with a
$132,609. The average tourist in Maine I
L°.Tg TT?.
substantial increase in the candlemade his vacation fund in 1931 go ett street, but that when he reached power of the light. When the new
further than he did in previous years. the corner, he could see the man no
equipment is placed in service, the
Last year each visitor of the 2260 where.
Where an important Maine industry is being revived—the Mt. Waldo Granite Corporation—which will provide a year’s work for at least 200 men due to two Important con
light will have a power of 70,000
spent $66.24, while in 1930 he spent
tracts which have recently been received by the company, (Above) left—The huge loading derrick of 35 ton capacity which greatly facilitates shipping. Center—Dan Percy, former
candles.
”
the
Service
states.
$96.24, in 1929 $90.55; in 1928 $72.84.
Stop tripping over long cords. We
Mount Desert Rock, recently com
U. S. government granite inspector now superintendent of the plant who believes that Mt. Waldo granite is equal to any in the world. Right—View of the interior of the present
Of those 2260 seven came by air are still installing Duplex conveni
plant (Below) left—New and modemly equipped plant which may be increased in the near future. Right—View of Mt. Waldo which contains an inestimable supply of granite.
plane, 1782 by private auto, 88 by bus, ence receptacles for $2.75, cash only. pleting 100 years of service, was first
established
ln
response
to
demands
254 by railroad and 129 by steamboat. A. T. Thurston. Tel. 648.—adv.
of local interests. It has now come tf
=J
j to be of value to an extensive fish
The
Courier-Gazette
finds
itself
like
an
Alger
book.
It
is
a
tale
of
’
his
partner
two
years
ago
that
the
,
made
especially
for
stone
working,
greater
proportions
and
made
Franking trade, and in the summer
’s host the faith of a young immigrant boy quarries of his adopted town could This consists of a large Hall rotary fort one of the most prosperous
months, to passenger and pleasure today indented to one oi Maine
m
| jn the
Of his adopted town, ) once more be brought back into serv- [ saw with a ten foot blade, a Pollard towns in the county.
i craft.
newspapers
—
the
Bangor
Daily
News and
how he returne(j after 25 ice, and that the gray granite of Mt. edger and a new Patch wegner edger,
In 1850 a block was quarried and
• • • •
—for the illustrations used above,
years to realize the dream that he Waldo would find a ready sale once j one of the only six of this type in the sent to Washington to enter into the
Coincident with the conference
the accompanying article which
had fostered in early youth.
, that it was placed on the market.
i east which will be fed constantly by I construction of the Washington Naheld by Senator Hale and Represen- and
tells of the revival of the granite in-' Bruno Grenci, president of the j It was thus that a title was se- ’ a 20 ton P. & H crane, with a ten- j tional Monument and prior to the
I tative Nelson with Secretary of the
w ,j
tv, *
..
- newly organized Mt. Waldo Granite , cured, a new plant and workshop in- ; ton Lane crane to use by the cutting j closing of the quarries 25 years ago
I Interior Wilbur the first of this dustry at Mt. Waldo.
The prosperity Corporation, was that boy. The son stalled, new shipping facilities made j crew. There is also a thoroughly , Mt. Waldo granite was shipped all
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
j week, the hearings before a sub indicated by the new enterprise j'bf Italian immigrant parents, he was available and work on Mt. Waldo modernized sand-blast room.
over the world, being used extencommittee of the House appropria
Everything is operated by elec- sively in the construction of govern31 Suffolk St.
Rockland
Telephone 824-M
tions committee on Acadia National comes at a time when Maine espe- , raised in the shadows of Mt. Waldo. 1 was resumed last May.
Park were made public. Both the cially appreciates it. Here is the : He talked with his father each day I The results of this move were evi- tricity and more than 100 motors of mental buildings in Washington and
.. . , .
N
as he returned from his labors, and , denced immediately. One of the first all sizes are required to run the vari- office buildings all over the United
hearings and the conference with story as told
oy tne news.
, jater wor|jed jn the quarry and as | contracts was for the cutting of ous machines in the plant and the States.
Secretary Wilbur had to do with the
* * * *
a granite finisher himself. Young , granite for a portion of the tomb of quarries, even to the blowers on the ■ The faith held in Mt. Waldo granoffer of John D. Rockefeller, Jr., to
Transformed from a pile of ashes Orenci soon became an expert in all I the unknown soldier. Next the gray oil burners which will operate 24 . ite is held by Dan Percy, the present
construct a road system in the park,
and the difficulty experienced by the and alders to a plant employing phases of granite cutting and finish- ; toned granite was sought for a pair hours a day during the winter superintendent of the plant who unTheodore M. Strong and Milton V. Rollins, formerly
: til three years ago held the position
j plan because of the location of the three vnre men in ie?s than two in8. and he marveled at the quality of 30 ton eagles which have been 1 months.
Mt. Waldo's product and the placed on the Arlington Memorial !
The railroad track is on the same of U. S. government granite in
with the C. M. P. Co., are now taking orders for all
naval radio station in the right of years' time, the Mt. Waldo Granite i of
qUantity found therein. And he , bridge now under construction in j bed that it was years ago, and wind- spector.
way.
| ing one and one-half miles up the In this capacity Mr. Percy visited
kinds of Electric Wiring, Repair Work on Electrical
The conference with Wilbur ac Corporation today is looking opti- dreamed dreams that some day he i Washington, D. C.
i would own that mountain, and that
• • • •
i mountain reaches the quarry where granite quarries all over the United
complished little except suggestions i mistically towards the future.
Two contracts which guarantee he Bruno Grenci would make Mt. ! There was not much work during Since Jan 1, 1931, there have been States and was a frequent caller In
Appliances, etc., and will be glad to hear from ail
offering possible ways out. After
...
.
. K
Waldo famous throughout the world. ! the late fall, and for a time it looked more than 75,000 cubic feet of gran Maine.
the talk it was hoped to get Mr. immediate
expansion of the plant,
But things did not g0 s0 well for
though the Orenci dream was g0.
He sees Maine as one of the com
their friends (and former customers of the C. M. P.
Rockefeller’s opinion on a plan to and the employment of at least 60 Mt. Waldo. Andsome 25 years ago ing to take a temporary setback, ite quarried and shipped from
ing granite states of the Union and
move the radio station back from the men for a year’s time are tucked the old company failed. So young ; Many men were laid off or put on a Frankfort by barge and rail.
The loading is greatly facilitated feels that Mt. Waldo granite is unCo., which has discontinued inside wiring work).
road and beautify it. Another plan
away in the new office build-! Bruno, and most of the rest of his ' part time basis, but Mr. Grenci did by the use of the large Patch wegner equaled as a building material, due
was removal of the station to Bass safely
ing. And other contracts are in the associates at the plant, were forced not stay idle for one
minute, derrick of 35 ton capacity. At the to its fine gray shading and ability
j Harbor, and the navy has been offing
which will bring work to the to seek work elsewhere. Some be- Samples of “his mountain” were sent present time, on the site of the old to withstand the elements,
Appliances called for and delivered.
j asked to test reception there. The
"Our supply here is limitless.” he
navy claims it will cost $400,000 or Frankfort quarries for years to come, lieved that granite had seen its day far and wide. Contractors and even office and pattern shop, a new office
Work was commenced several davs and entered other occupations. But i the U. S. government agents became building which will be combined with said, "and our facilities for meeting
thereabouts to rebuild the station at ago
cutting and preparing 25,000 not young Bruno. The song of the 1 interested and1 so today a new life a pattern room, drafting room, stock an active demand are unexcelled by
j Schoodic Head.
Call us for your electrical troubles day or night.
J any other quarry in the United
The hearings on the interior de- cubic feet of granite for the new quarries and the granite workrooms ■ has been brought to the quarries that room, etc., is being constructed.
Pittsburgh postoffice building at was in his blood. So he plied his far exceeds anything experienced in
The quarrying of granite in Frank- I States. We can expand our plant on
i
partment
appropriation
bill,
whiiih
We Aim To Give Service
I the past.
fort for commercial purposes dates short notice, trains may be loaded
carries an appropriation for Acadia Pittsburgh, Pa., while Daniel Percy, trade: and dreamed his dream.
Several years ago he became as- f The present shed is 250 feet long from May, 1836. Work was first j at our very doors and barges sent on
Park, describe the status of the superintendent of the works, an! Rockefeller offer. The people of nounced yesterday that the firm had sociated with William Ellis at Peeks- ' and 50 feet wide with the possibility commenced on Mosquito Mountain, their way from our own wharves,
I Maine, said Director Albright of the just received a contract calling for kill, N. Y., and under the firm name that it may be extended another 250 which is 527 feet above sea level and We are growing now when there is
Theodore M. Strong
Milton V. Rollins
j National Park Service, “are unani 200 carloads of granite to be used I of Grenci & Ellis these two gentle- feet on the north end and 70 feet on later extended to Mt. Waldo which a decline in building throughout the
mously for the (Rockefeller road) in the construction of the new Sen- men successfully conducted a quarry , the south, so that all of the ma- has an elevation of 964 feet. In 1850 country and with the return of prosj chinery may be housed under one there were 80 men employed with an perlty Mt. Waldo and her granite
program. I do not remember ever ate office building wing in Washing- in Peekskill.
D. C.
Firm in the belief that Mt. Waldo roof.
annual output of 20,000 tons and the should rise to heights that even that
seeing a more completely unified ton,
The story of the present develop- could again take its place in the 1 The plant contains the most mod average price paid was $1.12 a ton. famous old mountain up here never
state opinion." He added that Sec
retary Wilbur “is enthusiastically in ment of Mt. Waldo’s resources reads granite world, Mr. Grenci convinced em of machinery and equipment; In later years the business reached far dreamed of before.
favor of it. He has given it his per
sonal attention. He has read all the
BISHOP MURRAY GOES
reports that have come in about it.
The Most Rev. John Gregory Mur
I might say that Mr. Rockefeller em
ployed the best engineers and land
ray, formerly Bishop of Portland,
Rescue came ’from the air outside port planes headed across the bay on Frederick S, Fales, Former Rockland Boy, Elected Presi
scape men in the country to design
left Sunday for St. Paul, Minn.,
this road. He has gotten the best of Rockland Breakwater Tuesday its regular trip to Vinalhaven. The
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
where yesterday he was installed as
advice that was possible to buy. All when Capt. John Branngan and two men waved their coats frantically and
dent of Standard Oil Co. of New York
Archbishop of St. Paul at the St.
JANUARY 28-29
of those plans were submitted to the companions of Andrews Island were had the satisfaction of seeing the
airplane dip toward them.
secretary."
Curtain at 8.15
Paul Cathedral. His Excellency the
being
blown
to
sea
in
Capt.
BrannThe landing was not an easy mat
Director Albright paid a tribute to
Rockland
has
figured
prominently
Most Rev. Pietro Fumasoni Biondi.
a
great
deal
more
rapidly
than
ls
Auspices St. John Baptist (Episcopal) Church
ter on the rough sea, but the pilot,
Superintendent Dorr of Acadia gan’s smack.
Apostolic Delegate to the United
usual
in
the
Standard
organization.
”
in
national
affairs
in
years
past,
but
Capt.
William
H.
Wincapaw,
maneu

The
supply
of
gasoline
had
become
Park.
Representative
Murphy
of
ADMISSION 50 CENTS
States, presided. Several Maine
vered
the
plane
alongside
and
the
The
current
volume
of
“
Who's
Ohio, a member of the subcommittee, exhausted unexpectedly and the oc
11-12
it remained Tuesday for another son
accompanied
Archbishop
said: “I understand you have a very cupants of the boat faced the pros powerless smack was towed to this
Who" carries the following biography priests
of Rockland to attain a position of
remarkable man at this park.” Mr. pect of a dismal and perilous night, port.
Murray. In his farewell message to
of
the
new
Standard
Oil
head:
It is believed to be the first case on extreme importance in the industrial
Albright replied:
the people at a solemn high mass
Junior Class Presents Frederick Perry’s
"He is a very interesting man. He as the wind was blowing hard and the Maine coast where a rescue b.v ' world—the presidency of the Stand- i “Frederick Sayward Fales, vice the Cathedral of the Immaculati
an
airplane
has
been
effected.
president
and
director
Standard
Oil
is 77 years old. The committee in the temperature was well below
Conception
Sunday,
Archbishoi
1 ard Oil Co. of New York. The an- 1 Co. of New York; born in Rockland. Murray expressed his appreciatio
the past have thought so much of freezing.
At this juncture the fishermen
Typewriters and adding machines
his work and of his enthusiasm and
Me.
Feb.
26,
1873,
son
of
Albert
Norris
and gratitude for the cooperatior
nouncement as contained in Tues
personality that they have kept him espied one of the Maine Air Trans to rent. Huston-Tuttle Co. 11-13
A Chorus of Mixed Voices, Giving Selections Both New and Old
day’s New York Herald Tribune fol and Lucy Helen (Butler) Fales; A. B. and goodwill which had made possi
on
despite
the
retirement
provisions.
An Entertainment No One Can Afford To Miss
Amherst 1896. Married Grace S. ble anything he had been able to d<
lows:
That is why he is named as superin
in Maine.
tendent
in
the
law.
”
"The election of Frederick S. Fales Hughes of Washington, D. C. May 9,
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 4
BAY STATE
Money for two improvements at
“J. P.’s” PALS
as president of the Standard Oil 1900; one daughter, Frederlcka H.
the park were asked this year by Di
R. H. S. AUDITORIUM
Company of New York Inc. was an In employ Swift & Co. Chicago, 1896:
rector Albright, $3,000 for an equip
There are 20 partners in the J.
8.00 P. M.
nounced yesterday.
He succeeds purchasing agent Libby, McNeil k Morgan firm, being, in addition t<
ment shed, and $1,000 for a garage
/
Odd Fellows Hall
Libby,
Chicago,
1897-1903;
with
for the superintendent's auto.
Charles F. Meyer, who retired as
“J. P.” Edward T. Stotesbury, Charle!
STUDENTS 25 CENTS
ADULTS 35 CENTS
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
11-12
president on account of ill-health, but Standard Oil Co. of New York since Steele, Thomas W. Lamont, Horati<
Watch Fuller-Cobb-Davis Window
who will continue as a director. Mr. 1903, director since 1919, vice presi G. Lloyd, Thomas Cochran. Juniu
For Prizes
Spencer Morgan, Jr.. George Whitney
Meyer also has retired as president dent since 1927; president Standard Russell Cornell Leffingwell, Franck
Kirk and His Down East
Transportation
Co.,
also
general
GUARANTEED—INSTALLED
of Socony-Vacuum Corporation, the
D. Bartow, Arthur M. Anderson, Wil
Yankee Players
holding company.
Standard Oil manager of marine department; di liam Ewing, Harold Stanley, Her
C. R. KELTY
Under Same Management as
Company of New York, Inc., is the rector Merritt. Chapman & Scott Sturgis Morgan, Thomas Stilwell La
mont, Henry Pomeroy Davison,
698 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
Thursday Night Dances
principal operating unit in the Corpn. Republican. Congregation- Thomas Newhall. Edward Hopkinson,
12*14
11*12
alist. Clubs, University, Psi Upsilon Jr.. Seymour Parker Gilbert and thf
Socony-Vacuum organization.
FOR SALE
“Mr. Fales joined the Standard Oil Nassau Country, Wykogyl Country. last addition. Charles D. Dickey.
Class A boat and fast Lockwood Ace motor. Boat is strongly built,
organization in 1903 in the manufac Home in New Rochelle, N. Y. Office,
YOUR FAVORITE POEP
turing end of the business, where he 26 Broadway, New York city.”
in first class condition, and is FAST, easy handling and very sea
■
Such Good Food
remained until 1919, when he was
worthy. Motor is in good condition, has always been free from
SONG
SUBMARINE NOT FOUND
trouble. Two fast racing propellers, one new. This outfit won a
elected a director of the Standard Oil
A lake and a fairy boat
To sail in the moonlight clear.—
majority of the races in its class last summer. Will sell complete
Company of New York and also presi
Search for the sunken British sub And
merrily we would float
For Those Who Discriminate
All Home Cooking
From the dragons that watch us
dent of the Standard Transportation marine M-2 was this morning shifted
'outfit for $150, or will sell boat and motor separately, boat $100,
here!
Specials Served Daily
motor $65. There will be a lot of outboard racing in Knox County
Company, which conducts the marine to a location eight miles from where
it had thus fsvr been conducted. Hop*- Thy gown should be snow-white silk.
activities of Socony-Vacuum.”
this summer. If you plan to race here is a chance to get a fast, able
Try our 25, 35, 50c Dinners
is practically abandoned for the 54
And strings of orient pearls.
Like gossamers dipped in milk.
The New York Times, publishing a officers and men on board.
outfit that will be among the leaders In its class. An excellent, safe
TEMPLE HALL
Should twine with thy raven curls.
similar announcement added:
outfit for a youngster. Write to HENRY S. BEVERAGE, P. O. BOX
Tbe Chinese are a stubborn lot. Red rubies should deck thy hands.
“While Mr. Fales’ promotion was
904, Portland, Maine,
11*13 •
Opposite Perry’s Market
Special Extra—Remember the Beauty Contest for
And diamonds be thy dow’er—
ROCKLAND,
MAINE_
not a distinct surprise to members of Japan has butchered 9465, and still But fairies have broke their wands.
M
iss
Rockland
the
others
refu'»
to
buv
Japanese
And
wishing has lost its power!
Service:
5 A. M. to 7 P. M.
the organization, he has forged ahead goods.—Illinois State-Register.
- Thomas Hood.

ROLLINS & STRONG

“Shannons of Broadway”

RESCUED BY A SEAPLANE

ADELYN BUSHNELL and Marshall Bradford

“OLD NEW ENGLAND CHOIR”

DANCE

RANGE
OIL BURNERS •
$24.50

Outboard Racing Outfit

at PENOBSCOT BRILL

Dance Tonight

Al Rougier and His Paramount Orchestra

PENOBSCOT GRILL

THE TOP OF THE LADDER
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weather bulletin

Personally appeared Prank S. Lyddie.
Who on oath declares that he Is Press
man in the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Jan. 26. 1932. there was printed a total
of 6198 copies.
W. H BUTLER.
________________
Notary Public. I

thUS far has ‘>ee" £e

January on record at the
i Bureau, with a daily average excess!

^%ass. BCiS

rr?

onnn,
u.-. which resemble late March or April.
Wrth gthe TTm'terqtntes
The Iowest temperature thus far has
birth the United States George „
,3 wh, h
h
Washington Bicentennial Commis- minh-um by five de
sion renunds us hat it is well to
other communitie| in the Eastern
mark with some thought the anm- group having considerable snow are
versaries of other patriots without Houlton, nine inches; Woodland,
whose loyal help George Washington seven and one.half. and Fort Fairmight never have been able to fjeid four. There is no snow at
achieve what he did.
Caiais or Fort Rent.
One of these is Thomas Paine,
Millinocket, in the Penobscot
born Jan. 29. 195 years ago.
group, has six inches of snow. PittsIn 1774. Paine emigrated to Ameri- j field and Augusta each has six inches,
ca. bearing a letter of recommendaDamariscotta, Brunswick. South
tion from Franklin, and soon ob- Berwick and Kittery, coast group
tained the editorship of The I towns. have no snow and at Portland
Pennsylvania Magazine, published in there are only patches of snow and
Philadelphia. Even then the Ameri- jce and at Rockland patches of snow. i
can air was full of the spirit of inde- jn the Androscoggin group. Rangeley
pendence. and Paine not merely ! has seven and one-half inches,
swung into the movement but rapidRoads in the vicinity of Augusta
ly forged to a place of leadership. were reported to be in good condi
Using his magazine as a means of tion. except for ice on the shoulders,
expression, Paine launched the first of and good at Rangeley. Rockland and
those writings that soon inflamed Danforth, and from Vanceboro to
the country with enthusiasm for Calais on both sides of the border.
freedom. This was his “Common
Ice thicknesses remained practicalSense,” afterward issued in pamphlet ly the same as last week, with 22 ,
form and circulated all over the inches on Moosehead Lake at Green- .
Colonies. It blew away every dis ville the greatest depth reported. The
tinction between king and com ice on Lake Hebron at Monson is 17 i
moner, boldly urged Americans to inches thick and Kezar Lake at Frye- I
assert their own national sovereign burg has 14 inches.
ty, and so stirred public opinion to
Pressures this winter, according to
the bulletin, have been low from
the highest pitch.
In the fall of 1776 Paine enlisted Alaska to Greenland and Iceland
as a volunteer in the Continental causing a flow of air from the SouthArmy and became aide-de-camp to west to the Northeast. Storm tracks
Gen. Greene. During this period have been crossing the Lake Region
Paine began that series of 16 pamph- and the St. Lawrence Valley, thus
lets which he assembled under the keeping the winds in this section i
general title of “The Crisis.”
blowing from the warm Southwest;
In 1777 he was made secretary of and from the West,
the newly formed Committee of For-' The present warm weather does not j
eign Affairs established by Congress, mean that a cold spring and summer
He served one year as clerk of the wall follow, weather bureau officials
Pennsylvania Assembly.
In 1782 say. as records show that about half
Washington got him a grant of $800 i of the summers following warm winfrom Congress to continue his writ- 1 ters have been cold and half of them
ings. In 1784 New York gave him a warm.
tract of 277 acres of land in New
------------------Rochelle; Pennsylvania gave him
A VILLAGE SAGE
500 pounds, and, in 1785. Congress
awarded him $3,000 to keep him from Hartford paper pays RespeCts
want.
With independence won in Ameri
To Late Voiney T. Follett,
ca, Paine was next attracted to the
a Colorful Figure
struggle for liberty in France, and
played a prominent part in the
French Revolution, at one time being
There was recently recorded in
thrown into prison and narrowly es- | these columns the death of Voiney T.
vaElrl?
JU?°tineJ ,for arg,Ving in Follett, formerly of this city, who was
behalf of the deposed king. He con- .
., ,
....
tinued a prisoner until James Mon- for 501116 >'ears a b.aeksmith m Walroe. the new American minister to do County. The Hartford Daily
France, finally obtained his release. Times of Jan. 22 carried the followBut during his months in prison, mg sketch:
Paine lost favor with manv of his
* , • •
former idolaters by writing his
Maine
ua
of
much-misunderstood book The Age
that Bcn Ames williams h3S
of Reason, an argument for deism
,u
h about-Liberty, Freewhich many took to be atheistic. d
Harmony and Montville. Ort a
This work long cast a shadow over side road „The Kingdom." by which
an otherwise doughty patriot and , on
f MontviUe is knOwn. stands
lover of liberty. Now his fame is a smoke-blackened little wooden,
emerging from under this shadow, building that was once the shop of
and his truly remarkable genius and Voiney T. Follett, smith, philosopher I
achievements begin to shine for what and fiddler.
they were:
writer, philosopher,
In this place the backwoods wits
soldier and champion of liberty.
were wont to gather and hold lively
debate over politics, philosophy and
Miss Margaret Ruggles was unable, religion.
due to illness to gyve her talk on “The
The independent-minded farmers,
Garden Path Through Italy" before the village doctor who had seen
the Garden Club Tuesday, but there plenty of life, the parson, the rumi
was a good attendance and the mem natin' idler and occasionally a re
bers spent a delightful and profitable puted multi-millionaire dropped in to
afternoon. Mrs. E. F. Glover read chat and swap views.
from “Aunt Jane of Kentucky’’ por
Follett himself was known for miles
tions pertaining to gardens. The around as a right-smart thinking and
question box proved unusually inter honest man. Tall, square-shouldered
esting. A witty story related by Miss he must have been a powerful man in
Hope Greenhalgh added a touch of his day. In his later years he was
merriment. Miss Edith Bicknell dis still vigorous, and picturesque, too,
played her list of wild flowers gath with a spirited countenance and a
ered in this section of Maine. Mrs. beautiful shock of white hair. Al
Ralph Wiggin presided, the regular ways kindly and courteous, and care
list of officers being somewhat deplet ful of his words, nevertheless he was
ed by illness. It was announced that a scrapper in defense of his ideals.
Miss Ruggles will speak before the People called him a socialist, for he
club later, and that Dr. Watson who was
an ardent admirer of Edward Bel
was scheduled to appear before the lamy and frequently prescribed
club last soring will be present April “Looking Backward” to his debating
6 to give an address on the general
Ten or more years ago he
subject of gardens, illustrated by lan opponents.
visioned a depression such as the
tern slides. Dr. Watson is an out present.
standing authority and brilliant
is too much selfishness in
speaker. The matter was brought up the"There
world, and the system will break
of securing orders for fruit trees
along the lines presented by County down," he used to say.
His grandmother was an Emerson,
Agent R. C. Wentworth. If the Gar
den Club secures orders for 100 trees and a cousin of Ralph Waldo Emer
the extremely low prices of 17 cents son, whose writings Follqtt also often
for one-year trees and 22 cents for quoted. Her house stood in what was
two-year trees may be obtained. in recent years the mill camp owned
Orders are not to be confined to club by Carney Shure, whose sister-in-law,
members. Anyone interested can get Mrs Max I. Farber, lives in Hartford.
Mrs. Follett, a gentlewoman, was a
further information by calling Mrs.
music teacher in her early years, and
E. M. O'Neil. 620.
while living in Montville she and her
Supt. E. L. Toner reports that husband gave their friends an oc
.
____ ,__ _
casional treat with piano and violin

HUNTING THE DUCK

Existence “Jeopardized By ®
Selfishness, Ignorance and
Political Cowardice’’

ord Thus Far — Snow
Blanket Thickens

In Shaping America's Indepen- I warmest
™e
_____

"ON MY SET"

Warmest January Oi| Rec

Maine's snow blanket increased the j
Draw nigh to God, and he will ! Past week and ranges from 10 inches;
draw nigh to you.—James 3:8.
at Danforth, Greenville and Vance- |
boro to an average of about an inch
STORY OF THOMAS PAINE
th6 coast.', wording to the
_____
i weekly snow bulletin issued by the |
And The Prominent Part He Played P°Illal,d W6at‘16r B?reau

dence

Every-Other-Day
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The readers of this humble
little department cover a wide
territory, as evidenced by many
letters which have come from
various parts of the country since
it was inaugurated four or five
years ago. Y'esterday the editor
received from George Pierce of
Rochdale, Mass., this communi
cation:
“Howdy Fans:
I see where some of you DX
fans are having some good luck
pulling in the distant stations.
Reading James L. Curtis' article
last week I see where he had a
station in Westminster iKPWF)
which I cannot find in my three
log books For those who want
to add to their logs I am forward
ing the following tips:
Jan. 30, on 890 k.c., CFBO of
New Brunswick, operating on 150
watts is Having a DX program
from 3 to 5 a. m. Jan. 31, KFNF,
Shenandoah, Iowa, 890 k. c.. 500
watts, from 2 to 3 a. m.; KLPM,
Minot. N. D.. 1240 k. c. 250 watts,
from 2.30 to 4 30 a. m.”

I was also pleased yesterday to
hear from Herbert K. Washburn,
former Thomaston boy, who has
a successful drug business in
Portland. Mr. Washburn is a
radio fan of the first magnitude,
and likes to read anything per
taining to the humorous side of
life. “On My Set" has fre
quently been the recipient of fa
vors from him along both lines.
In this connection I should like to
recommend the back page of the
Boston Radio Guide, whereon ap
pears a complete log of Ameri
can stations of 250 watts and
above, presented alphabetically
by States and giving kilocycles.

The .Aguilar Lute Quartet, the
only iutanists in the world, will
feature the NBC Artists' Service
All-Spanish broadcast Friday
night at 10 o'clock, via WEEI.
Raymond Knight's mythical
station Kl'KU, with Ambrose J.
Weems, chief annunciator, and
Mrs. Pcnnyfcather, makes its aft
ernoon debut over WEEI at 5.30
Saturday, for 15 minutes of non
sense. The Cuckoo Hour has
been carried over WJZ for a long
time and is one of the funniest
programs on the radio, it really
being a burlesque of other
programs, newspaper items, etc.
Mrs. Pennyfeather’s talk bur
lesques the household periods in
an inimitable manner.

_____
George J. Stobie, commissioner of X'
' inland fisheries and game, advocates
restricting duck hunting to a three
day period in each week during Oc
tober and November, eliminating of j;
all baiting of the birds, a bag limit of , ’
eight ducks and geese a day, and
I limitation to 12 the number of ducks
[ one person may have in his possession 1
at any time.
“The great mass of unorganized
hunters," he told the Pine Tree Fish
and Game Association in Portland
“naed to be told drainage and,
drought are not the only causes of
the decreased duck supply. The duck j
club shooters who represent only two
per cent of the duck hunters are kill
ing more than 30 per cent of the
ducks. This could not be possible ex-j
cept under the present vicious system |'
of baiting.
“Duck clubs, with their unlimited
use of baits are drawing the birds ,
from their natural flight lanes and .
are holding them on private shooting :
grounds contrary to the ducks’ mi- J
grating instinct. The very existence
of the duck is in jeopardy because |:
of selfishness and ignorance and po- ;
litical cowardice," he said.
"There was a great deal of dissatis- j ’
faction throughout Maine during the 1,
fall of 1931 because of the decision of 1J
the bureau of biological survey cut
ting the season for duck shooting to I
one month. I recommend a 30 day
open season on ducks and geese, di
vided up into a two months’ period 1
starting Oct. 1, and continuing until;
Dec. 1, with Thursday, Friday and
Saturday as open days and the rest!
of the week closed; a bag limit of
eight ducks and geese a day; elimina
tion of all baiting; and that no one
be allowed to have more than 12 : i
ducks in his possession at one time.
"With the month of October only
as the hunting season for ducks it |
will be only a short time before we
will have eliminated the black duck
hunting. Very few ducks congre
gate on the many miles of our coast
line in October. As a result hundreds
of hunters who never came inland before came last fall because they
would not get any hunting unless
they did.”
•
All complaints, he said, should be
put in the form of petitions signed by
all duck shooters and sent to “our
representatives at Washington to re
mind them that back home there are
100,000 sportsmen expecting their co
operation."

POLITICAL YEAR

How the Associated Press
Summarizes the Situation
In This State

NEW KITCHENWARE DEPARTMENT—THIRD ILQQR

Men’s Broadcloth Shirts
of
y
9

Sylklyke Sanforized (zero-shrunk) Fabric. "Sanforized” is the Cluett

Peabody patented process and me ans the material has been shrunk as

much as possible.
—New low price. . .
—Seven button front . . .
—Collar Attached and Patch
Pocket...
—Full Cut, Perfect Fit. . .
—Center Plait all the way . .
—Non-curl ’’Ejbilt Collar” . .
All Vat Dyed Colors

*1.00
Blue, Tan, Green, White

Men’s Swiss Mogador
Four-in-Hands
.1,

Plenty of Domestic Magadors around at low prices but these are Silk Swiss, imported regi

mental stripes, with labels—all firsts.

55c; 2 for $1.00
MILLINERY ANNOUNCEMENT
50 HATS at 50c
Winter Hats To Bs Closed Out At Once — Come Early

I Delegations favorable to President
i Hoover and to Gov. Franklin D.
Roosevelt of New York, will be sent
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
i by Maine to the Republican and
AN APRIL BLIZZARD
Democratic National conventions at j
J. A. Toiman Provides Interesting Chicago in June, if forecasts mid*--------------------- ~
,
cause the government owns so many or less fireproof and the government
WHY NOT INSURED
Postscript To “Dunt’s" Letter About recently by the National committee- duced majority there is no chance of
buildings that it has about the same finds it less expensive to appropriate
—
•
-------•
that
majority
being
wiped
out.
”
men
from
the
State
hold
good
durthe Winter of '74
advantages as a fire insurance com money for replacements when needed
I ing the next five months.
In 1914 Oakley C. Curtis, nomi
The Capitol, White House and other pany would have in that respect. rather than to make the payments on
nated
by
the
Democrats
after
a
four
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I However, national politics, usually
federal buildings are not insured be Most of the public buildings are more insurance policies.
Mr. Dunton's reference to the' holding the spotlight in a presi cornered primary contest, squeezed
January of 1874 reminds me that on dential year in this State where poli- out a victory over William T. Haines,
April 27 of the same year, 97 days ticians have often said “As Maine the Republican incumbent, 62,076 to
after that warm Jan. 20, a furious and goes so goes the nation” have been , 58,887.
heavy snowstorm raged, blocking the pushed into the background.
I The announced candidates are;
roads with eight-foot drifts, closing
The State has been so predomi- : Democrats—James B. Perkins of
all the churches, sending vessels nantly Republican that nomination ; Boothbay Harbor and Louis J. Brann |
ashore, and suspending all business. on that ticket in statewide contests; of Lewiston. Republicans—Frank P.
April 30 the rivers were over their has been tantamount to election and Washburn of Perry, Burleigh Martin
banks, the brooks were rivers, and the the Democrats have simply cast a ■ of Augusta, Arthur G. Spear of Port- j
country was flooded. The succeeding "complimentary" vote for their can- land, Alfred K. Ames of Machias,
season was very productive, with a didates. But this year the Demo- i Frank W. Carlton of Woolwich and
»♦« •*« »J» »*« •*« «$» «J» »J» »*• »♦« •*« »♦« •*«
»*4 «■*•»
big apple and hay crop. Don't put crats have reorganized the party ma- I Lewis O. Barrows of Newport,
away your snow shovels just yet.
chinery and intend.to make a fight
Why doesn't our Bureau of Pub for the governorship as well as other
LOCAL THEATRES
licity inform the mothers of the State offices.
country that Maine is the only north
The
interest
mieastern State that is (and has been
,. increased
. __
.
.. of . the
. ...
Park Theatre
for several years) 100 per cent free
,
m th6 *act that
Does a man achieve heroism by first
from cattle tuberculosis. That our,
^e «nnouncement of two canio so pure-blooded and vigor didates for the Democratic nomina experiencing cowardice? Is there a
stock is
ous that selling healthy cattle to tion for Governor it is assured of a bit of the craven in every brave
other States is a large item of Maine primary contest for the first time man? “Maker of Men,” starring
Jack Holt comes for Friday and Sat
farming. That poultry diseases are since 1914.
Democratic leaders point to that urday. Holt plays the role of a col
almost unknown. Bring your babies
The quality workmanship and service that you associate with the name—
to Maine! Come and visit the tanned 1914 primary contest as an omen of lege athletic trainer who glories in
and lively kids at the boys’ and girls’ victory this year for it marked the physical achievement. Courage is
camps. Don't forget your wallet this ^t time their candidate was elected. his watchword, and when his- son
[Sinoe that time the party has had comes to him and confesses that he
time!
About the vanishing eel-grass my I io content itself with a lone candi can't take punishment, the coach
guess is that it is the oil refuse. It date who received but a small vote Epeaks with the disappointment of a
can't stand the coating it gets when in the primary while thousands of father who has waited for years to
the tide goes out. We should worry, Democrats registered as Republi see his son follow in his footsteps
as it is a kind of a nuisance anyway. cans in order to vote in that party’s when he says, “I don't understand
how any man—or a thing who calls '
could not be maintained at a regular price of $1.00
Maybe you will find some in deep primary fights.
water.
Jesse A. Toiman.
This shift of registration has himself a man—can admit he's a
caused the Democratic leaders con coward — measly, whimpering cow-!
It is only during the mid-winter months that we offer our “WEEKLY SPE
cern as it is now too late for the ard!” How the boy learns that it i
DEER ISLE
CIALS” on some particular garment at a greatly reduced price in order to keep
"switchers" to get back under the takes more courage to be a quitter
than to be a hero—how he learns ,
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Howard of party's colors in time for the pri that there is a mental punishment
our regular force employed.
Spruce Head are receiving congratu mary. The Maine law requires that greater than any physical pain—how
lations on the birth of an eight- change of primary enrollment be the coach learns that the under
made six months before the primary.
pound daughter.
standing and sympathy of a father is
Mrs. Paul W. Scott recently under But they will, of course, be available sometimes more powerful than the
in
the
September
election
to
vote
for
went a serious operation at Bliss Me
hard discipline of a stern coach is
morial Hospital, Bluehill, from which the Democratic candidate.
depicted in “Maker of Men.”—adv.
*
*
*
*
she is improving steadily. Her sister
• • • «
Mrs. Ada Weed of Brunswick is car
While the Democrats have their
Strand
Theatre
ing for the home during her ab first primary contest in 18 years the
sence.
Barbara Stanwyck comes to the
Republicans face the task of choosing
epidemic of grippe and severe colds “it*J110^ he highly prized,
A social dance was held by Mr. and their gubernatorial nominee from six Strand Theatre Friday and Saturday
that have attacked pupils and teach- ,,J.„^yrha,dA"0 dau8hters- Otl6'MlS5
Mrs. Carl H. Haskell in their garage aspirants. It is the largest entry list in "Forbidden," and Adolphe Menjou
ers. At the McLain School, alone,
deth ^htCaCt^er *5 M
yesterday there were more than 150 Yerr'?°'
Y' The other daughter Saturday evening. There were sev the party has ever had and although and Ralph Bellamy are featured with
pupils absent. Among teachers sub- marrled Hosmer Jones, a teacher in eral couples present in spite of the some may drop out before primary her.
“Forbidden” was written especially
stituting within the past few days the West Hartford junior high school. heavy rain and a good time is re day, June 20—just five months away
appear: Mrs. Clara Kelsey for Miss She died a few years ago and the Fol- ported. Music was furnished by —there is talk of still others entering to bring out the greatest display of
Miss Stanwyck's talents. “Forbid
Irene Lunden. at Grace street; Miss lets came to West Hartford to live George Walker of Stonington accor the struggle.
Margaret Hellier for Raymond Bow with their son-in-law and two grand dion, and Martin Snowden, har
As far as the presidential elec den" lets her run the gamut of emo
children.
For
a
while
Mr.
Follett
monica.
den at the high school (history); Mrs.
tion is concerned, Daniel J. McGil- tions in a story that follows the de
Jasper C. Eaton has returned from licuddy of Lewiston, Democratic Na velopment of a woman from a\drab
Grace Britt for Mrs. Ruth Wood at was a census-taker in West Hartford.
The
family
returned
to
the
old
a
business
trip
to
New
York.
The Highlands; Mrs. John R. Durrell
tional Committeeman, sees “a fair little librarian to a brilliant, beautiful
Mrs. Everett Dunham and infant chance to carry the State,” while woman of the world—from a lonely
for Mrs. Helen Perry at Purchase homestead on Haystack mountain
street; Miss Katherine Veazie for each summer, and then he would re daughter are home from Stonington. Joseph W. Simpson of York Harbor, girl to a woman whose love, faith and
The annual roll call of the Sunset Republican Committeeman, looks courage enabled her to sacrifice her
Miss Elda Lermond at the high sume his trade as smith, and the
own career for that of the man she
school
(commercial department), neighbors would collect at his shop Church was held Thursday evening “for the usual party majority.”
could love only in secret.
Milford Payson for Mrs. Farmer, at as in former days. He was 63 when of last week and several letters from
The
vote
in
1924
was
Coolidge,
he died last Tuesday in West Hart absent members were read. An inter
The two leading characters meet
Rockport.
ford. Today the body was on its way esting entertainment followed after 138,400; Davis, 41,964; LaFollette, 11,- on a Havana-bound boat and the
832
and
in
1928
it
increased
to
“Ten Year Leaps Into Our Files for burial in Vinalhaven. Me., where which ice cream and cake were Hoover, 179,923; Smith, 81,179.
beautiful Cuban capital is the scene
of the Past” is the title of a depart he and his wife lived before they went served.
of their love. Back in New York
to
Montville.
"Although
the
Maine
delegation
again the scene shifts from a news
ment in the Bangor Daily News
to
the
National
Convention
will
not
SOUTHWEST HARBOR
paper office to politics and a palatial
wherein is reprinted items which
*♦ »*« ►*« ej»
»J» »♦« *.♦« •*« «•*•* »Je «•*« »*•» »*« »*♦ ♦*« «{•» e$M>$»e$e »*♦
be
pledged
to
any
candidate,"
Simp

NORTH
HOPE
Park Avenue home. Miss Stanwyck
were published in that newspaper
Grippe colds are quite prevalent
son
said,
“
It
will
undoubtedly
sup

wears many stunning gowns and the
one. two, three, four and five decades
at this time.
role offers her a chance to show her
ago. It is an adaptation, of course
Mr. and Mrs. U. G. Pease were
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robbins are ill port the Hoover-Curtis ticket."
“At the present time the Maine versatility in make-up as well as in
of the 25 years ago department which guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Marri- with grippe.
The Courier-Gazette has been carry ner last Monday evening.
Cecil, the youngest daughter of Mr. leaders are undoubtedly favorable to acting.—adv.
ing more than 30 years. It will
Mrs. A. I. Perry and E. Donald and Mrs. Chester Clement is con Gov. Roosevelt,” McGillicuddy said
interest many readers to know that Perry attended day sessions of Hope valescing from pneumonia at Mount “Our chances are better than for
many years and even if we are un
the idea originated with The Cou- Grange Saturday.
Desert Island Hospital.
rier-Gazette's editor, W. O. Fuller.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Bennett visited
Installation of officers of Jcpthah able to swing this normally strong GLOBE LAUNDRY
Republican State over to the Demo
(now in Florida) and has since been 1 their daughter Gladys at Knox Hos- Chapter, O.E.S., will be held Feb. 9.
Portland, Main*
Mrs. Byron Carpenter left last cratic side we will cut down the large Quality Work,
adopted widely by the papers of this pital Monday and Friday,
Family Waahingi
country and abroad. Its value is
Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Perry enter- Monday enroute for Palm Beach, majorities formerly recorded for the
Called For and Delivered
ROCKLAND, MAINE
opposition.
”
Fla.
She
will
be
accompanied
from
found in the revival of matters which 1 tained at cards Wednesday evening
Parcel Delivery 8ervice
Daniel F. Field of Phillips, Repub
interested older readers at the time Mr. and Mrs. U. G. Pease of Hope Boston by Dr. Mary Parker of
1(1 i .
and which gives the present genera and Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Coose of Gloucester, a former resident of this lican State Chairman, said although Walter Dorgan, Tei. 106R
the party might have “a slightly replace.
tion a new insight into local history. Searsmont.

LAMB’S SPECIALS
WE ARE NOT
DOLLAR CLEANERS

LAMB’S

This Week We Are Cleaning
LADIES’ COATS for

$1,00

Next Week We Offer

OVERCOATS and TOPCOATS
Cleaned and Pressed $1.00
REMEMBER THE NAME

Cleaning

LAMB’S

Dyeing

Every-Other-Day

*
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TALK OF THE TOWN

There will be a rehearsal of officers
of King Solomon's Temple Chapter
tonight.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Jan. 28-29—Thomaston—"The Shan
nons of Broadway.” at Watts Hall, by
Adelyn Bushnell players.
Jan. 29—Rubinstein Club meeting at
Unlversallst vestry.
Jan. 29—RockDort—"Fast Colors" pre
sented at Town hall by R. H. S. seniors.
Jan. 29 (7.30 p. m.)—Basketball at
R. H. S. gym. Camden vs Rockland.
Feb. 1—Monthly meeting of the City
Government.
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day.
Feb. 2—Dramatic reading at Unlversa
llst vestry, auspices Methebesec Club.
Feb. 4 (6.30 p. m.)—Annual meeting
Knox County Fish and Game Associa
tion at Unlversallst vestry.
Feb. 4—R. H. S. Juniors present "The
Old New England Choir,” at High School
auditorium.
Feb. 5—Methebesec Club meets with
Mrs. Vivian Hewett. Rankin street.
Feb. 5—Lincoln Baptist Association
meets at Rockport.
Feb. 5 (3 to 9.30)—Regular sessions of
Woman's Educational Club, at Copper
Kettle Porch.
Feb. 7-13—Anniversary Week of the.
Boy Scouts.
11 *®'30 p- m >—Annual meeting
of the Chamber of Commerce at Hotel
Rockland.
Feb. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday.
Feb. 14—St. Valentine's Day.
Feb. 18-19—Klppy Karnlva).
Feb. 17—Monthly meeting of the Baptist Men’s League.
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb. 22—U. S. C. G. Kickapoo Ball at
Temple hall.

Sheriff Ward W. Wescott who has
served Hancock County 12 years in
that capacity, has announced that
he is again a candidate for the Re
publican nomination.
“Husky” Aube, .recruit for the New
York Yankees, was injured in an au
tomobile accident at South Portland
Tuesday night. He admitted having
been asleep at the wheel.

Tuesday night's results in the Knox
County Bowling League: Thomaston
4 points, Boiler Makers 1; Kickapoo
4 points, Pederals 1. Wednesday
night: Burpee Furniture 4 points,
A.&P. f; A.&P. 3 points, Barbers 2.
Box scores and league standing de
ferred to Saturday's -issue.
Next September seems a far cry,
but members of the W.C.T.U. are
already laying plans for their State
convention which ik to be held in
Waterville, Sept. 21-24. And the
White Ribboners wiU have plenty to
talk about this year.

It is with pardonable pride that
this paper today presents its read
ers with the opening chapters of "The
WEATHER
House of the Three Ganders” a serial
Brooks were swollen yesterday and by Irving Bacheller. His “North
lowlands flooded with the rain which Country" and “Eben Holden” have
fell steadily nearly all day. Like so endeared him to millions.
many of our storms, this began in the
night with snow but it was already
Theo Strong and Milton V. Rollins,
slush by early morning. The wind former employes of the Central
swung to the south and noon tem Maine Power Co., have opened a shop
perature was 44. By evening the for sale of appliances, electrical re
wind was west and this morning it is pair work, inside wiring etc. at 31
briskly northwest, clear skies and Suffolk street, phone 824-M. The
colder, 28 at 7 o’clock. Pair weather Power Company has discontinued the
will not long continue according to inside wiring branch of its service.
the radio report this morning, which
indicates cloudy tomorrow with ris
All sons and grandsons of Civil
ing temperature, followed by rain.
War veterans arexinvited to be at
•rand Army hall Friday night at
The new Pontiac V-8 is on display T o’clock. Three prominent depart
at the C* W. Hopkins garage in all ment officers of the Sons of Union
models.
Veterans propose to be there and
speak in the interest of Anderson
A new entry at Commercial College Camp.
is Miss Arietta Maloney of South
Cushing.
The Maine Central Railroad had a
bad December according to the of
Mrs. Belle Frost, D.D.G.M., installs ficial reports published Tuesday.
the officers of Harbor Light Chap Passenger and freight revenues were
both below those of the correspond
ter, O.E.S., of Rockport tonight.
ing month last year, and the road had
Universalist chorus choir will prac a deficit of $104,736 as compared with
tice Thursday evening at 7.30. All the surplus of a year ago.
members are asked to be present.
Two schools, between which there
Rockland and Camden High has ever been intensest rivalry, clash
School basketball teams, boys and in the High School gymnasium to
girls clash tomcnow night at (he morrow night at 7.30—Rockland vs.
Camden. Whichever wins will ad
High School gym.
vance to the top of the league stand
There will be a meeting of the ing, and it is needless to say that the
Sportsmen and Landowners' Associa boys and girls, along with the basket
tion Friday at 7.30 p. m. in K. of P. ball fans, are eagerly awaiting the
whistle.
hall.
•
George W. Gay, formerly manager
There will be a rehearsal of past
matrons and patrons of Golden Rod of the Woolworth store, has formed
Chapter, O.EJS.. at Temple hall to a partnership with Crosby Ludwick
and during the year they will con
morrow evening at 7 o’clock.
duct what might be termed a per
Merton Haskell, Florence Dean and ambulating 5 and 10 cent store. In
Emma Harvey saxophones are fur other words they are to make week
nishing music in the play “The ly visits in this vicinity selling goods
Shannons of Broadway,” being given and taking orders for delivery on the
following week. Everybody knows
in Thomaston this week.
George, and they will find it easy
Ralph U. Clark, D.DG.M. installed to get acquainted with Crosby, who
the officars of Knox Lodge, F.A.M. has proven an exceptionally capable
in South Thomaston Tuesday night, salesman at the Central Maine Power
assisted by Leroy D. Chatto, as grand .Company’s store. He is a son of
Deputy Sheriff Ludwick and a chip
marshal.
off the old block.
The Auxiliary of Winslow-Holbrook
Belfast Journal: “The Rockland
Post, A. L„ will have a public supper
Saturday from 5 to 7, with Mrs. Cpurier-Gazette has been doing most
Corinne Edwards as chairman. A commendable work in reviving recol
lections of the old Fourth Maine
special menu is being planned.
Regiment, which was composed of
Claremont Commandery Monday ;nen from this section of the State.
night will have work on the orders of One story inevitably recalls another,
Red Cross and Malta, after which the but the necessity of newspaper pub
Sir Knights will be rewarded with lication prevent their appearing in
connected form. In its issue of Jan.
lobster supper.
2, The Courier-Gazette publishes a
Important matters are to be voted story which is of especial local inter
upon at the February meeting of the est, because one of the narrators is
Pine Tree Outboard Association, from Belfast.” Reference was made
which will be held next Tuesday to Mrs. Emma Burpee Wight's article
night at the American Legion hall which has been so widely read and
Varmly praised.
in Camden. Supper at 6.30.

As a “special added attraction” to
the weekly Legion meeting tonight
there will be an entertainment at
which stereopticon slides on the
World War, sent directly from Wash
ington, will be shown. Ex-service
men, not Legionnaires, are welcome.
The “no school" bell sounded
strangely yesterday after its long
silence. The session was omitted not
especially because of the storm, but
because there is so much sickness in
the city it was wisely decided not to
take any unnecessary chances.

At the meeting of the American
Legion Auxiliary Monday evening
Mrs. Ella Hyland and Mrs. Blanche
Morton were appointed delegates to
the council meeting of the Second
District in Auburn Friday. A social
time was enjoyed under the direction
of Mrs. Sarah Griffin and Mrs.
Geneva Upham. An original Bean-O
game furnished much amusement.
In the list of Colby College
Alumnae Agents recently published
appears the name of Gertrude Illsley
Padelford of Newton Center, Mass.,
1896. Mrs. Padelford foimerly taught
in .the Rockland High School and is
remembered with fondness by the
"boys and girls” who profited by her
fine instruction. She has been a fre
quent visitor in Rockland in past
years, as guest of Miss Margaret
Simmons.
„

Mrs. Lena K. Sargent on her return
from Cincinnati announced that she
has become affiliated with the Phono
graphic Institute of Cincinnati, a
school of reporting. This will be car
ried on in conjunction with the local
Commercial College, but Mrs. Sargent will also visit the larger business
schools in the East, including Boston,
New York. Philadelphia, and Balti
more. All pupils who certify in
ranking are given a free course in re
porting in the Institute, a great privi
lege in itself.
The management of the regular
Thursday night Odd Fellow Hall
dances iiavc
uauuco
have vnangcu
changed to
w xFriday
nuujr night,
uiguv.
Watch Fuller-Cobb-Davis’ window^
11*12
for prizes.—adv.
Psychic palmist and psychologist
gives confidential advice on personal
problems of life. Readings $1, hours
10 a. m. to 8 p. m. The Foss House,
77 Park street, Rockland. Tel. 740.

11*13

CAMDEN

Electric Wiring
Why not do that wiring job now? We are able
to offer you the same workmanship and service which
you have enjoyed for the past ten years through the
Central Maine Power Co,
For the next 60 days we are making a specialty of
Thoroughly Overhauling Vacuum Cleaners. Just
give us a call and leave the rest to us.

We are also in position to render any service on
major electrical appliances such as Ranges, Water
Heaters and Refrigerators.

Clarke-Kaler, Inc.
PHONE 903-W,

ROCKLAND

Certified Refrigerator Technicians
Twenty-four Hour Electrical Service
If you don’t believe that Rockland i
TAUGHT SCHOOL IN HOPE
has been behaving itself this winter, j
hearken to the fact that the first ar Stephen II. Chapman, Civil War
rest in 33 days was made by the police
Victim, Made Short Work Of Un
yesterday.
ruly Pupil
Clarke-Kaler Inc., Clayton Clarke
and Bernard Kaler, succeeding the Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Central Maine Power Company’s in
I was much interested in the
side wiring department have opened article
published in the Jan. 21 issue
headquarters and stock room under
of your paper relative to Stephen H.
The Thorndike, telephone 903-W.
Chapman. It reminds me vividly of
the time when he taught school
here: it was about the year 1855. I
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
was a small boy but it is still fresh in
my memory.
If you are a subscriber to
One hundred scholars registered
The Courier-Gazette and are
and they often went to school until
leaving home for any time, long
21. About as husky a set of boys at
or snort, let us mail the paper to
tended that school as could be found
you during your absence. The
anywhere.
regu'ar copy of the paper will
go to the home as usual. Just
The winter before the boys threw
telephone the address to the
the teacher out into the snow. My
office, or mail a card. The paper
father was agent and the next winter
will follow wherever you go, and
he hired Mr. Chapman. There were
will stop on notice when you ar
but few vicious boys in the lot, most
rive home. There will be no
of them being inclined to do what
charge.
was right, but a few vicious ones
can cause a lot of trouble if not
checked.
Elmer Erickson, aged about 50, and
School had been keeping but a few
formerly a resident of St. George was days when the toughest one in the
found dead at 7 o’clock last night in lot started something.
Evidently
the shoe repairing shop of Andrew this was what the teacher was look
Rekila at 320 Main street, where he ing for. He walked up the aisle,
had been employed. The discovery took the offender by the collar,
was made by Andrew Woodlawn,
him off the seat and literally
Finnish minister. Erickson was at yanked
mopped up the floor with him. The
tended by a local physician during stove was upset in the rumpus. The
the afternoon, and was apparently young man was cowed and that
on the road to recovery.
settled it. Mr. Chapman boarded at
my father’s and we were quite chum
Children were conspicuous by my. When the snow was deep, he
their absence at Strand Theatre last would take me on his shoulder and
night (as per the suggestion of Man carry me to the school which was but
ager Dondis) but the adults, all of a short distance.
A. F. Dunton.
whom could not gain admission at
Hope.
the first performance, saw a motion
picture which was certainly “differ
How many Duplex convenience re
ent.” It is the story of the medical
student Frankenstein who creates a ceptacles do you need in your living
monster with an abnormal brain—a room? No cord should be more than
gruesome story, -ingeniously told, and six feet long. I will install as many
with the most highly dramatic climax as you want for $2.75 each, cash only.
A. T. Thurston. Tel. 648.—adv.
imaginable.

Basket-ball
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
vs.

CAMDEN HIGH SCHOOL
BOYS AND GIRLS

FRIDAY, JANUARY 29
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL GYM
DANCE AFTER THE GAMES

ADMISSION 25c, 35c

J. A. JAMESON CO.

Does your memory carry you back
to April 12, 1907, when local amateurs
presented “Trlss, or Beyond the
Rockies,” under the auspices of the
Knights of Pythias. Attention is
Called to It by a Farwell Opera house
program, from which it is seen that
the members of the cast were Gladys
Oilkey, Phil Kelley. Harry Richards,
Herbert W. Keep, Allie Eldridge, Dan
Sobel, Edward Wells, Vincent Millay,
Mrs. Florence Clark, and Miss Cora
Tbgraham. The specialties included
Miss Mabel Smith, fancy dancing;
Tom 8awyer and Dave Sawyer, box
ing; Shepherd & Halstead, song and
dince artists; H. W. Keep, fancy club
swinging.

Fancy Native Fowl.............................................. lh

The annual meeting of the' Kncx
County Fish & Game Association will
be held at the Universalist Church
one week from tonight. Supper at $1
a plate will be served by the Ladies
Aid Society. Superior Court Justice
George L. Emery of Biddeford will
be the guest speaker, and Joe Stick
ney, supervisor of wardens, will show,
a new crop of motion picture reels.
The election of officers and annual
reports will find a place in the pro
gram. Reservations must be made
not later than Feb. 3, either by re
turn card or phone. The accommo
dations do not admit of guests, but
reservations will be made for those
taking out memberships. “The big
meeting of the year; attend if pos
sible," says Alfred C. Hocking, chair
man of• the entertainment commit
tee.

Baxter’s Maine Peas.............. can .20; 3 cans

Young Sukeforth was knocked out
in the fourth round of his bout with
Jules Zachow In Portland Tuesday
night, but not until he had forced his
opponent down twice for the count ,cf
nine, and given him a good and sufflcient score. The couple furnished a
good scrap, and the Rockland pugilist
did not fail to get his share of praise.
The Portland Evening Express said:
“In the curtain-raiser, one of the
wildest slugging bees imaginable,
Jules Zachow came from behind to
knock off Young Sukeforth of Rock
land in the —
fourth
round. -----------Sukeforth
— —-------was
woo uunii
down xui
for a three count ...
in «»»».
the
opening round but in the second and
third rounds he plastered Zach with
everything but the ringposts. putting
him on the floor twice for nine counts
ln the second. Although groggy and
out on his feet Zachow carried on and
planted the winning haymaker when
the clock had ticked off one minute
and 52 seconds of tt»e fourth round.”
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This is a nice lot, young and meaty.

PORK ROASTS are Cheap and Good Thia Week.
Bert said; “If people want a good pork roast it is a good
time to have tt.”
*

Salted Dandelions ......................................... 2 lbs
Three Crow Cream of Tartar.......................... lb

.40
.25

Large Can Superha Brown Bread............................. 18
3 cans for..................................................................... 50
With raisins or without It is good.

.50

These peas are hard to beat.

Little Buster Pop Com............................. 3 pkgs

.25

Superba Shelled Beans......... can

.15c; 3 cans

.40

Waldo County Potatoes..................... .*..... bushel

.50

You should try these; they are good ones.

Beech-Nut Crabapple or Grape Jelly, 8 oz. jar

.15

Stringless Golden Wax Beans, can

.50

.18; 3 for

Superba Whole Refugee Beans...................can

Alex. McGuffie, corresponding sec
retary of the Quarryworkers’ Union
at Stonington, has this to say in his
last letter to the Quarryworkers’
Journal about conditions in that lo
cality:
“Business is not so good in this
town as it was a month ago. The
John L. Goss Company laid off some
men a few days back and the Deer
Island Company have let four or five
men go but we can’t kick very much—
there are a lot of men employed by
those two companies now. I wish the
rest of the world was as well fixed
as we are in this town. Old Man De
pression would sure be out for more
than the count of ten. We have been
lucky in having as much work as we
have had and lucky to have such
quarries as we have for when the good
Lord made granite, the most beauti
ful and most enduring building ma
terial that can be used, he made it
first in Stonington, Me.—the pieces
that were left over, he scattered over
the rest of the country.
“We are proud of our quarries here
and we want everybody to know it—
if anyone don’t know it, we are willing
to tell them. Should they happen to
be from Missouri, all they have to do
is come down here and we will show
them. We can’t take the quarries to
the rest of the country (we would not
if we could) but we will do our best
to send part of the quarries to all that
want it in exchange for some of that
filthy lucre so that we may buy gas
for our buggy.”
Many farm chickens and turkeys
reach the market in poor condition
because they are not killed and bled
properly. Hang up the bird by its feet
on a wire hook. When killing it, grasp
it by the bony part of the skull. Don't
hold a bird by the neck—this often
c&uses discolored spots. Use a sharp
pointed, narrow-bladed knife. Make a
small cut inside the mouth on the
right side of the throat, cutting down
ward and to the right. Thrust the
knife through the groove along the
middle of the roof of the mouth until
it pierces the brain. Hanging the bird
head down and braining it carefully
make it bleed well. Poorly bled poul| try shows dark, blood-filled veins and
I reddened areas of skin, which mar
I the appearance and make the flesh
I spoil more quickly.
Apple butter can be made with or
without cider. Farmers’ Bulletin 900
-F tells how to prepare it more quick
ly than by the old-fashioned methods,
and suggests variations, such as appl£
butter with grape juice, plums, rhu
barb, or lemons. Other fruits also
make good butters. Pear butter Is
made like apple butter without cider.
Lemon juice, ginger, cinnamon, and
j other spices are used for flavoring.
Peach butter is also recommended,
i and “Garfield" butter, two-thirds
; plums and one-third peaches. All of
these fruit butters help to make use
j of surplus material, and give whole
some variety to the winter menus.
LQNG—At Thomaston. Jan. 23, to Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Long, a son.
SPRAGUE—At Knox Hospital. Rockland.
Jan. 25. to Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Sprague, a daughter. Alberta Louise.
BARTLETT—At Thomas Maternity Hos
pital, Rockland. Jan. 25. to Mr. and
Mrs. Norris Baitlett, a daughter.
Norene.
CARD—At Warren. Jan. 8, to Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Card (Goldie Yattaw) of
Ellsworth, a daughter. Dorothy Agnes.

MARRIED

BLANCHARD-BROOKS — At Waldoboro.
Jan. 23. by Rev. A. G. Davis. Wendall
Leroy Blanchard and Lalla Helen
Brooks, both of Waldoboro.

Large Can Clover Leaf Salmon................................ 45
This grade Is usually sold for 60c.

Large Package Quaker Oats........................................21

Superba Peaches, sliced or halves.............. can .25
3 cans ............................................................................ 60
Large Can Crushed or Sliced Pineapple .... can .25
3 cans for.................................................................... 60

Superba Grape Fruit.............. can .15; 3 cans
Jell-O, all flavors.........................................3 pkgs

.40
.25

Wc give moulds free.

Nice Maine Bantam Com....................... 3 cans
Johnson’s Y. E. Beans................ qt. .12; peck
Try Our Ham Loaf.............................................. lb

.25
.80
.30

We prepare your loaf ready to bake.

FREE DELIVERY

TELEPHONES 17 OR 18

PORK ROAST

„10c

This Week We Have Seen the Cost of
Goods Go Even Lower and As Always
We Are Glad to Pass These Savings
Along to Our Customers.

MEAT SALE

FLOUR SALE
Again we offer one of the best brands
at less than it can be bought elsewhere.

MISS MUFFET FLOUR

NATIVE VEAL
Steak, ready to fry,
Neatly Trimmed Chops,
Rump Roast Veal,
Legs for Stew,

bags

30c
25c
15c
08c

lb
lb
lb
lb

TRIPE
Very Fancy,

lb 09c

lb 33c
lb 29c
lb 22c
lb 25c
lb 15c

Leg of Lamb,
Lamb Chops,
RAW
Two 1 Cz,
Stewing Lamb,
ROASTED Qts

PEANUT SALE

I LITTLE PIG

Newly Salted
PEANUTS‘
2 Pounds

1 PORK STEAK,

lb 22c

Sausage Patties,

2 lbs 25c

WESTERN BEEF

How Would You Like To Buy

SWIFT’S KETCHUP
2 Large Bottles, 25c
You Can Get It At Perry’s
Also

Large Bot. Swift’s Chilli Sauce
19c
CHOICE BLUE ROSE RICE
5 Pounds 25c
PEACHES IN SYRUP
3 Large Cans 49c

Early Variety Peas, 2 cans 25c
Stringless Beans, 3 cans 19c

Boneless Pot Roast,
Chuck Roast,
Rump Roast,
Top Round Steak,
Cube Steak,
Boneless Sirloin,
Rump,
Lean Hamburg,

lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb

17c
12c
20c
25c
25c
30c
35c
15c

Marrow Soup Bones,
5 Cents and 10 Cents lb
GRAHAM FLOUR
5 Pound Bag, 17c
No Need To Pay More

CALUMET BAKING POWDER
FREE WITH EACH PURCHASE
One Large Pie Plate and a Generous
Sample Pkg. of Swansdown Cake Flour.

RAISINS

POUND
PACKAGE

Your Choice
Seeded or Seedless

35c

3 pkgs 25c

SELECTED HAWAIIAN PINEAPPLE
Sliced or Crushed
2 Family Size Cans 29c

SUGAR SUGAR SUGAR SUGAR
the Right
100 Pound Bag
$4.50 WeTo Reserve
Limit Quantities
SOUR PICKLES

quart jar 23c

A GOOD COMBINATION
1 BOTTLE VERMONT MAID SYRUP
1 PKG. AUNT JEMIMA PANCAKE FLOUR

DIED
PAUL—At Camden, Jan. 27. Cora E,
widow of Clarence E. Paul, aged 68
years, 7 months, 6 days. Funeral Fri
day at 2 o'clock from Bowes & Crozier's
parlors ln Rockport.
ERICKSON—At Rockland, Jan. 27. Elmer
Erickson, aged 49 years. Funeral Sat
urday at 2 o’clock from Burpee parlors.

Superba Crab Meat.................can .36; 3 cans 1.00

For many purposes it is as good as whole slices.

LITTLE PIG

But Stonington Has Much To Be
Thankful For Says Secretary McGuffie

.22

Large Can Broken Slice Pineapple.............. can .18
3 cans for.................................................................... 50

EVEN LOWER

BUSINESS NOT SO GOOD

BORN

.25

One Pound Soda FREE with each pound.

Fresh Native Eggs...................................... dozen

Mrs. Curtis Weed is i» Knox Hos
pital for observation.
Mrs. Frederick Jagels will enter
tain the Friday Auction Club this
week at her home on Elm street.
W. H. Heald is in Boston attend
ing the auto show.
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Belyea are
spending a few days in New York.
William Chater has returned from
New York city where he spent the
winter.
Dr. W. Lee Dickens and T. W. Mc
Kay have returned from Boston
where they were guests of Dr. Doug
las Thom.
Charles Weed has returned to his
home in Deer Isle after spending the
winter with Mr. and Mrs. Frank H.
Wilbur, Sea street.
The annual installation of Key
stone Chapter, R.A.M. will be held
Feb 10 and will be private.
There will be a union service at the
Congregational Church Sunday eve
ning and the address will be delivered
by Rev. Leroy Campbell of the Bap
tist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Crockett have
returned from a visit in Boston and
vicinity.

tj It may be a small run or
a half a million impressions
. . . leaflets, folders, broch
ures, catalogues, blotters,
letterheads, handbills or
what have you? , . . What
ever the job
—We Do It Right!

The Courier- Gazette

FANCY FRESH PINEAPPLES, direct from Cuba to us, ea.
NORTHERN SPY EATING APPLES,
peck
FANCY FRESH GRAPEFRUIT
5 for
FLORIDA ORANGES, Family Size,
dozen
BANANAS, Ripe and Ready to Eat,
4 lbs
COTTAGE CHEESE, Something New,
lb
VERY FANCY COMB HONEY,
comb
FRESH NATIVE EGGS, Daily Arrivals,
dozen
GUARANTEED EGGS,
dozen
SAUER KRAUT, Good For Anybody to Eat,
2 lbs

19c
29c
25c
23c
29c
15c
35c
29c
19c
19c

SWIFT’S GEM MAYONNAISE
2 HALF PINT JARS 25c
Regular 36 Cent Value

FANCY NATIVE POTATOES

bubsahgel

39c

PERRY’S MARKET
■»

#
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pelled film To stop before Ills ap- ' Boor behind him. He spoke in a
whisper.
petite was appeased.
WRov/asWJio?
“Bat Morryson is over to the cook j
“I want to pay ye fer what I et,” |
house. Just come in with a lan
said the boy.
“How can you pay us for all that . tern from Dead Creek floe.”
By LOUISE M. COMSTOCK
Mr. Converse turned to the boy
food?’
“I guess I can pay ye. I’ve got five
and said:
;
Now Joyously Happy
"You sit right over there out of
dollars. I earned It workin’ out. It '
BLACK MARIA
was hid in the clock. I stole it , the light and don’t say a word what- I While all his family looked on in
ever happens. You needn’t be scared. ! astonishment and all his friends were j
when I run away."
01I
amazed, one man took all the pain,i
I'm going to take care of yon.”
"We don’t want your money, but
“blue chariot” that carried dis
we rather like your company.”
Turning to the guide he added: j swelling and agony from his tortured j
“I ain't got nothin’ else but a top
”1 want to hire your camp for Joints in 48 hours and did it with turbers of the peace and petty fel
that famous rheumatic prescription ]
an’ some brass wheels that come out
twenty-four hours. I'll give you a known to Pharmacists as Allenru— ons off to Jail; police raided dives
and gambling joints, but they didn't
of an old clock, an’ four lead bul dollar an hour for that period. I
; you can do the same.
bundle their captives off in a “cage
lets, an’ three fish hooks stuck In
want to be the boss here for just
This powerful yet safe remedy is
a cork, an’ a glass eye that my
twenty-four hours. What has Mor i positively guaranteed to do this—its on wheels.” Instead, they sent for
the “Black Maria," and thus paid
uncle gave me the day he died.”
ryson got to say?”
[ action is almost magical.
“He wants to spend the night
Just get one 85 cent bottle of Allen- dubious honor to one of the most
Shad took the trinkets out of his
' ru from David L. McCarty or any live un-Boston-like of our early Boston
here.”
trousers pocket as he spoke, with a
druggist—take it as directed and if in ians.
"Tell
him
you've
rented
the
camp
fond look at them.
In old Colonial days a negress
' 48 hours your pains haven’t all left
The men laughed, saying: “No. we j an’ he’ll have to see me.”
named Maria I.ee kept a prosperous
j you get your money back.
“Shall I bring him .here?”
only want to get better acquainted
It works Just as swiftly with Neu sailor's boarding house In Boston.
“Bring him here but say nothing
with you. You must come to our
ritis.
Sciatica, Lumbago and Neural She was a woman of gigantic sta
about the boy."
camp with us. Perhaps we can
gia.
ture nnd prodigious strength, ahd
The guide vanished, returning
help you.”
used them to good advantage in
presently with Bat Morryson—a
That night he went with the fish
maintaining quiet and order not
hairy,
powerful
Cyclops
of
the
foot

ermen to their camp at High falls.
had
assumed
a
slight
limp
to
dis

only in Iter own establishment but
hills. His one eye was red, his face
Three days later the party moved to
guise his gait
all up and down the water front—
flushed. He had been drinking but
Lost lake where they put up in the
Bat greeted him saying: “Hello,
and this in a day when ships car
was not drunk.
log cabin camp of the famous guide,
ried canvas and sailormen ashore
■tranger.”
"What
do
you
want?
”
Converse
Philo Scott, familiarly known as
were wont to be a roistering and
Shad
made
no
reply.
asked him.
Phide.
“rfe’s deef and dumb, an’ ye
liberty-taking lot. Such was her re
“I’m lookin' for my boy Shad who
Now, one of these sportsmen was
pute for instilling awe nnd obedi
might as well talk to that log yer
run
away
an
’
is
somewhere
in
this
slim and a bit undersized. He gave
sittin’ on,” said Phide Scott as he ence into the hearts of the lawless
part
o
’
the
woods.
”
the boy a respectable suit of
that the police authorities frequent
stopped by the huge Cyclopean Bat.
Converse stopped him.
clothes and shoes and stockings, a
The boy passed on around a turn ly enlisted her aid in making ar
“Why did he run away? Couldn’t
cap, a flannel shirt, with collar at
rests. It is said that she once, sin
In the trail and in a moment was
you make him happy at home?"
tached. and a necktie. All these
gle-handed, herded Into the lockup
beyond the reach of their vision.
•T
tried
to.
”
fitted well. Shad came out of the
three trembling sailors, lately bold
In a short time the guide overtook
“No, you didn't. I know all about
camp in which his benefactor was
and swaggering seamen on a toohim.
you.
You
abused
his
mother.
When
lodging a new human being, his face
riotous shore leave.
"He mistrusts that you're back at
she
died
you
married
a
strumpet
clean, his hair trimmed and combed
Finally, so often did the strong
my
camp,
”
said
Scott.
"He
’
s
heard
who abuses your children. You go
and brushed. Those who saw him
arm of the law lean for assistance
at Grass Pond that Converse Is over
off and get drunk and spend about
were Astonished.
on the stronger arm of Maria Lee
all you can earn while Shad plants •with me. He’s made up his mind
Shad was well put up, as they 1
that to “send for Black Maria” be
that the millionaire will try to slip
and
hoes
the
potatoes
and
corn.
used to say in the north country.
came synonymous with “send for
you
across
to
his
place
at
Bog
lake.
”
You come home and get mad and
In spite of his leanness and lanklhelp in getting this disorderly per
A mile or two farther on the two
beat him until his back bleeds. I
ness he was now good to look on.
son to jail”; and the name “Black
came to that big black pond known
saw the lad. He was a mile or so
The shapely outlines of his head and
Maria" thus passed to the police
as Mud lake. They got into the
below
High
falls
on
the
river
bank.
face were pleasing. The expression
wagon or patron to whicli It lias
only
boat
at
the
landing
and
rowed
I saw his wounds, too. D—n you,
of his face was cheerful. He was
stuck until the gangster aud racke
across. It was now a two-mile
Bat Morryson, you care for nothing
like a scrawny, ill-fed colt of a
teer have coined for them new
stretch to Bog lake walled In by
but
that
greedy,
dirty
hog
’
s
belly
of
promising size and pattern.
terms more in keeping with the
giant
pines
and
spruces.
yours!”
modern scene.
The boy took the glass eye from
Meanwhile the slow intellect of
Bat Morryson sat leaning forward
<©. 1S31. Western Newspaper Union.)
W.M.Ut
hisToeket and held it in the light
Bat Morryson, sitting on a log by
on
his
elbows,
looking
at
the
man
ji/ Irviig
SERVICE
of the lamp and looked at it.
the trailside, had begun to find its
who thus addressed him. his Brow
THE GRADE SCHOOLS
way. He had been thinking about
“My uncle was an awful good
deeply furrowed. His attitude was
the small stranger who had come
man,” said Shad. "He told me that
that of a great cat ready to spring.
this eye would help me to remem He knew that he was in the pres down the trail with Phide Scott. Chickadees Win Contest at The High
A Bacheller story of the“North Country” based
lands—Pleased With New Flag
There was something familiar In
ber that God Is a watchin’ of me.
ence of his master. No one had
on a trial famous in the legal annals of New
the look of that chap.
It's a smart oi’ eye. It can see a
ever talked to him like that. No one
Highlands School, Ruth E. Wood,
Suddenly he arose. “By G—d! ; teacher:
long ways ahead, an' It can tell good
had ever dared to.
York state. A typically human American story.
luck Is comii’."
He rose from his chair with a se They fooled me,” he said to him
Richard Brown brought pussy wilThe woodsy setting, the quaint customs and
self. “They’ve dressed the boy ug
Phide Scott blew his whistle. Sup- ' rious look on his face. He turned
■
lows
one day last week, it being our
an’ put a piece o’ fur on his lip an’
per was ready. The old guide caine
to the old guide, saying:
the highly humorous sayings of the countryside, the
first bouquet of 1932.
slipped
him
right
under
my
nose.
”
in with a platter of fried bacon and
“Give me a bite to eat an’ I’ll go to
We are much pleased with our new
unconscious nobility of its steadfast people, all blend
He hurried down the trail in pur
a plate of griddle cakes steaming
bed.”
suit of Scott and Shad, not half a flag and glad to see it flying once
hot.
“Not here,” said Converse. “Not
to make the distinctive flavor of a true Bacheller story.
mile behind them. He was losing a . more.
“Mr. Scott, this is a boy we found I on your life. This ls my camp. I
The Chickadees won in the contest
slave, and the slave was of consid
asleep on the shore of the river,"
don’t want you anywhere near me.
erable value. When he got to Mud for the most 100's during the last
said one of the fishermen. “He was
You pike off and take your chances
lake and found no boat and saw month. The Snowbirds will have to
about starved.”
Just as the boy has done. There's
the others landing a mile away on ! work harder next time.
The old guide shook the boy’s
a camp at High falls.”
Grade Two lost one pupil this
the far shore, he started to skirt month; Grade Three, however, gained
hand and asked:
“That’s fifteen mile from here, an’
the
lake,
with
his
mouth
full
of
tt looks like rain,” the ruffian mut
“Be you Bat Morryson’s boy that’s
1 one, as Domenico Mazzeo was pro
curses.
moted from Grade Two to Grade
run away?”
tered.
, Three.
“Good! I wish it was twenty and
Shad was frightened by this unex- '
TO BE CONTINUED
Grade Three is now busy making
that it would rain hard enough to
pected query. His face changed
an Eskimo scene on the sand table;
wash
your
dirty
soul.
For
oncein
color.
He
shook
his
head
and
stam

discouragement
and
supplication
CHAPTER I
j also reading stories and learning some
your life you're .going to do some
mered :
PANAMA CANAL AVOIDED
was In the figure of the lad as he
of the habits of the little people of
work.
”
“If—if I was I—I’d be 'shamed to
arose!
------I the cold lands.
The Fugitive and the Pocket Eye.
Without a word Bat strode off
tell ye."
"What’s the matter? Are you
One effect of the fall in the British i Children neither absent nor tardy
HE dam on the Racquette so in
into the darkness. He went not in pound sterling is that British ships for the last six weeks are: Barbara
“His boy has stole some money an’
lost?” one of the strangers asked.
creased in prosperity and size of
the direction of High falls but back trading between London and New Taylor, Shirley Curtis, Hazel Curtis,
run away,” the guide went on. “I
“Run away from home.”
the small settlements on either
on the trail toward Dead Creek floe. Zealand prefer to take the long. Donald Curtis. Jeanette Carter, John
was
over
to
Wanakeny
today
an
’
Bat
“
What
’
s
your
name
and
where
do
shore of the river that a bridge be
was
there.
He
’
s
run
on
the
tracks
you
live?
”
He was like a wounded panther dangerous Cape Hom route rather Gamage, Charles Thomas, Blanche
came necessary. It was built The
o’ the boy an’ is searchln’ the woods.
“Don’t dast tell ye.”
growling with rage—a veritable than pay the heavy tolls for passing Thomas. Richard Brown. Pauline
two communities separated by flow
Be cornin’ through here in the
“Are you hungry?”
child of the darkness in which he through the Panama Canal. Ship Carroll, Domenico Mazzeo and
ing water had long been at war with
owners say that the Cape route is Charles Pemald.
mornin
’
.
”
“
Starvin
’
.
Ain
’
t
had
nothin
’
to
walked.
each other. The bridge drew them
more economical in spite of the 2500 '
—•-------------Then
one
of
the
fishermen
let
go
“
He
won
’
t
be
cornin
’
back
here,
”
eat
for
days
but
one
pa
’
tridge
an
’
a
together into one village. Their
miles extra distance—The PathWatch for them. The “Harlem Hot
as
follows:
chipmuck.”
Scott declared. “There's a lumber finder.
Shots.”
8-tf
petty Jealousies vanished. It was
“We don’t know whom this boy
“Well, you’re in luck! Here's
camp down by Grass pond. He’ll
unregenerate Colonel Spenlow, the ,
belongs to. If it’s Bat Morryson, I
sandwiches and bacon and eggs and
head fer that. He ain't goin' to
miller and local Republican boss,
want to tell you that Bat can’t have
fish. The fish are frying."
give up lookin’ fer the boy. Bat
who gave the new place its truthful
As he spoke the fisherman was un
needs him. The boy could earn many
him any more. I’d as soon trust a
and euphonious name. He called it
doing packages of food from tlie
boy in a cage with a tiger.”
a bottle o’ whisky for him this sum
Amity Dam, thus visiting on its in
pack basket.
“Bat Morryson is a tough oi' wild
mer.”
habitants a certain curious penalty
cat of a man,” said the guide. “Had
Bat had not recognized his sou
for the sins of their fathers. They
By ALBERT L. CLOUGH
a good womem an’ broke her heart.
Shad went to bed that night with
were soon known as Amity DamDied years ago. He's drunk half the
a deep pity in his heart for the man
mers.
time. Don't git into no fight with
who was his father, remembering as
Long after that the little village
him. He bites like a dog. He'd Just
he did the good days past—of which
was the home of a far-famed mys
Checking Up The Headlights
as soon take an ear off ye as not.”
there were some like starlight in his
tery out of which came a murderer
The Tops Of The Hearns Must Never Hise Above The Horizontal
dark memories. Soon he slept, as
“I know how to handle that kind
convicted in the face of unexampled
only a weary boy can sleep. He
of a cur," said the sport, a big pow
difficulties and against the testimony
CLEAN THEIR LENSES outside and inside, gently remove all dust
awoke refreshed in the morning.
from the reflectors with a piece of absorbent cotton and, if necessary,
erful man. “Don’t worry.”
of three eye-witnesses. It was, more
“I’m glad it ain't yesterday no
polish them with lampblack. Replace any bulb that doesn’t burn at
After supper these gentlemen took
over, for a time the home of a
full brilliancy and see that all connections in the lighting circuit are
more," he said to Mr. Converse as
the boy to their sleeping camp. One
number of remarkable characters re
clean and tiaht. Place the car on a level roadway, facing a light col
he was dressing. “I feel better—
of them cut oft a piece of an old
lated to the mystery. One of them
ored verticar surface, such as the closed doors of the garage, with its
more
like
a
man.
”
moth-eaten buffalo robe that lay on
was the boy Shad Morryson whose
headlight lenses twenty-five feet distant therefrom. Have the rear
“
You
look
like
a
gentleman,
and
the floor. He trimmed and shaped
courage and shrewd intuition served
seat, if any, occupied by passengers. Measure the height of the lens
I want you to learn to eat as gen
it neatly with a pair of scissors.
the state and put him on the road
centers from the ground and draw a horizontal chalk line on the doors
tlemen do. Eat slowly and keep
Soon he took the measure of Shad’s
to fortune.
at exactly this height above the level on which the car is standing.
your knife away from your face.
upper lip.
Make three marks across this line, one exactly in front of the center
Shad was discovered on a bright
Use it only to cut your food, and
line ot the car and one exactly in front of each lamp center. Sighting
“I’m making a mustache for you,”
June day in 1896. He lay asleep on
from the center ot the rear seat or from behind the center of the car
eat with your fork.”
the man said.
a bed of moss under a group of
will enable this to be done accurately enough. Switch the lights on to
“I won’t forget your advice," said
Some liquid glue was applied to
pine trees. Two fishermen who had
bright or high beam, making sure that the lower filaments are the ones
the boy. “I’d like to be a gentle
the skin side of the mustache. Soon
come ashore for luncheon found him.
which light. Cover one lamp with a robe to cut off Its light. Focus
man.”
it was fast on Shad’s lip. It made
Nobody knew exactly when he was
the other lamp by turning its adjustment screw one way and then the
They
went
to
breakfast.
a
surprising
change
in
the
look
of
horn—a matter of slight importance.
other until its beam, projected on the doors, is at its narrowest ver
After tlie meal Mr. Converse
the lad.
Shad’s life began the day he was
tically and very bright and nearly straight st its upper edge. Then, if
turned to the lad saying: ‘Til send
“Nobody would know you.” said
necessary, loosen the clamping device which holds the lamp in posi
discovered. It is likely that he had
Uncle Phide down the trail with
one of the men. It’s put ten years
tion and move the lamp on its support until the upper edge ot its beam
been eating and drinking a little
you to my camp. He’ll keep you
on your head. We have a plan for
falls exactly on the horizontal chalk line and the horizontal center of
more than sixteen years.
"I Guess 1 Must Be Dead,” He Whis
happy till you’re beyond the danger
the beam coincides with the cross mark in front of the lamp. Tighten
you.
Remember
you're
a
man
now.
The fishermen came upon him
pered.
the bracket clamp securely. Change the robe to the lamp just adjusted
point. Uncle Phide, you take a gun
You will get a good rest tonight and
suddenly. He lay sprawled on his
and treat the second lamp in the same manner as the first.
with you and see that he gets there.”
a
good
breakfast
in
the
morning.
hack with an ancient long-barreled,
The boy trembled with eagerness
When Scott and the boy were
Then you’ll take the train to Bog
DISAPPOINTING REPAIR JOB
SHORT IN BATTERY CELL muzzle-loading shotgun at his side.
as he saw it. His face quivered.
ready to set out, the latter in his
lake. My camp ls there. I'll give
G. N. writes: When I test the
S. W. L. writes: I have Just
He was a pale thin lad in rapped
“Oh, mister, can I have a sand
new clothes and mustache, Mr. Con
you a note to the guide in charge.
completed the job of installing new cells of my battery with the hy
clothing. Both big toes protruded
wich now?” he asked.
verse said to him: "Have you got
He will show you across country to
piston rings and grinding the drometer, after the car has stood
from holes in his boots. The fish
“Yon bet Take two.”
your money?”
the railroad. If you should meet
valves of my 1926 ---------- engine idle for a few days, the middle
ermen aroused him. He sat up and
The boy devoured them. He ate
cell always gives a lower gravity
“Yes, sir, I’ve got it pinned in my
your father, he wouldn’t know you.
and am disappointed to find it has reading than the others. A test
rubbed his eyes and stared at the
like a hungry dog Just returned
We
’
re
going
to
stake
you
with
twen

pocket
all
safe."
made immediately after returning
strangers looking down at him. The
TTP
from the chase.
“When you get out of the woods,
from a long trip shows all three
ty dollars. Take a train going
“I feel better already,” said the
cells nearly alike as to gravity.
make for St. Lawrence county. It’s
west for some point beyond the
odor of frying bacon came to his
boy. ‘Til go an’ wash. I'm dirty.
Why is this?
near Canada. You could Jump across
woods. You’ll get a Job somewhere.
nostrils. Kindly faces were before
I ain't fit to eat with nobody, not
Answer: The plates of this mid
the border if necessary and be safe.
I hope you’ll make your fortune.
him.
dle cell may be shortclrcuited by
even myself.”
Take
this
letter
to
my
friend
Colonel
He
Is
my
card.
Write
me
now
and
active material which has dropped
“I guess I must he dead," he whis
He hurriedly undressed on the
then and let me know how you're Blake. He lives in Canton.”
off them and collected on the cell
pered.
river bank. The fishermen observed
bottom, so that the lower edges
Then Shad and the famous guide
getting along.”
They saw the heart of the hoy
that the back of his shirt was
began
their
Journey
through
that
The
card
bore
the
name
and
ad

when he asked from the lifting
slashed and bloody, the skin of his
winding green aisle in the deep
dress of the steel magnate:
cloud of his slumber:
less pep on hills than before the
back ridged, red and swollen.
woods from Big Deer Pond to Mud
“Edmund C. Converse,
work was done.
What do you
"Is God here?’’
“My G—d, boy! What has hap
lake. They had gone nhout a mile
17 Wall Street, N. Y.”
think is wrong?
One of the men put his hand on
pened to your back?” one of the
Shad put the money and card 1 when, at a point where the trail
the boy’s shoulder and gave him a
Answer:
Maybe the cylinders
men inquired.
sloped down a hillside, the guide
in his trousers pocket with great
do not hold compression as well
gentle shake as he said:
“Does it look bad?” the boy asked.
I
stopped
suddenly.
care.
as before. Try them by hand-crank
“Wake up, young man. You’re still
“Bad! I should think that some
“I’m much obleeged,” he said.
“Some one jest crossed the trail
ing and settle this point fiyst. If
dreaming. You’re not dead yet.
one had used it for a chopping
away down yonder in the valley," he
“I’m kind o’ scairt to have so much
they leak gas badly, it may be be
Come. Lunch ls ’most ready.”
block.”
I whispered. The guide stood still,
cause the new rings do not fit the
money. Hope I don't git ribbed.”
Still it was a fact that the old
“Well, they did. My dad gits mad
cylinders as well as the old ones
“Don’t show it to anybody or let looking intently at the point where
Shad Morryson, known to a few peo awful easy when he’s drunk. He ain't
did. It is a delicate Job to re-ring
a
moving
figure
had
attracted
Ills
anybody
know
that
you've
got
it.
ple ln'the forest township of Blair,
always so mean. I guess I’m purty
an engine and nearly impossible of certain positive and .negative
attention.
plates touch it, or it may be that
was dead, that the water at his feet
mean myself. I don’t take no in Keep your small money in one pock
to obtain good results if cylinders some of the insulating separators
Again
he
whispered:
“
It's
a
inan.
et and your big money in the
was in effect the River Jordan.
have worn badly.
Perhaps the have broken down. Internal elec
terest in the work. What’s the use?
He’s settin’ on a log by the side o’
other, and don't have much to say
Moreover, it would seem that God
valves do not seat completely, be trical leakage, from such, causes,
It don’t do no good. He got home
the trail. He doesn’t see us. Come
to strangers.”
was really there.
cause of insufficient stem clear will discharge a cell rather rapidly
an’ ketched me fishin' when I should
on.
If
it
’
s
yer
father
I
may
stop
a
The boy’s heart was full, and
ance. This should be checked up. while it is idle, reducing the grav
“Well, I kind o’ expected to he
'a' been hoein’ potaters.”
i
minute,
but
you
walk
right
on
ns
if
and these friendly interested men
Is it possible that ignition-timing ity of the liquid correspondingly,
dead when I woke up," said the
Shad swam around a moment,
ye’d never seen him before."
encouraged him to open it.
or carburetor adjustment was dis although it may not be at a rate
boy as he arose. “If I ain't, I’m
high enough to prevent long con
came out of the water, dressed with
Within five minutes they came
turbed during the overhauling? If tinued charging from bringing the
They were interrupted by Phide
glad of it I want to Uvf.”
his new friends. They were afraid
upon
Bat
Morryson
sitting
nt
the
so
this
would
account
for
your
Scott, who entered, closing the
cell temporarily back to a fully
he would eat too much and com
What a pitiful look of drooping
trail-side. The boy, walking ahead.
trouble, in part, at least.
charged condition.

I he Mouse
of the Three

Cost 85 Cents To Put
Rheumatic Cripple
Back To Work Again

F

kM Irving Bachclkr

It will appear serially
in these columns
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| HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
37-Head covering
1-Compact
39-Vessel
5-Pleasure
41- Mistake
9-Greases
42- Removed the core
11- Cease
44- Mineral spring
12- Pronoun
45- lndefinite article
14-lncllned
46- Body lice
16- Height (abbr.)
(Soldier slang)
17- Short sleep
48- Half an em
19- Fright
49- Revolve
20- A letter
50- Loyal (Poet.)’
21- Heavenly body
52- Waate
23-Ostrlch-like
53- Chief of evil spirits
Australian bird
24- An exclamation to
attract attention
VERTICAL
25- Cryatals of ice
27-Covering of the
teeth
.IB-Principal chamber
1- Begins to give
promise
, of a temple
2-A negative
(Gr. Antiq.)
3- Si*ter (short)
31- An insect
4-Girl’s name
32- Divide into two
5- Stocky part of a
equal parts
plant
34-Title of former
6- Seed covering
Rusaian ruler*
7- Opera (abbr.)
36-Fatty tissue used
for making tallow , 8-lndian pole

VERTICAL (Cont.)
10-Trade
i 11-Suspended on a
string by threading
13-Dines
15- Nominate
16- Part of foot
18-A basket for
carrying a load on
the back
20-Hunting-leopard*
of 8. W. Asia
22-Bake in an oven
24-Accumulate
26-Sorrow
28-An insect^
30-Place of learning
32- Sear
33- Small pastry
*35-Mature
<
36-Cauterizes
r j
38-The linden
40-Jury
42-Absence of heat

J46-Study with care
47-So (Scot.)
49-Musical note
[51—55 (Romah)

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

SOUTH HOPE
Dick Farnham of Massachusetts is
visiting Mrs. Hazel Hart and family.
Charles E. Dunbar and David Me
servey are in camp near Crawford
Pond and will start stave stuff for W.
B. Fish.
Mrs. Chloe Mills was in Rockland
last Thursday to visit her daughterin-law Mrs. Gladys Mills who is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Pushaw spent I
last Thursday evening with Mr. and
Mrs. William Wellman. Cards were
a part of the evening’s entertain
ment.
Colds are prevalent around town.
Those confined to the house last
week were Lester Merrill, C. C.
Childs and Howard Meservey.
The Community Club voted to give
$1.50 towards the tree which was
erected on the corner last Christmas.
Kenneth Gillette of Hope and Miss
Betty Pease of Burkettville were
married Jan. 21. Mr. Gillette is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Gillette
and his bride the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. George Pease of Burkett
ville.
Congratulations and best
wishes are being extended from their
many friends in both towns.
Miss Ingrid Gath who assumes her
duties at a Massachusetts hospital
as student nurse Feb. 3, gave a fare
well party Saturday evening at the
home of her parents Mr and Mrs.
Joseph Gath, Alford Lake camp, to
friends and classmates of Union
High School. The afternoon was
passed in the library with games,
stories and music. Following a boun
tiful supper at which 21 were seated,
the evening was spent toasting
marshmallows before the open fire,
interspersed with some weird ghost
I stories, and then dancing in the
camp house. Miss Gath was present
ed some very useful gifts, and all en
joyed a fine time.
1

• « • *

FOR SAVE
RUUD

Instantaneous Automatic

GAS HOT WATER
HEATER
Size 4. Style F
Practically New
Can Be Seen At This Office
130-tf

► EMBALMINGS
MOTOR AMBUIANCI
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Telephone 45#—781-1

BURPEE’S

School Notes
ROCKLAND, ME.
The School League received $2.70
from Miss Florence Marshall who is
manager of Hlfield Camp. The chil
dren desire through the columns of
this paper to show their apprecia
tion of the gift which they hope to
use towards some new blackboards.
! The clock was sent to Rockland for
oiling and cleaning.
i It is regretted that Edward King
cannot attend school on account of
SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
illness.
TEL. 1250
i The monthly tests started Monday. 689 MAIN STREET
I There are 21 pupils who have had
ROCKLAND
perfect attendance for three weeks.
56-t

SOUTH WALDOBORO
Mrs. Clara Wallace of South Union,
who has been spending the past week
with her niece Mrs. Martin Collamore,
is now at the home of her brother
SERVICE & REPAIR'
Winfield Davis at the village.
all makes of sets
Brainard Winchenbach is able to
get around again, after being con
fined to the house with a bad attack
R. W. TYLER
of grippe.
PHONE 58-23
There has been much sickness in
this section, but all seem to be im
proving now, and it is hoped no more
cases will break out.
,
The Union Aid met Jan. 14 with DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
Mrs. Edna Turner and election of
officers took place as follows: Edna
DENTIST
I Turner, president; Louise Berry and
Sadie Flanders, vice presidents; 302 Main St, Tel. 915-M Rockland
! Bessie Wallace, secretary; Nettie
139*60
I Drown, treasurer; Dorothy Winchenibach, Eva Monahan, Lottie Pitcher,
1 supper committee; Eleanor Palmer,
Bertha Pitcher, Helen Winchenbach,
WILLIAM E. DORNAN
i fancy work. Bv invitation the Aid
& SON, Inc.
met with Mrs. Eleanor Palmer, Jan.
’ 27 and in two weeks will meet w’th
Mrs. Leland Winchenbach for an allCemetery Memorials
day session, a covered dish luncheon
EAST UNION, MAINE
to be served.
4-tf

RADIO

CUTS AND SCRATCHES
Stop smarting. Hasten healing by
promptuaeofResinoLForfreeaample
soap and Ointment, with booklet
on Skin Treatment, write Dept M,
Baltimore, Md.
—

sb^k.

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5 30
A. M., Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25.
Vinalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1 30 P. M .
Vinalhaven 2.45. North Haven 3.30, Ston
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan's
Island about 6 00 P M.
B. H. STINSON, uenerai Agent.
140-U

VINALHAVEN
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Mr. and Mrs. Lafayette Smith left
Wednesday to attend the funeral of
the former’s sister, Mrs. Jennie
Smith Dodge, at Edgecomb. Mrs.
Dodge was the daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. George Smith of this
town.
She leaves also another
brother Eugene Smith.
Mrs. Frank Mullen entertained
friends at cards Tuesday night.
The Mother and Daughter Club
met with Mrs. Max Conway Wednes-

night

The Paving Cutters will hold a
benefit social and dance in Red
If I Were to Be in Austria This Year
Men’s hall Friday night. L, C.
If one were to be in Austria this Smith's orchestra will furnish music.
year, it would be worth while to time | Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Robertson re
arrival so as to enjoy some of the turned Tuesday from Rockland.
Mrs. L. W. Lane will entertain the
unique events which happen in that
colorful land. The famous old Span Rainbow Club Friday evening at her
home.
ish Riding Academy in Vienna be
Mrs. Eva Hopkins of North Haven
gins its Sunday performances in was recently guest of Mrs. Marshall
March and the great Vienna Spring Sails.
Fair opens on the 13th of that month.
Dr. R. H. Thompson is returning to
Wagner,
Beethoven,
Bruckner, Vinalhaven March 1.
Haydn and Liszt concerts are very
Mrs. Charles Webster entertained
frequent, while Bruno Walter has
many a fine Symphony Concert to Friday evening at “63."
offer. The 200th Haydn anniversary r Elder E. F. Robertson will give il
will occur on March 31 till April 14. lustrated lectures all this week at
On April 3, you can see the famous the Latter Day Saints Church, be
provincial Fair at Linz, and on May ginning at 7 o’clock. Everyone welDay, the fetes in the Augarten in ! come.
Vienna will allure thousands. On
Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Miher are ocApril 23 a fine art exhibit can be [ cupying Sweet Briar cottage at Long
seen in the famous old Schonbrun [ Cove for the winter and spring
Castle.
[ months.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Conway have
been guests the past week of their
GROSS NECK
daughter Mrs. Charles Webster.
Union Church Circle will meet this
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Eugley of Thursday. Supper at 5.30.
Waldoboro were recent guests at Me j
Clellan Eugley’s.
Made Fine Record
Harry Creamer was a Rockland
Tlie pupils in Grades Seven and
visitor Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley and Eight of the Washington building,
daughter visited Mrs. Eugley’s par Marie Teele teacher, have just com
pleted the Columbian achievement
ents Sunday in Boothbay.
tests for the month of January. The
Miss Addie Geele has returned five highest ranks in Grade Seven
home from Damariscotta.
are:
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Hancock of
Arithmetic competition — Perfect
Nobleboro were in this place Mdli- [ score 70. Vera Warren, score 65,
day.
92.85 percent; Eugene Burgess 65,
O. E. Weeks of Waldoboro was at I 92.85; Doris Barton 64. 91.42; James
Dewey Winchenbach’s last week.
I Barton 64, 91.42; Arnold Barton 64,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Eugley and 91.42; Puth HUI 63, 90; Hester Brown
children of Jefferson visited his i 59/ 84 28; John Beckman 51, 72.85.
father McClellan Eugley Sunday.
Arithmetic reasoning—Perfect score
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Percy of Glen- 20. James Barton, score 18. 90 perdon were visitors at Alfred Waltz's ! cent; Eugene Burgess 17, 85; Ruth
Monday.
Hill 15, 75; Arnold Barton 14, 70;
Mrs^ WUliam Gross spent Sunday j
Beckman Vx65.
with her daughter Mrs. W. K. Win- 1 Geography—Perfect score 35. John
chenbach at Dutch Neck.
Beckman 33, 94.28 percent; Vera War
ren 28. 80; Mavland Barton 28, 80;
James Barton 27, 77.14; Hester Brown
26, 74.28; Olaf Holmquist 26, 74.28;
Florida’s Best Climate Eugene
Burgess 25. 71.42.
More Sunshine
The total score for the months of
Less Rain
December and January is 205. The
five pupils receiving the highest
Wonderful Place for
Recuperation
scores and their rank in percent for
the two months: James Barton, score
173, 84.4 percent; Ruth Hill 164. 80;
Eugene Burgess 161, 78.5; Doris Bartoh 159, 77.5; Vera Warren 153, 74.6.
r
Superb fishing from pier
For Grade Eight, results were:
’ or boat. Surf beach, no underlow. 18-hole golf, gross rcreen,.
Arithmetic competition—perfect score
Club house on the beach. n'.r..mng
40. Etta Ames, score 35, 87.5 percent;
I pooL 1OO rooms, 100 baths. Orchestra.
Amy Boutilier 35. 87.5; Carl Ander
| Firat - class patronage. Ressonablc races.
son 34. 85; Jerrold Lloyd 34, 85; Ellen
GEORGE KREAMER
Wahlman 34. 85; Mabel Erickson 33,
I Summer: Wrandooe Hotel, Bellport, L.I.
82.5; Leo Conary 32, 80; Ruth Young

COLUMBUS
HOTEL
On Biscayne Bay

MIAMI, FLORIDA
luxurious comfort

Sixteen

where modern appointments and

thoughtful service contribute a more
ample measure

smart

living.

of happiness to
Convenient to every

important attraction in the

greater

Milami area.

* European or American Plan
Wm. M. Gale, Manager

Biscayne Room
Dining Baton de
luxe. Rendezvous
of the smart cos
mopolitan group
Overlooking Bis
cayne Bay, Bay:
front Park are,
the Atlantic Ocean.

32, 80; Sven Swanson 31, 77.5; Hattie
Nelson 31, 77.5.
Arithmetic reasoning—perfect score
20. Jerrold Lloyd, score 16, 80 per
cent; Carl Anderson 14, 70; Sven
Swanson 13, 65; Amy Boutilier 13, 65;
Leo Conary 12, 60; Ellen Wahlman 12,
60; Etta Ames 11, 55; Thelma Polk
11, 55; Ruth Young 11, 55.
General science—perfect score 25.
Etta Ames 23, 92 percent; Sven Swan
son 22, 88; Ellen Wahlman 21, 84;
Hattie Nelson 20, 80; Helen Stoneman 18, 72; Ruth Young 18, 72.
Geography—perfect score 35. Etta
Ames 33. 94.28 percent; Amy Boutilier
33, 94.28; Ellen Wahlman 31, 93.93;
Sven Swanson 31, 93.93; Mabel Erick
son 30, 85.71; Jerrold Lloyd 30, 85.71;
Fmily Winslow 28, 80; Carl Anderson
27, 77.14; Gleason McHenan 27, 77.1.4
The total score for Grade Eight is
210 for December and January. The
five pupils receiving the highest score
and the rank in percent for the two
months: Etta Ames, score 172, 81.9
percent; Sven Swanson 168, 80; Ellen
Wahlman 167, 79.5; Carl Anderson
154, 73.3; Amy Boutilier 153, 72.8.

you'll enjoy stopping at
tbig ultra-modern hotel.
Located '*• step lrom
Broadway”, overlooking
uorid-renowa Times
Square. The city s most
interesting places, thea
tres. smart shops, busi
ness centers are ail near
by .1+00 outside rooms,
each with a private bath
• tub and shower), a radio
and servidor. Note sur
prisingly moderate rates.

siAGLfc S3-S3.SS-S4
,u<juuc.

44 to 45 Sts.
atSthAvs.N.y

ROY MOULTON
Manager

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S
Ideal Retort Hotel
Convenient to all points of interest—Modem in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches which
surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.

MOTEL

GRALYNN

Corner Second St. and First Ave.
RATES: (European)
Single $2.50 to $8 00 dally
on
Double $4 "« ♦■'312 00 dally
Application

Booklet

H.Masb Dinlnt Room avrvwo Unsurpassed
Manager

(Jane »

October)
Hotel
Maselynn
Stamford
Del. Co.
N. Y.

TENANT'S HARBOR

HUNGER PANGS END
GIRLS’ HIKE TOUR
Start Out to See World, but
Stomachs Rebel.
Atlanta, Ga.—Pangs of hunger
brought to an abrupt end here a pro
posed hitch-hike tour of the world
by two pretty Michigan girls, and
now they are back at their homes
at Grand Rapids, where they can
get three square meals a day, If not
romance and excitement.
The girls are Thelma Henson,
fifteen, and Leone Bristol, seven
teen.

Made specially for

MANY NATIVES THERE
Second Vinalhaven Reunion In Bos
ton Proves a Happy Occosion

In spite of Old Man Depression
and inclement weather Boston’s sec
ond Vinalhaven reunion banquet and
dance was a huge success, drawing
former Vinalhavenites from three
states. The Twentieth Century Club
on Beacon Hill was the scene of
many renewed friendships.
As the guests entered a pine tree
name tag was pinned on the shoulder
of each one and sprays of pine were
at each plate. During the dinner
Richard Ryder accompanied by
Arthur Brown sang three numbers;
"Danny Boy,” “Jasmine Door,” and
“Thanks Be To God,” and was en
thusiastically received. Mr. Ryder
also led the community singing.
Contests betw.een the East and West
siders, made this a lively feature.
Pumpkin Ridge was also well repre
sented. The group at one table—Mr.
and Mrs. Carroll Burns, Mr. and
Mrs. Ned Littlefield, Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin Maddox, Mr. and Mrs. Sawin
Pierce, Mr. and Mrs. Alton Nelson
continued the singing with “The
Long, Long Trail,” and “Pack Up
Your Troubles,” after Mr. Brown left
the piano. The grand march was led
bv Mr. and Mrs. Walter (Scotty)
Hopkins, Lady of the Lake and sev
eral chain waltzes were also much
enjoyed. The oldest and the young
est Vinalhavenites were Fred Brown
and Miss Dorothy Billings.
The committee: Mr .and Mrs.
Arthur Brown, Mrs. Margaret Rascoe
(Worcester
representative), Mrs.
Do“is Groth, Miss Mabelle Carlon,
Miss Eliza Patterson, Miss Lillian
Ross. The guests:
Maine — Mrs. Jennie (Hopkins)
Patterson, Calvin Vinal, Mrs. Nellie
Noyes, Miss Cora Vinal, Herbert
Cassie.
New Hampshire—Mr. and Mrs.
Allan Foster, Mrs. Hester Foster Cof
fin.
Massachusetts — Mrs. Flora Atheams, “Flo” Arey, Mr. and Mrs.
Theron Bean, Miss Dorothy Bill
ings, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Brown, Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Brown, Mr. and Mrs.
Carroll Burns, Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Bums. Mrs. Elizabeth Carlon, Miss
Mabelle Carlon, Miss Eugenia Carver,
Miss Helen Clement, Miss Blanche
Crandall, Mrs. Mary Daniels, James
Doherty, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fos
ter, Mrs. Bertha (Crandall) Fox, Mr.
and Mrs. Alex Fraser, Miss Isabelle
Fraser, Miss Nina Gerald, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Groth, Miss Hagan,
Chaney Hall. Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Hall, Kendall Hatch, Miss Gladys
Hopkins, Miss Ruth Hopkins, Harry
Hopkins, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hop
kins, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Libby, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Libby, Vivian
Libby. Mr. and Mrs. Ned Littlefield,
Fred Littlefield.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Maddox, Miss
Ruth McKenna, Miss Ruth Marsh,
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Nelson, Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald O. Connell, Miss Eliza
Patterson, Miss Carrie Pendleton,
John Pendleton, Walter Pendleton,
Mr. and Mrs. Sawin Pierce, Mrs.
Margaret Bowley Rascoe. Mr. and
Mrs. J. J. Robinson. Miss Lillian
Ross, Richard Ryder, Mrs. Helen
(Lawry) Sanderson, Mr. and Mrs.
Alex Simpson, Mrs. Alma (Lawry)
Sheriff. Victor Shields. Mr. and Mrs.
Allard Sprague, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Sprague, Walter Sprague, Miss Ethe
lyn Strickland, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
ward Swan, Ernest Tolman, Mrs. Alfreda (Simmons) Tosi, Mr. and Mrs.
Colin Wood, Miss Polly Wood, Miss
Vera Wentworth.

BABIES and
CHILDREN
Physicians tell us that one condi
tion is nearly always present when a
child has a digestive upset, a starting
cold or other little ailment. Constipa
tion. The first step towards relief is
to rid the body of impure wastes.
And for this nothing is better than
genuine Castorial Castoria is a pure
vegetable preparation made specially
for babies and children. This means
it'is mild and gentle; that if contains
no harsh drugs, no nurcotics. Yet it
always gets results I You never have
to coax children to take Castoria.
Real Castoria always bears the name:

CASTORiA
CHILDREN

CRY

FOR

IT

APPLETON RIDGE
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Perry and son
and Norman Perry spent Saturday at
Clair Harriman’s, Belmont avenue,
Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Brown, Julia
Brown, Faustina Brown and Frank
Meservey were guests Sunday of Mr.
and Mrs. F. E. Cottrell in Rockland.
Mrs. Ada Proctor and son Ira were
Rockland visitors Saturday after
noon.
Harland Pease has returned to his
home in Pleasantville, Warren, after
two weeks spent here at his aunt’s.
Mr. aud Mrs. Hiram Davis and
son Vaughn of Camden were guests
Sunday at Leroy N. Moody’s.

SOUTH WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Collamore
visited Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
W. E. Davis at the village.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Carter of
Friendship were visitors Sunday at
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Wallace’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeland Vannah
and son Sherman spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Winchenbach
at West Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Buker of Rich
mond spent the weekend at G. A.
Palmer’s. Mrs. Buker’s mother Mrs.
Serena Winchenbach returned with
them for a visit.
Mrs. Nellie Reever was a visitor
one evening last week at A. J. Genthner’s.
Mrs. Sadie Mank recently visited
her mother Mrs. Alice Burrows.

PORT CLYDE
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Every-Other-Day

Mrs. Horace Benner entertained a
few friends Monday evening at her
home in honor of her birthday anni
versary. Lunch was served and in
cluded two birthday cakes. Those
present were Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Thompson,
Vivien
and
Albert
Thompson, Mrs. Lillian Davis and
daughter Eleanor, Mrs. Ella Cook,
Mrs. Winnie Teel, Mrs. Lillie Benner
and daughter Arlene, Horace Benner,
Ronald Carver.
Ronald Carver celebrated his fifth
birthday at his home Monday after
noon entertainisg a group of young
friends.
A tempting lunch was
served, two attractive birthday cakes
winning the admiration of the little
folks, among them Katherine, Leah
Davis, Aaron Simmons, Gertrude and
Margery Davis, Vivien and Albert
Thompson, Frances Moris, Bernard
Davis, Shirley and Alice Teel. The
youngest gue«t was Doris Benner aged
two months. Mrs. Horace Benner,
Mrs. Winnie Teel, Mrs. Dorothy
Thompson were also present. Ronald
received some nice gifts.
Services at Port Clyde Baptist
Chapel, Rev. Milton R. Kerr, pastor;
Sunday at 3 n. m. subject, "Tlie World
and Its Woe;” read Isaiah 5; Junior
Church; at 7 n. m., “How to be Happv
Though Married,” a message for all,
and young people especially invited to
attend. Sunday School at 2 o’clock“The Reds" are ahead—wake up
“Blues.” Junior Christian Endeavor
at 6 n. m. Thursday at 7. prayer and
praise service; junior choir at 6.30.
Friday, beginning at 10 a. m., Lincoln
Baptist Association quarterly confer
ence at Rockport, everyone urged to
attend.

A MYSTERIOUS PATH.IN
THE GRASS

George says there is a myster
ious path in the grass. It is
about four inches broad and
seems to end in the flower bed.
He says he will track it to the
owner if he can. If you take a
pencil and join all the numbered
dots together, starting with dot
number one and ending with dot
number - forty-three, you will
.have a picture of the Yellow
George found in the flower bed.

How One Man
Lost 22 Pounds

Mr. Herman Runkis of Detroit
writes: “A few lines of thanks from
a rheumatism sufferer—my first bot
tle of Kruschen Salts took all the
aches and swellings out of my joints
—with my first bottle I went on a
diet and lost 22 pounds and now I
feel like a new man.”
To lose fat SAFELY and quickly
take one-half teaspoonful of Krus
chen Salts in a glass of hot water
in the morning beiore breakfast.
For your health’s sake ask for and
get Kruschen—the cost for a bottle
that lasts 4 weeks is but a trifle at
any drugstore in the world and if
An Indiana professor gives foot after the first bottle you are not joy
ball only ten more years as a major fully satisfied with results—money
sport. Perhaps his college will do back. David L. McCarty and all good
druggists will be glad to supply you.
better next season.—Life.

They got as far as Atlanta In fine
shape, although the pangs of hun
ger first struck them at Chatta
nooga, a dgy’g drive from here. By
the time they got here their tongues
were fairly hanging out.
Having no money and no means
of satisfying their hunger, they
wandered along the streets of At
lanta, looking in windows of restau
rants and grocery stores.
At a grocery department display
of a large uptown department store
Leone and Thelma became so en
grossed that they went Inside and
paced slowly up and down the
aisles, looking with longing glances
at the food on the counters.
Their action aroused the suspi
cions of store detectives, and before
they knew It they were whisked to
the office of the manager.
There they told their story. They
had left their homes intending to go
to Florida and ship from there to
South America, later going to Spain
and the continent.
“What were you using for
money?” the manager asked.
“We thought we could earn our
way,” said Leone. “We were wrong.”
The manager agreed at their re
quest to wire their parents. In the
meantime they were taken to the
police station, where they stayed
only a few hours before wires came.
The girls ate for the first time In
two days just before they boarded
a train for Grand Rapids.
‘Travel may broaden the mind,”
Leone observed, "but It certainly
flattens the stomach.”

In my boyhood the flounders didn’t
usually come out until March. This
being an unusually open winter they
are coming earlier, especially at- Mar
tinsville and Port Clyde. "Kib”
comes out with an article about
"Square Riggers," and Novis Homo
with one about the old schooners.
Now Kib and I were schoolmates at
one time, but I was never much ac
quainted at the Port, so I never knew
any of the members of the Homo
family. But old schooners—that is
another story.
I wonder that friend Novis didn’t
go back to the Santa Maria. Capt.
Chris Columbus, master, for he men
tions the bark B. Fountain, built so
long ago that history has no record
of the date. Let us start at a date
within the memory of man—that is,
50 years ago—and see what was doing
about the waterfront at Tenant’s
Harbor. That is within my mem
ory, and I was the “ship's doctor" on
I one voyage that year. Some Janu
ary items in 1882: "Sch. M. W. Hup
per arrived the 4th." “Jan. 5, 2 be
low zero, too cold to work. Sch. G.
W. Rawley was having a lot of work
done on her."
There was nothing doing from Feb.
3 when the Rawley went off the rail
way until Feb. 28, when the M. W.
Hupper and J. Whitehouse had some
work done on them. “March 1, Sch.
Challenge came on the railway for
repairs and remained there until
April 15.” That was my ship, built
bv Capt. John Bickmore in 1848. so
she was then 34 years old, and like
Old Ironsides, was practically re
built during the time she was on the
railway.
Following are the names of
schooners outfitting and sailing from
the Harbor in the spring of 1882, with
year built, so far as known: M. C.
Hart, Kendrick Fish 1851, S. S. Bick
more 1867, J. W. Fish. Laura Bridg
man, Golden Rule, Clara W. Elwell
1863, Searsville, Susan Ross, Georgianna, Pushaw, F. Nelson, Maggie
Mulvey, William Penn, Irene E. Me
servey, R. L. Tay, Hyena 1851, Se
dona, Jesse Hart.
“March 31, 1882. There is a threemasted steam schooner in the Har
bor. She belongs to the Bodwell
Granite Co. and was built as an ex
periment.” I was on board of her.
The mizzenmast was of iron and
used as a smokestack. As I remem
ber it she was not a success.
Those were the days when Tenant’s
Harbor was “on the map" in marine
matters.
Boze
Somerville, Mass., Jan. 22.

Mr. and Mrs. Sewell Wagle re
turned Sunday to their home in
Attleboro, Mass.
James Paterson was in Rockland
Saturday.
Mrs. Elmo Falla was a Rockland
visitor one day last week.
Mrs. Olive Sherer remains very ill.
Seavey’s truck makes three trips
a week to Rockland, Tuesday, Thurs
day and Saturday.
Mrs. Warren Philbrook’s two 1
daughters from Massachusetts are at i
home called by the serious illness of
their mother.
Both young and old have been en
joying the fine skating on the marsh. '
Joseph Pariday was in Rockland j
one day last week.
Mrs. Shirley Williams of Thomas- |
ton is guest of her mother Mrs. Tabbutt.
Mr. and Mrs. Sewell Wagle while 1
in town were guests of Mrs. Alison
Morris.
Mrs. Nettie Snow attended the fu- I
neral of her sister Mrs. Julia Young
Thursday in Thomaston.
At the installation ceremonies of
Naomi Chapter, O.E.S., Friday eve
ning, Mrs. Frost, installing officer,
was assisted by Lizzie Imlach as mar
shal, and Ida Rivers as chaplain.
Each of the installing officers was
presented with a gift from the chap
ter.
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The J-O-Y Class, Mrs. Charlotte
Kerr, teacher, visited Mrs. Hazel
Hupper Tuesday taking her a basket
of fruit and sung several songs for
her. This class is always glad if they
can add a little to the joy of some
shut-in.
Mrs. F. H. Pierson entertained Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Paterson and family
of Tenant's Harbor one day last
week.
The Grange socials are being held
regularly Friday nights now.
Edgar Hart who has been working
in Warren is at home,
Lee Andrews and S. T. Lowe have
returned from a few days visit at
Deer Isle.
G. N. Bachelder and Fred Seavey
motored to Bangor Friday on town
business.
Mrs. Emma Smalley of Port Clyde
has been a guest of Mrs. N. H.
Gardner.
Charles F. Taylor spent the week
Air Transport Flying
end in South Portland guest of his
Shows Enviable Record
brother-in-law Norman Hooper.
Eugene Burnham of Lynn, Mass.,
Chicago.—If a passenger were to
Is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. H.
fly 10,000 miles annually in planes
Barter.
flown on regular schedules of air
Miss Louise Rr.ckliff is visiting her
mail passenger lines, he might suffer
parents
at Wheeler’s Bay.
a- craek-up In his forty-sixth year
The ladies circle will meet with
and might be killed In the ©G8th
MATCHES AND CDWS
Mrs. Nina Hooper today Thursday.
year. If the same man, however,
The last meeting was with Mrs. Mar
went the same distance In random Form the Basis Of a Chatty Letter garet Jones, and these officers were
From
Down
Tenant's
Harbor
Way
flights, such as sight-seeing, Joyelected: Eliza Wiley, president; Etta
hopping, etc., he could anticipate an T,..,
« rm. r,
j Harris, Thankful Harris, vice presiEditor
of
The
Courier-Gazette.
|
E]izabcth
^retary;
accident every five years, or prepare
fTb Ua
v Qtnroc in the vil Charlotte Kerr, assistant secretary;
for death In the thirty-fifth year.
one of the grocery stores in the vil- (
t ,
’ trpas..rpr. Marv j
This means that there were only lage the other day and “
! Ervine, location committee; Louise
five fatal accidents In more than the tobacco show case, helped him- 1
20,000.000 miles of scheduled air self to some matches. The clerk, Jones, Eliza Wiley, Charlotte Kerr,
transport flying during the first six ready to make a sale, said: “Ed, we Thankful Harris, visiting committee;
Elizabeth Davis, patchwork commit
months of 1931, and that the de have a wonderful sale going on this tee.
pendability and safety of air trans week in matches. How many will
Martinsville and Glenmere Baptist
port is being substantially bettered. you buy at seven boxes for 25 cents?” Church, Rev. Milton R. Kerr, pastor:
Another evidence of the increased Ed's reply was: "It’s bad practice to Services Sunday at 10.30, subject,
dependability of air transport ls have so many matches around at one “Divine Encouragement;” read Isaiah
that on the longest mall passenger time, and besides I have a whole 4; Junior Church; at 11.30, Sunday
box at home, but I never think to
line in the world, with both day and fill my pockets when I go out.” And School; evening service at Port Clyde
- -.
.
...
,
Wednesday at 7, prayer and praise
night service between New York ,he sauntered
over to the stove where | *
chyolr rehearsal Prldrf at 10
and San Francisco—2,766 miles—
he crowd was discussing who had
Lincoln Ba tlst
that company had a record of com
he best cow in the viU^
it
pletlng 99 per cent of all the mile “Levi held up his hand and said
£ hopcd
many wiu altpnd from
age scheduled for It last month.
Gentlemen, I know I have the thls cj)Urcj1 Everyone
Everyone is invited to
This ls especially noteworthy, be best cow in the village; I can prove all these services.
cause the company flew more than It by showing you the bottles. I fill
a million miles in one month with eight one-quart bottles at each milk
WALDOBORO
ing and the cream in those bottles is
trl-motored transports.
four
inches
thick.
”
A few years ago such a record
Mrs. Margaret Bond was hostess
Ed went over, got another match
was one to be hoped for.
and came back to the stove, thinking at the Wednesday afternoon meeting
hard. Says he, “Gentlemen, I don’t of the Star Club.
think any of you fellows ever had a
The Junior English class of Wal
Pugnacious Pheasant
real good cow, like I had for ten doboro High School attended a per
Chases Abashed Bull years. I used to get 28 quarts of milk j formance of “Macbeth” Tuesday
Washington.—Swanky, swaggering from that cow and then stop milk- ! afternoon at Cony High in Augusta,
ring-necked pheasant swains have ing. I didn’t want any more—and !j Dr and Mrs D B Mayo of jOneshave
ln town this week.
In many a witnessed clash with futhermore my wife had nothing to ,
Past Qrands and p^t Noble
domestic roosters and even cats, won put it in. Yes, sir, 28 one-quart hotties full at one time, and that cow s j Grands Association of Knox and
the reputation of being the boldest milk
was so rich with cream that I
“cock of the walk" among game had to take a two inch auger to bore Lincoln Counties met in Odd Fellow
birds, remarks a bulletin of the it out of the bottles. Say, John, give hall Wednesday evening. After th.
American Game association. But me a match, my pipe is out and— supper and meeting a program was
enjoyed.
as the prize story of this Imported everybody else has gone out!”
E. F. Guptill of Oakland has been
bird's daring It told of a recent re
We always like to read the articles
taking the place of Eugene Taylor
that
“
Kib"
writes
in
The
Courierport from Norman Wood of Coates
at the Maine Central station during
ville, Pa. According to Wood, a Gazette. Dear old Kib. He taught the latter’s illness.
cock pheasant was seen to resent school in the Willardham district
At the Victory Day service held at
intrusion upon his section of a field when I was there and I think he the Methodist Church Sunday evemust
have
found
me
a
very
dull
by a bull and his admiring retinue. scholar. This same article applies ning Rev. A. O. Davis gave a fine
The game bird flew against the cat to “Boze” who now lives in Massa address. The Baptist Church united
tle time after time, nntll the aston chusetts. “Al” used to travel on foot with the Methodist in the service.
ished bull followed his herd In dig whether there was one inch or a foot
James Waltz has been in Everett,
nified retreat. A brood of pheas of snow on the ground. We all Mass.
ant chicks was believed to have been liked Al.
Harborite.
Dr. and Mrs. O. H. Coombs have
in the vicinity.
Tenant’s Harbor.
been in Portland a few days.
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay Is attend
ing the meeting of the Maine State
Device to Hold Planes
Federation of Women’s Clubs in
Augusta this week.
in Air Is Announced
A very pretty wedding took place
Hammond, Ind.—A device by
1 Saturday at the home of Mr. and
which airplanes may be held sta
Mrs. Joseph F. Brooks when their
tionary while in mld-alr 1ms been
daughter Lalia Helen, and Wendall
perfected here by Clayton B. Clark,
I Leroy Blanchard were united in marhe has announced. lie believes his
! riage by Rev. A. G. Davis. The
invention would be valuable to ondouble ring service was used and the
bride was given in marriage by her
durance flyers and aviators in non
father. Miss Mildred V. Brooks, the
stop flights.
bride’s sister, was bridesmaid and
Six cups, placed on the wing near
I Clayton Webb of Damariscotta the
the cockpit, receive air from a
groom’s attendant. The rooms were
metal tube and reflect It on the back
attractively decorated with cut
of the wings, keeping the pressure
j flowers and evergreen and a buffet
equal on both sides, Clark said ln
i lunch was served at close of the
explaining the basis of his inven
I ceremony.
Only the immediate
tion. The device appeared to be
! families and relatives were present.
successful In a test flight, according
■ The bride wore egg shell chiffon vel
to Clark.
vet and her bouquet was of roses.
| The bridesmaid was gowned in peach
color silk crepe and also carried
Mining en Upgrade
AN 010 FRIEND IN A NEW BOX
roses. The bride’s gift to the groom
Tonopah, Nev.—The report of E.
-vas a watch charm and to her
T. Clyde and Fred Allen, assay-era
bridesmaid a necklace. The groom's
for the United States mint at CarJ gift to his bride was a string of
son City, ls encouraging as show
pearls and to the best man a Rotary
ing that raining of precious metals
club pin. Music was furnished by
during the fiscal year ls on the up Eat, drink and be merry! You will Miss Jane Rider at the piano and
grade all over the state.
not suffer, if you’re prepared. Two Madam Mascicka and Miss Beatrice
or three tablets of Pape’s Diapepsin Haskell, violins. The bridal couple
will give that "weak stomach” a new left for a short motor trip after the
, When you are having an afternoon lease on life! Eat them like candy, ceremony.
I party and want to serve baking- take a swallow of water, and get up
NOTICE
powder biscuits, cut the biscuit dough from a hearty meal fit for work ot
into very small rounds. Moisten the play. No gas can form, no pains will
Tlie tax of Hilliard B Weaver of
top of a biscuit with a little rich milk come—no distress two hours later.
Get the handy pocket size of this Waldbboro was advertised through
■ and place a second biscuit on top of it.
When baked these tea biscuit are at positive panacea for sour stomach, mistake. Mr. Weaver paid his tax in
tractive ln shape, easy to open, and nausea, soreness, or other symptoms September, 1931.
Dora Howard Yorke
I delicious when spread with butter or of gastric disorder. Pape’s Diapepsin
always works 1
Tax Collector
served with honey or preserves.
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How drastically the prices of
the Triumphant New Studebakers have been lowered, can
not be appreciated from a
mere comparison with last
year’s. Add in the extra value!
32 startling betterments make
Studebaker, unquestionably,
the "buy” of the yearl

32 Studebaker
Betterments
1932 Free Wheeling plus Syn
chronized Shifting
Safety Plate Glass at no extra
charge
Armor-Plated Bodies
Automatic Starting
Automatic Ride Control
Full-Cushioned Power
Metal Spring Covers
Full Automatic Spark Adjustment
Air-Curve Coachcraft
New Convertible Body Styles
New Inside Sun Visor
No-Glare Sloping Windshield
Heat Resisting Sponge Rubber
Floor Mats
All Bodies Insulated Against Heat,
Cold and Noise
Closed Bodies Wired for Radio
Improved Brakes
New Airplane Type Instruments
on Dash
Free Wheeling Dial
Electric Gasoline Gauge
Reflex Tail Light
New Airplane Type Steel-Backed
Engine Bearings
Greater Cooling Capacity
Finer Body Hardware
Concealed Hood Latches
Chromium-Plated Steel Spoke
Wheels
One-Piece Fenders
Steel Running Boards
Improved Rim Assembly
Air Cleaner, Carburetor Silencer;
and Full Power Muffler
New Service Policy

3| (SiREAT
iREAT

^"BUYS
PRESIDENT EIGHT
135' W.B —133 H P

Coupe, for 2* ..............
St. Regis B’ham, for 5*f
Sedan, for 5*.................
Conv. Roadster, for 4....
Conv. Sedan, for 5f----Sedan, for 7*........ ........
Limousine, for 7*..........

New Reduc
Prices tions

$1690
1690
1690
1690
1820
1790
1890

$160
New
160
no
New
360
560

Coupe, for 2* ............... $ 980
1030
Coupe, for 4*
St. Regis B’ham, for 5*t 1030
1030
Sedan,for 5*
1030
Conv. Roadster, for 4
Convertible Sedan, for 5 1095

$115
120
New
120
New
New

DICTATOR EIGHT
117’ W B

—85 H. P.

COMMANDER EIGHT
135' W. B.—101 H. P.

$1350
Coupe, for 4*
....
St. Regis B’ham, for 5*t 1350
1350
Sedan, for 5*
*
Conv. Roadster, for 4
1350
Convertible Sedan, for 5f 1465

$235
New
235
New
New

STUDEBAKER SIX
117' W. B. instead of for
mer 114', 80 H P instead
of former 70 H P 1933 Free
Wheeling, full-cushioned
power, two-way Houdaille
shock absorbers (J/50
greater value than previ
ous model.)

Coupe, for 2*------------- $ 840
Coupe, for 4* ............... 890
St. Regis B’ham, for 5*t 890
890
Sedan, for 5*...............
Conv. Roadster, for 4 .... 890
Convertible Sedan, for 5 955

$5
5
New
5
New
New

Safety glass alt around, automatic start
ing and metal spring covers standard
equipment on all models at noaxtra coat.
•Wired for radio. tTrunk standard equipment.
All prices at tha factory. Bumpars and
spare tiresextra.

Rockland Garage Co.
Park

Tel. 700
Union Sts. Rockland

WANT TO LOOK YOUNG?
The secret of keeping young is to
feel young—to do this you must watch
your liver and bowels—there’s no
need of having a sallow complexion—
dark rings under your eyes—pimples
—a bilious look in your face—dull
eyes with no sparkle. Your doctor will
tell you ninety per cent of all sickness
comes from inactive bowels and liver.
Dr. Edwards, a well-known phy
sician in Ohio, perfected a vegetable
compound as a substitute for calomel
to act on the liver and bowels, which
he gave to his patients for years.
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets are
gentle in their action yet always effec
tive. They help bring about that nat
ural buoyancy which all should enjoy
by toning up the liver and clearing the
system of impurities.
Dr. Edwards dive Tablets are
knownby their olivecolor. Ioc,30c,tj0c.

Every-Other-Day
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WE GIVE
GOLD BOND
STAMPS or
S. & H. GREEN
STAMPS

ASK FOR
S. & II. GREEN
STAMPS or
GOLD BOND
STAMPS

IMONTON’
DEPARTMENT STORE
410-412 Main Street
ROCKLAND. MAINE

Friday and Saturday, Last 2 Days of

January Clearance Sale
Very Special Values in All Departments
BATTING
SHEETS
CRASHES
BED SPREADS
MATTRESS COVERS
COTTON DIAPER

BLANKETS
TOWELS
OUTINGS
LINENS
MATTRESS PADS
OUTING NIGHT ROBES

SILK AND WOOL HOSIERY Specially Priced To Close
■jzizjBfZjaraajajzjzrejararzrjziarF.

J. SIMONTON CO.

BARGAINS
—IN—

REMNANTS
FLOOR COVERINGS OF ALL KINDS
LINOLEUMS,
INLAID LINOLEUMS
FELT BASE FLOOR COVERINGS

DOZENS OF REMNANTS, ALL SIZES
For the Pantry Floor, For the Small Bedroom, For the
Passageway
For Any Household Purpose
BUY THEM QUICKLY—SUPPLY LIMITED

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-319 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

-..,nr 7”

NORTH APPLETON

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

POULTRYMEN,
ATTENTION!

Mr. and Mrs. Earle Gilley of
Washington and Mr. and Mrs. Wild
er Moore and Charles and Theresa
Now is the time to cull your flocks. Huntley of Warren spent Sunday at
With the low price of eggs you can't C. A. Towle's.
afford to keep “boarders.”
L. J. Johnson and son Crosby
Johnson have been working a few
For highest prices call or write
days in Searsmont for James Rob
bins.
COHEN BROTHERS
PHONE 2-3, WARREN
Mrs. George Butler has been ill
from a severe cold.
Trucks will be in Warren all
408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLANU
winter
Telephone 791
Mrs. Prince Luce of Camden was
9Th-tf
96-tf
the guest last week of her sisters
Laura and Lottie Waterman.
Charles Towle is boarding this
winter at B. A. Pitman'9.
G. W. Butler has been working in
the woods for D. G. Wentworth.
Harold Perry and family are oc
cupying the Ada Campbell house for
the winter.
Miss Clara Meservey has been
Our sale is over, stock taking is past, and the store is nearly
2 passing a few days with her friend,
cleaned. For the next two months we expect the trade will be fairly
» Mrs. Carroll Fenwick in Searsmont.
quiet as always, so wc shall offer some Special Bargains each week
The Waterman sisters have recentto stimulate business. This week it’s Stockings—
g ly had an oil heater installed at their
2 home by the Carle Brothers of Cam’
WORKING STOCKINGS
2 den.
.
6 pair for 50c
2
Edw. Richards has been visiting
These are fairly heavy cotton stockings in black and slate colors. jg relatives in Rockland, going thence
to Portland for the remainder of the
They are good wearing and good looking; something you will be
g [ winter.
pleased and satisfied with. Try them.
g | Harry Campbell of Liberty and C.
Johnson of this place have been
chopping for Howard Proctor of
LADIES’ SILK AND WOOL HOSE
Appleton.
25c each
Frankie Meservey is working for
. M. Brown.
These are Gordon’s Stockings—always sold for 50c, SLOO, $1.50; each
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Perry, who
in six colors. Best trade we ever offered.
were recently’ married, are at present
making their home with his parents,
Get into the habit of dropping in here when in need of Men's and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Perry.
Boys’ Furnishings and we know you’ll be satisfied.
Bernard Pitman recently received
card and a letter from his nephew
. C. Pitman of Princeton, N. J., who
8 with his family has lately returned
y from a trip to Bermuda. He reports
the weather there, while warm, as
not much more so than in Princeton.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bryant, Mr.
and Mrs. James Robbins and two
sons of Searsmont, and C. A. Towle
and Crosby Johnson recently spent
an evening with Mr. and Mrs. Leland
Johnson.
Ormond T. Keene has recently
been advanced to the position of boss
farmer at the State Farm in Palmer,
Mass., information which is very
pleasing to his many friends in this
place.

Keys made to order. Keys maae
to fit locks when original keys are
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
books provide keys for all locks
without bother.
Scissors and
Knives Sharpened,
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices

Crie Hardware Co.

|

•

AYER'S

The House
of the Three
Ganders...

LOST AND FOUND
♦Hrerererererererererererererei

WANTED

j

462 Main Street

Rockland

Are you buying your Meats where you can be as
sured of receiving the Best at the Lowest Possible
Prices. Come in and let us prove to you that you
can Save cn Meats and still have the Best. All Meats
sold here are U. S. Government Inspected and are
sold on a Money-Back Guarantee. You must be
Satisfied or Your Money will be Cheerfully Refunded.

0™*„ ATLANTIC * PACIFIC

TIA
CO.

“Income-tax inspectors are very
much alive,” declares a writer. It
just shows what forgiving people we
taxpayers are.—The Humorist (Lon
don).

Why Get Up Nights?
Make This 25c Test
This easy bladder physic ls needed to
drive out impurities and excess acids
which cause Irritation that results In
leg pains, backache, burning and get
ting up nights. BU-KETS. the bladder
physic, containing buchu. Juniper oil
etc., works on the bladder pleasantly
and effectively as castor oil on the
bowels. Get a 25c box (5 grain size)
from your druggist. After four days, if
, not relieved of getting up nights go
i back and get your money. You are
bound to feel better after this cleans
ing and you get your regular sleep.
Locally at Corner Drug Store. Charles w
I Sheldon. Druggist. C. H. Moor & Co.,
Druggists.

TO LET

;
rerereM

SITUATIONS

EGGS AND CHICKS

1 1

—.........

, I

V-8

.

- '-----------

V-8

10-tf Garage If desired. Apply 12 WARREN
ST. Tel. 577.
12-tf
GARAOE (No. NT
H ---to let.-_ 23 _Water St.
Blanchard-Brooks wedding which oc
F. C LINDSEY, JR. Tel. 16 or
curred at Waldoboro Saturday aft Inquire
574-J.
10*12
ernoon.
FIVE-ROOM FURNISHED apartment.
At a dinner bridge given at Union furnace,
gas, coal range, toilet; $6 a
Monday evening by Mrs. Alice Rob week. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel.
8-tf
bins and Miss Gertrude Robbins 1080._____
among the guests were Mrs. Mar
HOUSE to let, bath, gas and lights.
garet Sawyer, Mrs. Emma Norwood MRS. E. C. GRANT, 184 South Main St.
Tel. 526-M.
12-tf
and Mrs. Avis Norwood.

Mrs. Alvah Simmons, Mrs. Eva
Cummings, Mrs. Laura Partridge,
Mrs. Gertrude Hahn and Phillip Sim
mons motored to Augusta Tuesday
for the day.
Mrs. George Gardiner has been ill
with a cold.
Sunday morning at the Congrega
tional Church the pastor will speak
on, “The Battle of Today." The eve
ning subject will be announced at the
morning service.
Sunday morning at the Baptist
Church Rev. Mr. Welch will have
for his topic, “The Point of Contact;”
Sunday School and Bible class at 12;
Christian Endeavor at 6; evening
service, ppening praise led bv Chester
Wyllie and the topic, "Life’s Ambi
tion," by the pastor.

Raglan sleeves on a child's dress
are more comfortable than either the
set-in or the kimono sleeves. They
are more easily made than set-in
sleeves, require no fitting, and they
allow room for growth without mak
ing the dress look too broad across
the shoulders.

WILLIS AYER

A & P MEAT MARKET

FOR SALE

■«
*
*
*

Advertisements ln this column not to
i The members of Dorcas Circle,
’ Kings' Daughters, are invited to exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
' spend Saturday with Mrs. John Rob cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi TOY FOX TERRIERS, wire haired and
inson at 171 Broadway, Rockland. tional lines flve cents each for one smooth haired, for sale, males $6, fe
10 cents rot tnree times. Six words males $2 and $3 each; one female Boston
This will be in place of the regular time.
make a line.
terrier, thoroughbred stock. 7 months
meeting which would ordinarily be
old $10. YORK'S, 111 Pleasant St. Tel.
held Feb. 1.
12-14
tt ♦
■ * ••• re re * re re re re * W 293-W.
Joseph Connell is driving a Ford
RUGS, day beds, child's rocker, mir
♦
rors. oil stove. PILLSBURY STUDIO.
' Club coupe
Phone 593-R_____________________ 12-14
by Irving Bacheller
Rev. Fletcher Knollin of Waterville,
SOFT lump screened coal, egg or nut.
who spoke at the Baptist Church
hard coal, $15.50; ovoids, $15. J. B.
STRAYED—Several members of the $8.50;
In this story the
Sunday evening was overnight guest Sportsmen
PAULSEN.
Tel. Thomaston 84-2. 8’10-ti
& Landowners Association.
i Sunday of Rev. and Mrs. Howard A. Finder kindly
“North Country”
return to ASSOCIATION
OLD FASHIONED ship model for sale,
Welch. Rev. Mr. Knollin went Mon ROOMS Friday night.
12‘lt perfect condttlcn. 50 years old. J. C.
comes |into its
day to Portland.
LADY'S FOUNTAIN PEN lost at post- BRIDGES, 120 Old County Rd., City.
own. Even in the
12»lt
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Drewett ac office Monday forenoon Please notify
SPRAGUE.
Trainer's
DRY FITTED hard wood under cover.
villages the Adcompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Alvah MARGUERITE
Lunch.
______________________
____11*13 I $12; Junks. $12; long. $10; fitted soft
irondacks press
Simmons motored to Portland Satur
NOTICE is hereby given of the loss of ^^263^21 Slab’' W’ T' J’ CARROLL'
day to spend the day.
i-tf
closely about; white
deposit book numbered 34854 and the _______________________
Guests of Mrs. G. D. Gould Mon owner of said book asks for duplicate in
GAS STATION on Route 1 between
birches shimmer in the
accordance
with
the
provision
of
the
Rockland
and
Warren
for
sale,
fine
cor

day were Mrs. Ambrose Mills of
sun; still, dark waters re
Law. ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK, ner lot, new building, store and lunch
Rockland and Mrs. Fannie Carleton State
By Edward J. Hellier, Treas. Rockland, room complete with fixtures. To be sold
flect pursuer and pursued.
of Wellesley, Mass.
Maine. Jan. 21, 1932 .
9*Th-15 at once. $2500. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park
Miss Martha Stowe returned to
St. Tel. 1080.
152-tf
The country store which is
Dover-Foxcroft Saturday morning
COMMANDERY UNIFORM, outfit and
the clearing house for gos
charm for sale, good condition. MRS.
after spending a few days at Dunsip; the blacksmith's forge,
S. F MAKER, 162 North Main St. Tel.
roming Inn.
817-M.
10-12
the office of the country
The date of the next meeting of the
RUSSET and Northern Spy apples for
lawyer, Angel Alley where
Woman’s Club is Feb. 2 at 7.30. Roll
sale. 50 cents bushel. ERNEST NICH
call of local anecdotes will be pre
tombstones are cut, the
OLS, High St., Thomaston.
11-13
YOUNG
MAN
for
work
ln
Rockland
ceded
by
papers
on
local
history,
one
DRY
SLAB
WOOD.
75c
a
foot.
$6
cord.
Sunday snoring match in
Camden. Car an asset. ADDly
prepared by Mrs. Ella Cunningham, and
LEON CALLAHAN. 7 Luce Ave.
Thursday or Friday. 7 to 9. MR. CUM fitted.
the Sob Works; canoes,
Tel. 1169-Y.
11-13
who will give the history of her old MINGS at Smith House, Rockland.
camps, ferry-boats; deer,
home at Oyster River, and the other
GAS STATION and stock for sale For
12-lt
Information call at 147 PARK ST., City
made ready by Miss Edna F. Boggs.
trout, wild geese—the local
NATIONAL CASH REGISTER wanted, or
Tel. 859-W or 154-W.
12-14
In conclusion members who have any size, any condition. Call or write.
color is strong and con
GUISTIN, 360 Main St., Rockland.
LUNCH counter and stools, large re
earned their dollar will tell the man- JOHN
Me.
8-13 frigerator, large A. * B. gas stove, large
vincing, as might be ex
I ner in which they did so for enterwith glass doors, large easy
ELECTRIC wiring and repair work bookcase
pected from the pen of a
| tainment of the others.
kitchen table, white dressing case,
Reasonable prices. W O. DEAN. 27 chair,
new
mattress,
never used, mahogany
man who was bom and
The child health conference will Warren St., Rockland. Phone 1205-W.
buffet; many other articles.
fall on next Wednesday at 2 o’clock
11-13 colored
reared in the region he de
TEL. 1067-W.
10-tf
Dr. Fred Campbell will be in attend
I WANT TO BUY second hand bocks,
scribes.
postage stamps, antiques of all kinds.
ance from 2.30 until 3.30.
Humor and wisdom shine
It is with regret that friends learn KAY TURNER, Thomaston. Tel. 34-4.2-13 It re re re re rerererererererereregf
through the tale, often in
that Harlan Spear, son of Mr. and
FINE EARLY cut hay wanted. H. D
Mrs.’ Forest Spear, who has held the CRIE.
homely phrase.
Tel. 83 Thomaston.
10-12
fine and unusual record of eight years
ROOM wanted ln private home by
With the 6ame quiet
of school with no days absent, is at gentleman with good references. Bach
SINGLE house to let at 8 Rockland St.,
mastery that marked Eben
elor. Permanent. Heated, pleasant room with electric lights, flush toilet, garage.
present ill at his home.
desired,
within
walking
distance
of
post

Inquire
MR. SHAFTER, 15 Rockland St.
Rev.
H.
I.
Holt
accompanied
by
Holden, The Light in the
l-tf
meals optional. Address BOX 50. Tel. 888.
Rev. Howard A. Welch attended the offlce:
Postofflce, Rockland, Me.
12-14
Clearing and A Man for
TENEMENT
to
let
at
36
Mechanic
St.
New England Regional Fellowship
Inquire of MRS. W. 8. KENNISTON, 176
the Ages, Mr. Bacheller
”
aln —
• 874-W.
— —
Conference at the First Baptist
Main
St. Tel.
1-tf
proves again that a story
Church in Rockland Tuesday after
SEVEN ROOM tenement, modern con
noon and evening. Rev. Philip A.
veniences, to let at South Main St., $25
rooted in the soil needs no
month. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Paik St.
Clifford, former pastor of the First
surface trickery to make it
Tel. 1080.__________________________ i-tf
Presbyterian
Church
in
Boston,
was
compelling.
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23
I the principal speaker. Rev. H. I. RrererererererererererererereR Fulton
St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT.
This well’Worth- while
Holt conducted the prayer period in
GIRL for general housework wanted. 240 Broadway.
l-tf
Apply to MRS FRANK A. TIRRELL. JR..
| the afternoon.
story that will appeal to
UNFURNISHED
five room apartment
100
Beech
St.
12-tf
Maurice Sidensparker is building a
with toilet to let. Inquire 12 KNOX
every reader of good
CAPABLE girl or woman wanted at ST. Tel. 156-W.
156-tf
garage and workshop at Atkins' cor once
for general housework. EMERY
American fiction will ap
THREE ROOM apartment with bath,
ner on land bought of Nelson Moore St. CLAIR. Owl's Head. Tel. 837-3. 12-lt
furnished or unfurnished. ETHEL PHIL
pear serially in these col
I last fall.
Man wanted at NARRAGANSETT BROOK. 20 Pacific St. Tel. 155-M 11-13
j John Connell Sr. is nursing a bad- HOTEL.
umns. Be sure to read it.
11-13
FIVE ROOM house to let. good condi
j ly wrenched left leg sustained MonEXPERIENCED waitress wanted at tion. Lights and water. EVA AMES. 28
l
dav
afternoon
when
he
slipped
and
once. PARK STREET CAFE.
11-13 Elm St. Tel. 1293.
11-13
Starting Today on Page Four
fell in the dye house at the mill.
MEN wanted to operate world re
HOUSE to let with electric lights,
Sunday morning at about 11 o’clock nowned Rawlelgh Home Service business flush closet; with or without garage,
in Counties of South Knox, Hancock reasonable. TEL. 1016.
3-tf
Thelma Linscott pianist.
Seven what might have proven a serious ac and City of Bath. Reliable hustler can
TENEMENT to let at 7 Broad St. All
numbers were given: Sounds from the cident was -a rowly averted when a start earning $35 weekly and Increase modern
- Improvements, with garage.
Write immediately.
RAW- TEL. 504-W.
i"tf
Sunny South, overture; Visions, car driven by Louis Yattaw of War rapidly.
LEIGH CO., Dept. ME-39-S, Albany, N. Y
ren
containing
seven
persons
was
Sweet Meditation; Grey Champion
DESIRABLE three room furnished
12-lt
March: French Air. clarinet solo, s_truck bY
driven by William Anapartment to let. reasonable rent for
immediate occupancy. Apply 23 AMES
Jcseph Paquin; Olympia March; vio- j derson of Thomaston accompanied by
BURY ST. Tel. 958-J.
11-tf
lin solo. Miss Phyllis Belasco: Laces
wife and child. Louis Yattaw had
HOUSE FOR SMALL FAMILY, central
Orient Lodge Installation
and Graces March. A notable fea- ^}ow„ down to make the turn into
location. Electric lights, bath room.
Members and guests to the num ture of the occasion was the costumes |tlle Yattaw yard and the other car
TEL. 812-M.
i-tf
ber of more than 100 gathered in Ma of the ladies who were present in Iwas unable to stop because of the
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let. fine cellar.
sonic hall Tuesday evening for the large numbers. A past master';, I slippery going and hit his mudguard,
toilet, electricity, gas and furnace; extra
large veranda, large yard. Adults only.
installation of officers of Orient jewel was presented to Ralph A. Yhe Anderson car then was' dashed
Inquire 23 T STREET. City.
1-tf
Lodge, F.A.M.
Right worshipful Carroll by Mr. Woodcock, and the'int0 one
^e big elms on the YatFRONT ROOM to let. heated, with
master Charles H. Woodcock per- gift was acknowledged by Mr. Carroll■'aw 'awn and wrecked. No one was
bath. ANNE V. FLINT, 32 School St.
formed %the ceremony, assisted by J in a gracious manner. Ice cream and I hurt beyond a shaking up, however
Tel. 1013-M.____________ __________ 12-14
William Mathews as marshal and , cake were served in the banquet room Yhis point near the new CoganFORTY-EIGHT (48) rents—always a
William C. Lenfest as chaplain. The : after the ceremonies. Visitors were j Drewett garage is dangerous at all
few vacancies. ERNEST C. DAVIS at
mind of the right worshipful master , present from Rockland, Tenant’s • limes and especially if traveling is icy,
Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
11-13
was a vast storehouse of Masonic ! Harbor and Warren.
and should be approached very cauFOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit
able for family of two or three, at 15
knowledge, which a retentive memThe new officers of Orient Lodge i tiously.
Summer St. Apply to MRS. FROST.
Bernard Moody of North Nobleboro
ory enabled him to set forth in a J are: Aaron Clark, worshipful master;
Tel. 318-W.
i-tf
clear and forceful manner
The , Charles Knights, senior warden; Ev- was able to return to his home MonBARRED ROCK BABY CHIX 15c;
THREE ROOM furnished apartment
ceremony was impressive and re- ] erett Cook, junior warden; Arthur J. i day after three weeks’ serious illness hatching eggs, price right. My broilers at 19 Orient St„ bath room, automatic
vealed to the non members of the j Elliot, secretary: Richard O. Elliot, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank bring 5 cents a pound over other breeds hot water heater. NELSON B COBB or
ALBION WOTTON. Box 207, Friendship LOUISE WILLIAMS at Fuller-Cobborder that the foundation of Masonry treasurer; Everett Cook, Charles | Yattaw,
7.45 Davis._______ ___________________ 2-tf
is the Holy Bible.
' Knights, Albert Elliot, finance com- ; Mrs. Percy Moore, daughter Betty Me. Tel. 128-11.
FURNISHED APARTMENT on Grove
WYLLIE'S STRAIN S. C. Reds. Have
Interspersed among the charging mittee; William Mathews, marshal; ! and son Harold have been ill with
you ordered your March chlx? We have St. to let. Apply ERNEST C. DAVIS at
and administering of the obligation! Edgar Ames, senior deacon: Albert, severe grippe colds,
11-13
them for $160 a thousand, postpaid. Fuller-Cobb-Davis._____
to the new officers was a program of I Elliot, junior deacon; BorT,ard Robin- j Miss Beatrice Haskell played the Smaller orders slightly higher. State
NEWLY RENOVATED half house, no
music by an orchestra of which son. senior steward: Robert Watts, I violin in company with her teacher accredited for pullorum disease. F. H. connection. Three rooms down, three up,
large front hall, open attic, good yard.
Luther A. Clark was director, Miss'.junior steward; Peter Hilt, tyler.
Madame Florence Mascicka at the WYLLIE & SON. Thomaston, Me., R 1.

Harry C. Moody of Belmont, Mass.,
who has been in Camden and town
has returned to his home.
Francis Tillson who has been
j working in the State bridge crew in
I the eastern part of the State is at
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Winthrop J. Whitney
of Friendship are with their daugh
ter Mrs. Charles Starrett for three
months' visit.
Miss Irene Young will be pianist
at the Baptist Church Sunday morn
ing.
Miss Belle Orne of Pleasant Point
and Portland will be weekend guest
of Mrs. Alexander Donaldson.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ireland and
son Alfred returned Tuesday from a
week's visit in Boston.
Dorothy Flagg who has been in
Boston is visiting her mother Mrs.
Aldrich, West Main street.
Among those from Thomaston who
attended the church conference in
Rockland Tuesday were Rev. and
Mrs. H. S. Kilbom, Mrs. Abbie F.
Rice, E. O'B. Burgess, Mrs. Lucy |
Sillery, Millard Gilmore, Miss Mar- |
garet Crandon, Miss Mabel Fernald,
Miss Gladys Fernald, Miss Elizabeth !
Washburn, Oscar Gould.
Twenty-four members of the Beta
Alpha met with Mrs. Alpheus Jones |
Monday evening and much work and
planning were done. Refreshments [
were served. A committee was ap- ’
pointed to arrange for a sunshine;
box and all members who contribute
to this are asked to leave their arti
cles with Mrs. Leila Smalley at the
E. K. Winchenbach store by Friday
noon.
William Newbert substituted at
Montpelier Wednesday night for
John Hanley who was ill with a oad
cold.
Mrs. Georgie Robinson entertained
Miss Eliza Whitney, Mrs. Katherine
Crawford and Miss Mary Hanley at
bridge Tuesday evening. Miss Whit
ney had highest score.
A very satisfactory number attend-,!
ed the supper given by the Baptist I
ladies circle Wednesday. The regu-!
lar program was deferred because of 1
grippe having possession of the!
actors.
The first of four c’inlcs to be spon
sored by the Nurse Association was j
held Monday.
Peter Hilt who has been seriously 1
ill is reported to be better. Mr. Hilt,
has many friends who are pleased to '
learn of his improvement.
Music at the Baptist Church Sun
day will include at the morning serv
ice, anthem. ''O That I Had Wings."
Smicton. and solo by Mrs. Vivian F.
Hewett. At 7 o'clock the junior choir
will sing, “Follow the Gleam," Doug
las. ’
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Long are be
ing congratulated upon the birth of
a ten-pound boy Saturday.

They Are Priced To Suit You

In Everybody’s Column

MICKIE SAYS—
r

IT’S HERE
The much talked of PONTIAC V-8 has arrived and we now have on display all
its attractive Models

»

Those who have viewed these new mac hines are most enthusiastic in their praise

and we invite you to come in and inspect and drive these new Cars.

ADVERriSlU<T 19 UKE FBRMWQ,
FOR YOU SOW THE SEEP AklO
REAP THE CROP<-AMD MO
MATTER- HOW OFTEH THE
FARMER HAS CULTIVATED
THE FIELD, IF HE QUITS FOR
A SlUGlE YEAR, THE WEEDS
ARE AU OVER THE PLACE 1
WM IF the MERCHANT
quits APVERT1S1M® HIS
BUSINESS, IT LIKEWISE

J MISCELLANEOUS ;
Rrerererererere —- re re re re re re
WATCHES. ALL KINDS, CLOCKS.
Antique clocks, grandfather clocks re
paired. Experienced workman. Work
can be called for and delivered, or leave
at 23 Amesbury St., Rockland. Me., or
send parcel post. S. ARTHUR MACOMBER Tel. 958-J.
157*U-tf
GRAFFAM'S PURE HONEY ls sold by
grocers throughout southern Maine. If
you cannot easily obtain It we will mall
a flve lb. pall for $1; a half pint tumbler
for 25c or a generous sample for 10c,
all postpaid. It ls delicious. Address
GRAFFAM'S GARDENS. Rt. 3. Gardiner,
Me.
12*14
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with tha
home news, at Central News Co., 66 Con
gress St.; or Ross News-stand, 381‘A Con
gress St.
PSYCHIC palmist, psychologist. If in
terested ln such subjects as business
changes, love, marriage, divorce, court
ship. domestic affairs or anything you
are interested ln or uncertain about
consult this gifted palmist. Reading $1.
All consultations kept ln strictest con
fidence. Hours 10 a. m. to 8 p. m. The
Foss House, 77 Park St.. Rockland. TEL.
740.
11*13
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall ordera
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
1-tf
NOTICE—After this date I will pay no
bills contracted by my wife, Lottie
Nason. JOHN NASON, Owls Head. Jan.
26. 1932.
11*13
HARD WOOD fitted. $12 and $14;
lunks. $12; small round wood, stove
lengths. $10; fitted soft wood. $8. O. H.
“TIE —
* 122-2.
-----CRIE,
Thomaston. “
Tel.
1-tf
SKATE SHARPENING Is a specialty of
CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 409 Main St.,
Rockland.
l-tr
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
and repair your furniture at 216 LIME
ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
1-tf
NEW POOL ROOM and Shoe Shine
now open. Opp. Berry Engine House.
OEORGE STEVENS. Prop., 216 Main St.
11*13
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all tlmea
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
1-tf

WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
copies of The Courler-Oazette, with the
home news, at Central News Co.. 66 Con
gress St.; or Ross News-stand, 38114 Con
gress 8t

&tflwAXTAPsB^

C. W. HOPKINS
712 MAIN STREET,

TEL. 1000

ROCKLAND

DR. E. L, SCARLOTT
Osteopathic Physician
35 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
PHONE 13S
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PLAINTIVE APPEAL

A. Jay See (Who Doesn’t
See) Wants Pupils To
Solve His Problem
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Allen left to
day for a two months’ tour of Florida,
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. in the course of which they will visit
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be cities on both coasts.
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ........................ 770 or 794-W

Joseph Emery Jr. is at Knox Hos
pital convalescing from a recent ap
Mrs. E. C. Moran and Miss Helen D. pendicitis operation.
Perry, as delegates from the Methe
besec Club, Mrs. Mildred Washburn, a
Mrs. Clarence Johnson of Dexter
member, and Mrs. Ruth EUingwood,
director of the ninth district, are in street returned Saturday from a two
Augusta today and tomorrow to at- j weeks visit m Boston.
tend the midwinter meeting of the
Miss Linnie Brewer was hostess to
Maine Federation of Women's Clubs.
the Tuesday Evening Sewing Club at
Mrs. David Talbot entertains the her apartment on Orient street.
Charity Club this afternoon.
Mrs. Robert Snow gave a bridge
Miss Katherine Veazie, returning tea Monday afternoon at her home
from Boston, reports that her father, on Suffolk street.
Fred T. Veazie, who recently under
Mrs. Delia York entertained the
went an operation at the New Eng
land Baptist Hospital is gaining in Monday Night Club at her home on
a very encouraging manner, and ex Pleasant street, honors going to Mrs
pects to be able to come home in 1 York and Mrs. McRae.
about two weeks.
The Scribblers Club met last eve
Mr. and Mrs. John O. Stevens were ning at the home of Mrs. (Harriette
recently in Lewiston for a few days Levensaler. Mrs. Foxwell of South
on business.
Dakota and Camden was a special
guest. Charles A. Parker, editor of
Tyler M. Coombs, who has been the poetry magazine L’Alouette. was
the guest of his daughter, Mrs. Sid elected an honorary member. Since
ney I. Winslow, in Vinalhaven, has tbe previous meeting two members
returned home.
have had published poems and a
short story. The meeting March 2
The bridge party announced for will be with Mrs. Ruth Whittemore,
Thursday evening under the auspices Shaw avenue.
of Group 6 of the Universalist Church
has been cancelled, as Mrs. E. F.
Mrs. Adelma Mullen entertained
Berry, at whose home the affair was the Chummy Club Tuesday evening,
to take place, is ill. A later date will with Mrs. George Palmer and Mrs.
be announced.
Bertha Higgins as fecial guests.
Bridge honors were won by Mrs. E.
Zenas Melvin is slowly recovering W. Freeman and Mrs. Velma Marsh
from pneumonia.
Mrs. May Reed and Robert LumsMiss Gertrude Blackington of Ma den carried off honors at the card
sonic street is to entertain the Clara party given Tuesday evening by Ruth
Barton Guild tomorrow evening.
Mayhew Tent. Mrs. Helen Paladino
The weekly bridge party at the was in charge.
BPW rooms takes place this evening,
Miss Anna Coughlin is to be guest
with Mrs. Bertha French of Camden
speaker before the Half Hour Readas hostess.
_____
ing Club of Thomaston at its meetMr. and Mrs. Ernest Keywood have inS next Tuesday at the home of
taken the apartment on Summer i Miss Margaret Buggies. She win
street recently vacated by Mr. and tell about her tour of the Bntis
Mrs. Everett Munsey. Mr. Keywood ■ Isles of last summer.
succeeded E. J. Hellier in this terri-,
tory.
Mrs. Josephine Perry was hostess
-------1 to the PJ. Club Tuesday evening,
Members of the Wawenock Club' with luncheon at Chisholm's Spa.
enjoyed a chicken supper at the home 1 Honors in bridge were won by Mrs.
of Miss Minnie Smith, Spring street, ; Wilbur Senter, Jr. and Mrs. CleveMonday evening, the remainder of [ land Sleeper, Jr.
the time being devoted to tacking a
-------quilt to be contributed to charity.
John O. Stevens is in New York
attending the furniture exposition
Browne Club meets tomorrow eve for the week.
ning at the home of Mrs. Ceetta
Whitmore, Granite street. Mrs. Whit
Mrs. H. B. Fales is entertaining
more and Mrs. Olive Wilson to be the the Thursday Club at her home on
hostesses.
Camden street.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
My mother—now living at the age
of 85—attended school in Rockland,
graduating from Rockland High
School in 1867.
In her mid-school days one of the
books studied was “The Intellectual
Arithmetic” all problems in which
were to be solved without the use of
pencil and paper; by the power of
the mind alone.
There is in my copy of this book—
as I also studied it in Rockland school
days—one problem that has probably
done much to put my mental powers
in their present muddled condition.
Lt is an extremely easy problem,
mother savs when she starts in to
elucidate it. She has been trying to
convince me of this since 1890. So
far I am unconvinced. I can't do
it, with br without pencil and paper
and yet I can do it by algebra. Of
course I know the answer but what I
want, is to have the solution, by
analysis and know “Why?” So I am
sending the problem and this S.O.S.
I want to get it through my thick
head and later (much later, I hope)
die happy.
Listen, children of Rockland High
School. Harken, Boy Scouts, desir
ous of doing a daily good deed. A few
common everyday older people might
also brush up their mathematical
corners of their brains. I anxiously
await your replies. Help me, I im
plore you.
“A dish and cover cost 24 dimes.
One-fifth the cost of the dish, in
creased by the difference between the
cost of the dish and cover, equals the
cost of the cover. What was the cost
of each?
“And how" and Why?
A. Jay See
Union.

“LAST OF THE TITANS”
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Bargain For
Is a Bargain

BOOK CORNER
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A

Oh, oh!
The first
Daffodils!

Ain’t Nature
Grand!

SILSBY’S
371 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
12-13

ROCKPORT

With the advent of the seed cata
logues in our homes, thoughts begin
to wander to the making of gardens,
and it is pretty much conceded that
gardens will flourish more numerous
ly than ever this year. Rockland has
a Garden Club of its own now to
stimulate interest, and then everyone
will want to do his bit towards rout
ing Mr. Hard Times and a garden is
surely one step in that direction.
What is more encouraging than rows
of peas, carrots, beans and corx and
who can be blue when corn fmwers,
hollyhocks, poppies and zinnias are
flaunting their gay colors! So with
gardens in mind, we have gleaned the
names of a few books which may find
particular interest.
» * * *
“The Gardeners Bed-Book" by
Richardson Wright, is a novel little
volume. Like the night breeze, some
times pungent, sometimes restful,
come these short and long pieces to
be read in bed by those who love hus
bandry and the green growing things
nf earth. The whole rural world runs
through the book—wheelbarrow’s, seed
catalogues, flower shows, chickens,
garden manners, wives, and drain
pipes. And for each night there-is a
bit of pithy advice on things to be
done in the garden at that particular
time of year. Christopher Morley
said of this book: “I like to think that
more than one dweller in the stony
aisles of town, reading it late at night,
will feel a sudden terror of elevators
and cinemas.”
♦ * • •
Those who are lookirig for the right
kind of easy book about gardening
for beginners will welcome “Begin
ning to Garden” by Helen Page Wodell. It gives the simplest sorts of
plans, tells how to adapt your plans
to your space sensibly, exactly how
and when to order seeds, what imple
ments to use, etc. It grew out of the
definite and successful work of a
suburban community gardening plan
and includes a chapter on organizing
a garden club for boys and girls.

»!!■■■■■)»

You!

Another triumph of our Annual January Clearance Sale! New Tub Frocks—
just unpacked—a score of charming models — including the famous Wirthmor
brand—never before sold for less than $1.00.

Fascinating Prints
In no end of desirable patterns
*

Guaranteed Fast Colors

Here’s an offering we wouldn’t have thought humanly possible a few months
ago. It seems unbelievable right now. All styled and made with genuine skill.
All offered at 2 for $1.00. Just think of it!
Sizes for Misses, Women and Larger Women

14 to 52
Rubinstein Program Friday AfterMiss Doris Wellman is in Boston
noon To Be Devoted To Schu- for an indefinite stay with relatives.
mann-Heink
She made the trip in company with
Also a remarkable purchase of—
her cousin Harold Simmons, who was
The Rubinstein Club meets tomor returning there after visiting at his
row afternoon in the Universalist home in Thomaston.
vestry at 2.15, when a program will
Mrs. William M. Crockett who has
be presented under the direction of
Miss Mabel F. Lamb. Her paper on been ill the past two weeks from an
“Home Flower-Growing" by E. C.
“Schumann-Heink, the Last of the attack of tonsilitis is now able to be Volz, is a real flower garden encyclo
•
Two hundred to be exact
Titans" will be illustrated by musical about the house.
pedia It will teach you how to pro
Mrs.
H.
C.
Copeland
returned
Sat

numbers associated with the great
pagate and cultivate your plants, how
Brocade, Satin and Lace Material; color, pink,; all sizes; at only —
contralto in both opera and concert. urday to her home in Rockland after to care for, fertilize and maintain
being
’
the
guest
of
Mrs.
Charles
S.
them. It tells how and when and
The program follows:
where to grow flowers, how to make
Two piano?—Overture—Die Meistersinger Gardner the past ten days.
........................................................ Wagner
Mrs. Ralph Blakeley is recovering various kinds of gardens, how to pre
Mrs. Faith G. Berry. Mrs. Nettie B.
from her recent attack of grippe and pare exhibits for flower shows, and
Averill
so on.
SEE DISPLAY IN OUR SOUTH WINDOW
Quartet—The Rosary ...................... Nevin was out Tuesday for the first time.
Mrs. Katherine Veazie. Mrs. Helen Went
“Manual of Gardening" by L. H.
Fifteen members attended the
worth. Mrs. Lydia Storer. Mrs. Edna meeting of the Trytohelp Club Mon Bailey. The popularity of this book
Browne
Soprano—Sleep, Little Baby of Mine ...... day evening at the home of Mrs. is vouched for by it being in its 12th
........................................................ Dennee Edith Overlock and much work on printing. It contains complete and
Ich Liebe Dlch ...................... Grieg the quilt was accomplished. Next practical information on planting and
Mrs. Luda Mitchell
Contralto—My Heart At Thy Sweet Monday evening the club will par landscaping your home grounds.
“Around the Year in the Garden,”
Voice, from "Samson et Delilah" .......... take of a poverty supper at the Bap
ROCKLAND, MAINE
366 MAIN STREET,
................ ............................... Saint-Saens tist vestry. Contrary to the name, by F. F. Rockwell, arranged as a
Calm as the Night ............... Bohm from the menu planned it is safe to weekly calendar, it maps out a defi
The Sungod ..... .............. .. Troyer
say that no one will go away hungry. nite gardening plan and tells the best
Mrs. Storer
■■iBBinanBiEBB
Soprano—O Rest in the Lord, from ‘The Costumes in keeping with the occa time and place for every operation
Elijah” ............................... Mendelssohn sion will be worn.
and plant.
Mrs. George B. Davis of Rankin "Mrs. John M. Richardson enter
My Sweet Repose
Schubert
street is entertaining the Thursday tained the TH E. Club Monday eve
“The Gardener" by L. H. Bailey,
! woman keep a chair against a door to
Mrs. Leola Mann is ill at her home
Mrs. Veazie
beginning with Abronia and running
Auction Club this afternoon.
Sextette—By the Waters of Minnetonka on Russell avenue.
ning at supper and cards.
I hold It shut when two minutes with
.................................................. Lieurance
Florida’s Best Climate
j a hammer and screw driver will dis
Members of the Nitsumsosum Club through the alphabet to Zinnia, this
Mrs.
Mildred
Havener,
Mrs.
Veazie,
Mrs.
Earl Perrv has returned home from
At a meeting of the executive
pose of the matter so easily?
More Sunshine
Wentworth. Mrs. Storer, Mrs. Hazel and their husbands were entertained book lists and tells how to plant and
a trip to Havana.
board of the Rubinstein Club Mon
Atwood. Mrs. Browne
Don’t ask me; I am no good at ridLess Rain
at supper and bridge Monday eve care for all the common flowers,
day afternoon it was voted to have Soprano—Pale Moon.................................... ning at the home of Mr. and Mrs. vegetables and fruits from planting
j
dies
and
this
has
always
been
a
deep
Wonderful Place for
Frederick Knight Logan
Mrs. Clarence Munsey and Mrs. Mrs. Katherine Veazie, soprano;
time
through
the
growing
period
to
Recuperation
one, too deep for me to solve. I once
Frederick Richards.
Damie Gardner
Russell Bartlett are entertaining the Mrs. Hazel Atwood, contralto; Mrs. Contralto—Mrs.
maturity.
! saw a woman go through the labori
Sapphic Ode ............. Brahms
A very interesting meeting is
• • » m
Diligent Dames at luncheon and re Ruth E. Sanborn, pianist; and Mrs.
Adella F. Veazie
But the Lord Is Mindful of His Own
ous process of chair-moving several
from "St. Paul” ............. Mendelssohn planned for Friday afternoon for the
lief sewing this afternoon at Mrs. Lillian Cotton of Thomaston, cellist,
Here are two novel volumes—“The
times a day for several weeks until
members of the Twentieth Century Annuals of Flowcrland" and "The
Mrs. Gladys Morgan
Munsey’s apartments.
represent the club in the State Fed Two pianos—Introduction and Allegro Club at the home of the vice presi
another woman with two blows of a
r
Superb fishing from pier
Perennials
of
Flowerland"
by
Alice
T.
from "Appassionata” ........ Schumann
eration of Music Clubs broadcast
j hammer drove a bit of shingle under
or boat. Surf beach, no under
The fourth dramatic reading in the over Station WCSH later in the Mrs. Frances McLoon. Miss Helen Bird dent Mildred Putnam. Union street. A . Quackenbush.
There are at least four common the door plate, when lo, the door
Just a casual
tow.
18
-hole
golf, grass green*.
A
paper
on
Florida
and
its
resources
series being given by Maud Andrews spring. It was also voted to revise Soprano—Pirate Dreams ........... Huerter
glance through either of these books implements which all women should i sfayed shut, to the great astonish-’
Club house on the beach. Swimming
The Lorelei ......................... Sllcher will be read by Mrs. Linthel Lane,
pool.
100
room*,
IOC
bath*. Orchestra.
gives
fascinating
glimpses
of
the
part
Lincoln of Augusta under the auspices
const,jtution and by-laws, and to
learn to know the use of: a ham- ! mcn^ and admiration of woman numMrs. Esther Howard
First - class patronage. Reasonable rates.
of the Methebesec Club will take' change the meetings of Feb. 12 and Contralto—His Lullaby ........ .................... the remainder of the afternoon is to that members of all the flower fami mer, a hatchet, a handsaw and bel. Qne wbo jjad Peen waiting for her
Longing .......................................'J....... be given over to a social time with a lies have plaved in the romance of a screwdriver, but the mechani- husband to do something to the door,
place Tuesdav afternoon at 2.30 in 26. Miss Caroline Littlefield will
CEORGE KREAMER
............................... Carrie Jacobs-Bond birthday tea the main feature. Mrs. far-away places, the dignity of legend, cal education of most women seems j bul which he had not yet fOund time I Swmmrr: Wyandotte Hotel, Bellport, L.I.
the Universalist vestry. These read have the meeting of Feb. 12, and Mrs.
(dedicated to Mme. Schumann-Heink) Lane, Mrs. Nina Carroll and Mrs.
ings have been among the high lights Ruth EUingwood that of Feb. 26
and the spice of gossip. Names, confined within the limits of a hair- j
Tjmei it took less than two
Miss Chrystal Stanley
of the winter season, and lovers of when she will present a program in Trio—Old Folks at Home, obligato of Marie Bisbee will be in charge of re usually given for some characteristic, pin. Watch one for a while and you minutes, and just think of the num
freshments.
"Humoresque
”
..............
Foster*Dvorak
drama cannot afford to miss them.
of form, shaoe, or soil preference, are will be surprised at the various uses ber of hours it must have consumed
keeping with the Bi-centennial ob- Mrs. Havener. Mrs. Veazie. Mrs Storer
Tonight occurs the installation of
~
servance of George Washington. Soprano—Brindisi (It ls Better to Laugh) officers of Harbor Light Chapter with traced down to their origin. There to which she will put this little piece to move that chair to say nothing of
from “Lucrezia Borgia” .... Donizetti
are also suggestions for planting and of wire.
.. MJ1' S W®?d°
, n boAn Miss Katherine Veazie is to take
the inconvenience!
HU*
Belle Frost, D.D.G.M.. as presiding using the different flowers.
Mrs. Wentworth
the Tuesday Night Club at luncheon
of the meeti
Qf March n
I have seen women use a hairpin
♦ * * ♦
officer.
Music
by
Fish's
orchestra.
Non-members may attend by pay
and bridge at her home on Talbot substitutin^
for
Mrs
Dorothy
for a boot buttoner, an envelope
;
■
\ SAT.
ing admission fee of 25 cents.
Judging from the advance sale of
avenue. Honors were won by Miss, «jmaiiev
When a woman complains to me
"Old Time Gardens" by Alice opener, a picture hook, a letter file,
\
Beatrice Barham. Mrs. Lawrence'
y‘ ____________
tickets. Friday night will see Town Morse Farle, is a book no garden lover a book mark, a tooth pick, a nut pick, that her husband can't find time to
...... \
Leach and Miss Elizabeth Hagar.
Anyway, the piled-up public-bond hall filled to capacity when the R.HS should be without. It is a delightful a lock pick, a button string, a type do the little hammer and screw driver
CHAIN LETTER JOKE
issues indicate that posterity never seniors present the play “Fast Col visit, with descriptions and illustra cleaner, a hinge pin and even as a chores about the house I begin to
ors,’' a 3-act melodrama, under the tions, to places made beautiful by weapon of defense, to say nothing of preach, and the burden of my dis
The card party conducted by St.. Many wh0 have fallen for the copy- will be out of a job—Macon News.
direction of Mrs. Kora Farmer, Eng gaifcen art, with the scenes and cus its legitimate use in its owner's hair, [course ls, "Teach your girls to use
Ber™rd* Ch“£h ™esdav evening , this.and.send.t0.nine.friends chain
teacher in the school. Thrills, toms of these older times made vivid
Now a woman who can do all these j the four implements named above,
at The Thorndike grill had 24 tables ]etter appeaj wjn feel chagrined to
Why suffer tortures from Rheu lish
fun and romance make up the plot
m play the hostesses being Miss Lucy lgarn
js a press
gag f0Stered
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu and promise rare entertainment for and colorful again. The pages are things with a small piece of wire | and at the same time teach your tyoys
ought certainly to be able to handle j to stir up flapjacks and biscuits, use
Ball, Mrs. Raymond Duff. Miss M. b paper manufacturers and dealers
rich in anecdote and apt quotations.
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Agnes Brown and Miss Mildred Ryan., . * Penveiopes and writlng paper.
all who attend.
the above named four simple common i a broom and make a bed in order
when
Prizes were won by Mrs. Clara Cur While the chain is broken daily,
Mrs. Ralph Blakeley was happily
“Rock Gardens" by F. F. Rockwell Implements, and yet how many of | that the poor helpless creatures may
tis, Sumner Perry, Mrs. C. Crockett, there are enough superstitious, who
surprised Sunday evening when sev shows just how you can build a rock them do? How many of them even not starve or be uncomfortable when
METHYL BALM
Mrs. Burpee, William Sweeney. Mrs. fear the dire calamity predicted if
eral friends from Rockland and gaAn yourself, on a small or large sharpen a lead pencil in such a man- i friend wife is down with a headache,
will bring almost instant relief?
Camden gathered at her home in scale. Mr. Rockwell has also given ner that any man will not Immediate- ' I know at least one man who coming
S^CJwdVAnHPr^S
; they *nore the absurd ’ threats, to
A
scientifically
compounded
ex

Mis. W. H. Anderson, Mrs. John T. | use up millions nf
honor of her birthday anniversary. us / book on “Roses” which is com ly recognize it as the handiwork of a home from his daily labor and find
of onvoinnoe
envelopes and
and
Flanagan, Mrs. H. D. Oliver, Mrs. pads of writing paper yearly and, of ternal application that should be
However, she quickly recovered her plete information on rose growing. woman? Why is it, I wonder, that so ing his wife sick, goes calmly about
in
every
home.
Sold
only
at
Harry Berman, Aime Beaudoin, Mrs. course, add to the output of the mills.
composure and proved an admirable “How to Grow Roses" by Robert Pyle, many women put up with little in the kitchen work, prepares supper for
Evie Perry, Mrs. George Phillips, Mrs. If continued indefinitely, the demand
hostess.
is in its 17th edition, and is consid conveniences day after day and ^jme- himself and the two boys as handily
Johnston’s Drug Store
Raymond Moulaison, Miss Adelaide
Funeral services for Edwin H- ered to be particularly valuable ‘in times year after year waiting for some as any woman, and this is as it should
for
paper
alone
would
tax
all
paper
73
PARK
ST.,
RO
ROCKLAND
Trafton, Miss Phronie Johnson, Mrs mills to capacity and people would
man to come and tighten a screw in be.
Bowers will be held from the family rose growing.
Helen Garnett, Miss Celia Brault, find themselves doing nothing but Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
a hinge, or saw off some protruding j One of the questions sometimes
residence today, Thursday, at 2
Mr.
Rockwell
has
also
written
“
The
75 cents
Clarence Upham, Mrs. Sumner Perry,
o’clock, Rev. F. F. Fowle of the Book of Bulbs" which is very com stub on which she has torn so many i discussed in Grange meetings asks,
answering
chain
letters.
Its
mathe

62-tf
Mrs. Lucia Burpee, Mrs. Charles
“How much housework should we
Methodist Church and Rev. G. E. plete, and in addition given individual aprons?
Grace. Mrs. F. M. Carley, Mrs. Arlene matical possibilities are astounding.
Why does she wait for a man to j teach our boys?” and the answer alCurrier of the Baptist Church offi books on “Irises,” “Dahlias,” and
Kinney and Mrs. Edw. Lynch. The
sharpen three small stakes to tie a rose 1 ways comes out the same—"Enough
ciating. At request of the selectmen “Gladiolus.”
fourth party in the series will take
bush against, when the stakes, the j so that they can be comfortable for
all plaqes of business in town will be
place next Tuesday, playing to begin
hatchet and the block are right there i a few days without a woman at the
closed during the funeral hour.
Then there are numerous books on in the shed and five minutes would j helm should such an emergency
at 8. The hostesses will be Mrs. Her
Obituary deferred.
trees, shrubs, lawns, golf courses, and be all the time required? Why will a arise.”
man Carr, Miss Marie Dorgan, Mrs.
landscaping. J. M. Bennett has
Francis Louraine, Miss Joanna Pat
Information about oil burners for given us "Roadside Development”
terson and Miss Celia Brault.
home heating is available from the which is particularly Interesting at
U. S. Department of Agriculture. this time when there is so much agi- I
Mrs. Gardner French was hostess to
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Washington, D. C.
tation to do away with unsightly
the Hatetoquitit Club Tuesday eve
signs
and
roadside
stands
and
estab]
ning.
GIRL'S LOVE—A FATHER'S SCORN
lish attractive places and planting.
the power
And
if
one
gets
"The
Standard
Cy

One of the jolliest events in the so
—
the
crucible
of
pride,
and
shame
—
mervelous n
clopedia of Horticulture” edited by L.
cial life of the Commercial College
200
PAIRS
OF
H.
Bailey,
every
question
will
be
an

took place Monday evening at The
making a MAN
swered. It is the one universal and
Thorndike grill, the features being
invaluable authority on every horti- |
dancing, stunts, contests and bridge.
out of a quitter!
cultural question. It is used by its
Music for dancing was furnished by
BARBARA
USE
27.000
owners
for
identifying
plants.
|
Ruth Miller and Hugh Benner, piano;
growing plants, selecting plants and j
Hollis Nelson, sax; Sidney Carr, vio
varieties, to help in selling, answer-1
lin; Carleton Ripley, drums. The
ing questions, information on native
committees were: Bridge. Rose O'Neil
plants, pronunciation, spelling, and
and Margaret Hellier; refreshments,
so on. It comes in three volumes, and
Martha Whitehill, Phyllis Snowman,
has 4176 illustrations.
Maryon Keller. Agnes Day, Arietta
Maloney and Marlon Pease; enter
with
tainment, Alice Flanagan. Venzella
$8.50, $6.00 and $5.00 Value
rt
It is an old fashioned cough mix
NORTH WALDOBORO
ADOLPHE
Heald, Lena'Kettenen, and Dorothy
ture made from a formula handed
Joyce. Much amusement was afford
MENJOU
Come in and let us tell you all about it
There will be a donation party
down from our grandmother’s
ed by the Die-eating contest, the en
and Ralph Bellamy
held
In
the
vestry
of
the
M.
E.
trants being Hugh Benner, Harold
time. Used for coughs and ordi
A Frank Capra Production
Church next Tuesday evening, the
Smith, Clifford Oliver, Edward Barn
nary Throat Irritations
A COIUMIIA PICTURE
ard, Leo Winchenbach and Sidney
offerings to be applied to the pas
Carr. Smith carried off the honors.
tor’s salary. “The Lord loveth a
NOW SHOWING
Mrs. Nepie Ballard of the faculty
cheerful giver," and “Give and it
Price 50c Bottle
"FRANKENSTEIN”
chaperoned. A vote of appreciation
shall be given unto you," are scrip
Columbia picture I
with
SOLD BY
was extended to Mrs. E. M. O'Neil for
ture lessons worth heeding, and a
COLIN CLIVE
the use of the grill and for all the
good cause will be helped greatly if
m» Richard Cromwell-Joan Marsh
extras provided for the comfort and
the test proves a liberal contribution
A Paramount Publix Theatre
pleasure of the occasion.
TODAY
on the above mentioned occasion. If
THE NORTHEND DRUGGIST
the weather should be stormy that
MARY ASTOR
Still getting calls to install Duplex
evening, postponement will be made
ROCKLAND, ME.
In
convenience receptacles for $2.75,
to
the
Friday
evening
following.
Performances at 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
Mail Orders Filled
Home of
“MEN OF CHANCE”
cash only. A. T. Thurston. Tel. 648
Money, or anything rdible or useful
Continuous Saturdays 2.00 to 10.30
11-tZ
Paramount Pictures
—adv.
will'be appreciated.
jiviiiiiiimiiiiiiHiiiiiiniNiniiimiiiiiiiiiiiiniiUjiiniiiiJiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiih?

Bandeaus, Brassieres and Girdles

25c each

LEACH’S

Chimney Corner
Chat

Spear Shoe Store
Beautifully Styled
SHOES

A

Don’t Cough
McCARTY’S

COUGH STOP

[icom/wuity

JACK
HO)

NVVYC]

(forbidden

f

D. L. McCARTY

{SHTHSANID.

Every-Other-Day
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FORTY-SEVEN RULES

New Jersey Wife Tells of
Conditions If She Is To
Remain Married

PEG: Imagine it! A nice girl

With the Extension Agents
— And The —

Not long ago the daily newspapers
were having a deal to say about the
f
like Anne wearing her underannulment proceedings instituted by Z
_
*
Mrs. Rebecca Ross against her hus
things a second day.
band Albert K. Ross. In the course
Agricultural
i it finished it will be an excellent exof the Court proceedings at Camden,
Harry Richardson, poultry spe- ample of a model kitchen.
N. J., there was read into the record cialist of the Extension Service, was
Farm and Home Week
j a list of 47 commandments which in the county last week assisting
FRAN: And she’s so dainty
County Agent Wentworth in making
Farm and Home Week, sponsored
were to be kept by both if they re | up special pedigreed breeding pens by the College of Agriculture at the
sumed their life together. The pact for the poultrymen who are carrying University of Maine, and in recent
in other ways...
was a very serious one, not to say this project. These pens will consist years attracting more than 1200
complex, and will interest. married of from 10 to 15 females and a male. Maine farm folks, will be held on
The hens were selected on their past j March 28-31.
folks generally. Here are the com performance, or in some cases on the i Plans are now being rapidly cornPEG: Of course, she’s awfully
mandments promulgated by Mrs. results of their daughters. In this | pleted by the following committee:
way certain families will be select- Maurice D. Jones, professor of agriRoss:
busy—
* * • *
ed which will produce pullets all of \ culture economics and farm management; A. L. Deering, director of the
lloi
That we will live in Gloucester
as whom show the desired points.
Size of bird, size of egg and sex ma- Agriculture Extension Service; Pearl
the
turity, as well as good production, are S. Greene, head of the department of
j long as my mother is in such a pre considered
FRAN: But our way is so
in mating up these various Home Economics; and Llewellyn M.
carious state of health, unless busi- pens. In selecting birds past genera- Dorsey, professor of Dairy Husj ness makes it imperative to move.
tions are of little good if a certain bandry. This marks the 26th season
That you will resume your dhurch mating does not produce good pullets. J that the facilities of the College of
quick and easy! It
i duties immediately.
These men are conducting pedi- Agriculture are to be made available
That you will attend all church greed poultry breeding under the di to the people of the State who wish
just floats out the per
services regularly.
rection of the Extension Service: to receive information about farm,
That you will refrain from criti Luther Carney, Sheepscott; Henrv home, and community problems.
cism of my family and all unkind Keller. West Rockport: Harry Water- |
spiration acids and odors...
and unpleasant remarks of any na- man. South Thomaston: Frank Piper, |
4-H Club Notes
I ture whatsoever.
Rockland; Mavnard Kinnev, Thom
Four Leaf Clover Boys of Bristol
why doesn’t she
That you will finish your course aston; Fred Law. Whitefield and and
Mavooshen Boys of New Harbor
at the University of Pennsylvania.
Foster Jameson, Waldoboro.
had 100% attendance at the meetings
That we will have no children for
Austin Sproul of South Bristol is witLi County Agent Wentworth. The
at least two years, and only when obtaining good results this winter girls' club in each community and
we have sufficient finances to proper with his flock of SC.R.I. Reds. He leaders also attended. Film strips
ly support, rear and educate them
has just completed a new 60-foot were shown on “Garden Insects.”
That when our first child is born i brooder house whieh he will use this “Forestry," and State Camp at Lew
you will take out educational insur spring. Later he expects to install iston. All the boys are planning to
ance for it, and for each additional a Maittmoth brooder.
take the garden project.
child.
Manv of the poultrymen have
That
you
will
guarantee
to
so
in

started
their
incubators
and
are
lookHope Happy Farmers held a meet
fnoves perspiration acids and odors completely—yet
Wash this 4-minute way:
crease your salary that when you in e for a good season in the day old ing Saturday at the home of the
Protect daintiness this simple
leaves colors like new. If it’s safe in water alone, it’s
1. One tablespoon of Lui does all one day's under
have reached the age of fifty you will chick business.
leader N. F. Barrett. County Agent
just as safe in Lux.
be receiving an income of $10,000 a
things -stockings, too.
4-minute way:
Wentworth explained the use of lime
year.
Meetings are being held in the ' and showed a film strip on this sub
Don’t use too-warm water. Lux gives instant suds in
That
you
will
give
me
a
certain
per
2.
Squeeze
suds
through
garment,
rinse
twice,
shake
county this week on lime and its use, ject. Other film strips shown were
All day long underthings absorb perspira
lukewarm water, won t fade colors or shrink fabrics.
cent of your salary each pay day for also a discussion on some of the lat- “Forestry in New Hampshire” and
out.
•
tion. To avoid offending, dainty women
all household expenses, to be used by pst
’f'mPnt "Btafo
’amn at
est nnint.c
points nn
on nnnlt.rv
poultry mflnne
management.
State rCamp
at Towictnn"
Lewiston." Tho
The bnvc
boys
me as I see fit.
The meetings scheduled include were much interested in the latter
wash them in Lux after every wearing. Wash after each wearing for perspiration acids left in
That you will not question my ex Thursdav, North Edgecomb and picture as one member, William
silk fade colors and rot the threads. With Lux it
penditures. provided that I keep Friday, Nobleboro.
Lux is especially made to remove perspi
Hardy, and leader, Mr. Barrett, atfr________ —
takes only a few minutes—less time than it takes to
within the limit of the percentage.
Twenty-four farm accounts and 70 , tended this camp and were in the
ration acids and odors completely, yet to
wash your face and hands.
That these household expenses poultry accounts have been furnished pictures. William explained the picHave You Tried
shall include food, clothing, all inci farmers in the county this year by | tures as they were shown. These
protect colors and fabrics. And it takes
Never rub dainty lingerie with cake soap. Rubbing
dentals, church dues, etc.
LUX for dishes’Its wonderthe Extension Service. These books j boys are taking the bean project
only 4 minutes, or less!
tends to streak colors and weaken fabrics. Lux reThat you will pay the rent, gas and : are free to the men, providing they j which requires
fires work only through the
electric bills.
! keep them according to instructions summer. During the winter the
t«J> hjndi
’
That whatever I save out of each | and turn in their book at the end of leader teaches them to make artiCosts hu than it * d*ys them like new... in
percentage shall be saved for some ' the year for a county and State sum- j cles of use on the farm. For next
piece of furniture, books, magazines, | mary.
j meeting each boy will make an ax
spite offrequent washing
| travels, or whatever shall be decided | Orders are now being made uo for handle,
the apple tree pool which is being
«...
i upon as a luxury by both of us.
That we shall make a budget and conducted by the countv Farm Bu-I State Club Leader Lester H.
' that we will keep to that budget to reau. More than 1000 trees will be | Shibles will broadcast the third 4-H
ordered in the countv this year. All | club radio program from Station
| the best of our ability.
NOVIS HOMO AGAIN
to the Public Library a very lifelike
Vinalhaven, Jan. 19, Lloyd Williams Walter Calderwood, a daughter—
That I shall receive from you a I orders must be in by March 1 in order j WLBZ Bangor at 12 noon Thursday
pen and ink portrait of Gen. Knox. . and Lottie A. Sanderson.
! Marian Esther.
I salary for fulfilling the duties of ‘ to obtain the advantages of the pool. February 4. This talk will deal with
Mrs. L. N. Littlehale was elected | ___
_____
_______
Deer___
Isle,
Jan._ 17, William
M. PowRockland, Jan. 4, to Mr. and Mrs. Recalls the Days When He Coasted | cook and housemaid.
Last year Boston, used 1.635,903 accomplishments of some of our club
On Wiley Hill in St. George
president of the Methodist Chorus ers oI Deer 'lde and Mrs. Myra Talbut I|Ibrook Cross'a son
cases of eggs and of this number members, clubs and local leaders
That such shall be $2 a week.
Rockland, Jan. 6, to Mr. and Mrs.
-------Choir.
of Rockland.
That with every $5 increase in your Maine shipped 44.970. The outstand- I Other stations to broadcast this same
T. Stewart, a son—Frederick., Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Mrs. Almira M. Berry, 82, widow of
A review from the columns
salary, my salary shall be increased ing states were Iowa, 323.418, Mtnne- I talk are WCSH Portland, 12.15 noon
Friendship, Jan. 12, Owen Simmons George
Lincolnville, Jan. 6, to Mr. and Mrs.
Major-Genera! Hiram G. Berry, died
D
Somewhere in the early Seventies $2. Thus, if you should receive an sota 229,413. Kansas 211.320, Illinois and WAGM Presque Isle 11.30 a. m.
of this paper of some of the
in Brooklyn. The remains were and LiUlan B’ Bramha11
Richard Lermond. a daughter.
• * • •
happenings which interested
what fun we did have on what we increase of $10, my salary shall be 191.467 and Nebraska 117,246.
Portland. Jan. 10, James B. Bain
Camden.
Jan.
3,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
brought
to
Rockland
for
interment.
• • • ■
Plans
are
made
to hold club meet
Rockland and vicinity in this
increased
$4,
making
my
total
salary
Schooner Auburn. Capt. Thomas J. of Northeast Harbor and Lucy F. Jesse H. Ogier, a son —Albert Bick- called Wiley Hill. A crowd of boys $6 a week.
month, 1907.
ings in St. George at the home of
With the Homes
Ames of Rockland.
and girls would meet there and slide
Ginn was making some fast trips.
more.
r
Mrs. Henrv Caddy, in Martinsville
That my salary shall be mine to
Stonington, Jan. 3, Manford G.
Fifty women in Friendship, Cam with Mrs. Gertrude Hupper; in Wal
John Colson was elected captain of
Stonington, Dec 29. to Mr. and Mrs. on a bob sled—iron shod, six or seven do with as I please.
Black and Lizzie B. Merchant.
den
and
Simonton
find
that
coat
Canton Lafayette, P. M., I.O.O.F.
Leverett H. Banks, a daughter.— feet long, pile on all that can get on
That you will never demand an making meetings are interesting and doboro with Mrs. Celia Oldis; in
Rev. B. S. Fifield’s house on Mav
These bank presidents were elect
Deer Isle, Jan. 24, Lewis Ellis and Gladys Bernice.
and come down flying. If we stayed explanation of me as to how I used helpful. Coat making for the chil Damariscotta with Mrs. Lily Waltz, in
erick street was damaged by fire ed: North National, S. M. Bird; Se Mabel Smith.
Camden, Dec. 29 to Mr. and Mrs.
South Bristol with Mrs. Austin
which caught in the overhead tene curity Trust, M. S. Bird; Rockland
on or if we got dumped in the snow, my salary.
dren of the family still occupies an Sproul, in Friendship with Mrs. W.
Rockland, Dec. 31, Chester B. Ernest Herrick, a son.
That
you
shall
receive
for
yourself
ment occupied by Herbert Libby.
National, G. Howe Wiggin.
important place in the time budget H. Hahn and Camden with Mrs. Mary
Johnson and Mary Hare.
Stonington, Dec. 23, to Mr and Mrs it all was fun—but hauling the sled
J. H. Kalloch was elected president Rockland. Dec. 31, John H. Pollard | Arthur C. Sawyer, a son—Fred Alford. back, I never thought much of that “W*1 amount, to be used by your- of many home makers. A consider Nash. Five of these meetings are to
The wrecked schooner Helen B.
part of the game. When tired of | se^ you_™sb
able number also make coats for organize new clubs. Calls will be
Crosby which had been ashore on the of Wight Philharmonic Society.
of Auburn and Mary E. Hawkes of i Tenant's Harbor, Jan. 1, to Mr. and that we would go to some house on I ,That 1 7*11 never demand an ex ---------------------- ------------- o, made in South Thomaston, Clark's
A quarrel among Northend kilnthemselves. Miss
Helen ___
Spaulding,
Inner Bay Ledges broke in two and
Mrs. Charles E. Wheeler, a son.—
Rockland
the road for a party. Often it was P'^ation from you as to the use you , state clothing specialist, says certain Island, West Aina and Sheepscott.
drifted to sea.
tenders resulted in the slaying of
Matinicus, Dec. 26, Walter B. Ames Whitney Long.
quite a walk as there were not as make of your allowance
| procedures in the process of coat
A barn on Broadway owned by Rafelle Conforto^ aged 2^5.
Boston, Dec. 16, to Mr. and Mrs. quite
That your allowance shall be used 1 making tend to improve the product
More
than half of Rockland's and Carrie E. Ring.
many houses in Wallston as
as now
now.
George Henry Robinson was de”
Charles Sholes, a son.
WOULDN’T HELP MAINE
Deer Isle, Dec. 18, Martin V. Green
for tbose things which shall and make the time thus used more
stroyed by fire, furniture being re wage-earners were employed by four
Washington. Jan. 10, to Mr. and Sometimes we went up to Duke : solely
give
you
pleasure,
and
that
I
shall
lime
manufacturing
concerns.
effective.
These
fall
into
four
moved from the neighboring house
Snow's—Uncle Duke as we called
Manufacture Would Mean Ad
Samuel Cole and j
not have the right to dictate what groups: Procedures in the preparation Beer
Col. Thomas G. Libby of Vinalha
of Mrs. Fannie Dyer.
ditional Burden On Buyers Of
Deer Isle, Jan. 6. to Mr. and Mrs him, and a good man he was, hard those things may be.
Mrs. Emma H. St. Clair.
ven
was
elected
a
member
of
the
of
material,
in
cutting
and
marking,
to beat as an entertainer. Here we
William E. Annis. a son.
Dairy’ and Poultry Food
With the thermometer registering
That my allowance shall be used in putting the garment together, and
Rockland, Jan. 2, Frank E. Gray
Deer Isle. Jan. 5. to Mr. and Mrs stand around the ring—
zero a gaudy butterfly was fluttering Executive Council—Governor Cobb's
in the same manner, and that you in finishing. The shrinking board,
cabinet.
of
Rockland
and
Constance
A.
Moody
WUUam
L
Nonary,
a
daughter*
Frank P. Washburn, State Com
Happy as the miller who lived by him shall not have the right to dictate
around The Courier-Gazette office.
Ralph C. Paul was elected presi of Thomaston.
beater, tailor’s cushion and the flat missioner of Agriculture, and candi
self.
Vinalhaven, Jan. 19, to Mr and Mrs
Rev. E. H. Chapin observed the dent of the Barbers’ Union.
Rockland, Jan. 2, Daniel J. Saun J. Herbert Shields, a daughter—Phyl As the wheel turned round he gathered what my pleasure may be.
Iron are the most essential tools of date for the Republican nomination
seventh anniversary of his pastorate
Up hlS Wealth,
,
..... make me
That juu
you will
me jrwm
your sole the woman who intends to make a for Governor, said at the State
Rodney I. Thompson was elected ders and Jessie A. Mansfield.
lis Marion.
at the Universalist Church.
°ne meMg. the h°PPer the °ther *n i beneficiary upon my resignation
Rockland, Jan. 5, David Isbister
high priest of King Solomon’s Temple
coat
Grange Lecturers' conference Thurs
Rockland,
Jan.
19,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs
Walter W. Morse, insurance agent, Chapter.
That you will increase your life in
Accuracy in cutting and marking day:
As the wheel turned round, he cried out
“south "Thomaston. Jan. 6. Edgar
r<?C?„ett,’,aatda
,'i?h^r;
inathan ?Crockett,
daughter.
was presented with a gold watch be
Grab.
Supreme Court was in session with
surance
$500
for
every
increase
in
underlies all success in coat making.
“We challenge the assertion that
Rockland, Jan. 23, to Mr. and Mrs
cause of his good record during the Associate Justice Albert M. Spear Critch of Newfoundland and Edna
Fine warm weather all this winter.: salary you receive.
Good cutting requires a flat surface the resumption of the manufacture of
Benjamin Burkett, a son.
last quarter of the year.
presiding. The traverse jury fore M. Niles of Rockland.
_ enough for laying on the whole beer would act as an encouragement
Rockland. Jan. 14. to Capt. and Mrs Snow gone, and what frost there is i That I shall make you my sole large
Vinalhaven, Jan. 9, F. H. Winslow Samuel
Patrick McNamara, 66, at one time men were Enos E. Ingraham and
nostly gone. Will Hatton says they beneficiary as soon as, and only as ! of any section of the pattern. Sharp to agriculture. Maine agriculture."
H. Rogers, a daughter.
and Mrs. Emma Littlefield.
one of the owners of the Hurricane Wellington G. Singhi of Rockland.
“We are a grain-consuming, not
Warren, Jan. 23. to Mr. and Mrs iad a snowstorm in Los Angeles, [ soon as you have made me your sole [ shears are necessary. The pattern
Boston, Jan. 2. Gustavus W. Ulmer Henry
Capt. L. B. Keene bought the
Isle granite property, died in Thom
•omething uncommon in those parts beneficiary
should be altered to measurements grain-exporting. State, and any in
Farris, a son.
of Boston and Grace T. Sprowl of
aston. He had traveled In Asia, Doane house on Rockland street.
3ome
this
way
Will
—
fine
weather.
That
we
shall
reserve
one
evening
before
cutting,
creased burden upon our buyers of
St. George, Jan. 31, to Lieut, and
Herbert D. Kennedy, formerly of Waldoboro.
South America and Mexico as a min
I was thinking of Capt. John a week for ourselves and on that
In putting the coat together the dairy and poultry feed will but heap
Long Island, Dec. 24. Everett S. i
S"0*’a
’
Rockland, was appointed private sec
ing expert.
Bickmore who kept ships stores at evening we will neither entertain nor fronts and collar were carefully ex- ' calamity upon calamity,” he declared.
of Long Island and Mrs. Alma ,
March ii 23' t0 Mr and MrS the creek at Tenant's Harbor. He accept invitations.
j P’-ained. Also the job of putting in
Cornelius L. Magee, night watch retary to Mayor Harper of Los Lunt
“The Grange since its inception has
Uq„
' Roscoe Marshall, a son.
had a bark, the J. Bickmore, built
That we shall reserve one evening 1 pockets and buttonholes was much stood for prohibition. The lecturer’s
man, died at his home on North Angeles.
*
South
Portland,
Dec.
25,
Clyde
G.
j
o
hn
t0
Mr
and
Mrs
The
County
Commissioners
organ

simplified.
The
interlining
and
lining
here.
Capt.
Daniel
Howard
went
as
Main street aged 74.
a week for entertaining our relatives
hour in your meetings may well be
Young of Cushing and Miss Mary, ^Johnson, twins, a son anc
went in so easy!
master. I saw her take the water. and friends.
John Paladino, employed by the ized with Elmer E. Jameson of War
made an instrument of refutation of
Etta
Marshall
of
South
Portland.
K
ren
as
chairman.
Dr.
H.
B.
Eaton
Mrs.
Marv
Lawrence
of
Friend

Rockland Machine Co., had one of his
That we shall decide together
| the insidious propaganda against
Deer Isle, Jan. 21, to Mr. and Mrs. Old Mr. Miller who lived on the west
was
elected
jail
physician.
Thomaston.
Jan.
15.
Harlow
F.
ship plans to make herself a spring prohibition.
tide of the creek came out and sat w'» at these days shall be.
fingers so badly crushed that ampu
C. M. Pert, a son.
From an economic
W. N. Clark was elected master of Brown of Warren and Alice E. Win- j
tation was necessary.
That the selection of these days coat. She intends to invite to her standpoint of our farmers and laying
South Thomaston, Dec. 9. 40 Mr on a log, and played a tune on his
Rockland
Lodge,
F.A.M.
chenbach
of
Thomaston.
lute. It sounded all right to me. shall be subject to your university bome some of her neighbors to watch aside the principles for which we and
At the annual meeting of the Con
Portland. Jan. 17, Bowdoin A. Ler- and Mrs. Charles R. Crowley, a He was a cobbler and I would go classes.
C. F. Ayers died at his home at
her do the construction processes. At our fathers and mothers have stood
gregational Church L. F. Starrett
Glencove.
mond
of
Thomaston
and
Alice
M.
wkhnn
was elected clerk and E. M. Stubbs
That whatever money I have saved Camden. Mrs. Iucia Hopkins had an for a couple of generations, we chal
Woburn,
Mass.,
Jan. 21,■ to
Mr. and there often to get something to fix
Trowbridge
of
Portland.
R
“
r
'
„
_
--------William
H.
Bird
was
about
to
treasurer. A. W. Butler was re-elected
my own boots after the copper toes from my years of teaching shall be adult coat given her which she is to lenge the assertion that the resump
Lincolnville, Jan. 16, Frank V. Rob- Mrs’ Robert c ®™th, a daughter.
leave Rockland to become identified
deacon for four years.
went out of style. I had no $3 or $4 t mine to do with as I wish. That you remodel for some needv child. Mrs. tion of the manufacture of beer would
with
Barclay,
Brown
&
Taylor
in
ertson
and
Ina
B.
Hardv.
_
.
In spite of a bitter cold night War
to pay for a new pair—it was one will have no power over such money. Mildred Sheldon, Camden, says that act as an encouragement to agricul
Capt.
Eli
M.
Maloney
who
had
folSt.
George,
Jan.
13.
Wilbert
F.
Allen
.
ren sent a delegation of 38 to the Boston.
pair a year, and if I couldn't get by
That should I give you such she received a lot of points on coat ture, Maine agriculture.”
was
elected
I
and
Edith
M.
Dyer.
j
1?"^
,
the
se
.
a
t
mce
he
was
U,
died
Lorenzo E. Moulton
Big Rink, “headed by that true-blue
with them, go without.
at
his
home
in
Cushing.
money,
or any part of it, that such making and it will help her a greit
Mr. Washburn urged the Grange to
Stonington. Jan. 1. Merton
master of Aurora Lodge, F.A.M
for her children. cooperate ln efforts being made to
sport, William G. Robinson.”
We all know that times have sum shall be regarded as a loan to deal in making •coa*s
Samuel
Maloney
of
Thomaston
was
• # ♦
George E. Orcutt opened a fruit | Coombs and Ethel M. Ware.
The old salts who gathered around
Improve milk and potato prices and
placed in command of the schooner changed. We would see in the stores you by me, and shall be repaid to me
Quilt Craft is the subject of three better systems for marketing milk,
the stove at Capt. E. A. Butler’s office, store at the Northend.
hogsheads of molasses; now if you within five years in cash.
[ William Rice.
These births were recorded:
Mrs. Lizzie Libby was elected at the
in
between
meetings
next
week:
missed Capt. Charles E. Hall, who
potatoes and blueberries through or
That you shall sign a note or notes
The Round Pond school at Union want a half pint or pint take a jar
Rockland, Dec. 28, to Mr. and Mrs.
Hope, Tuesday; Simonton, Friday; ganizations.
was out on account of a sprained head of Ivanhoe Temple, Pythian
closed, Charles Burgess had highest and get it. We got rum and whiskey for such money.
Lester
B.
Plummer,
a
daughter.
Sisters.
L.
H.
Gray
was
elected
chan

and
Camden
Saturday
Feb.
6.
The
ankle.
that way once, sometimes a gallon,
He believed economies “may be pos
That you shall put all furniture
Rockland, Dec. 30. to Mr. and Mrs. rank, 96.
attending these meetings sible in the State's program” but re
Thomas J. St. Clair, shoemaker, cellor commander of Gen. Berry
Lydia, widow of D. H, Bisbee, died but not now. If you want a drink in my name; you shall take out in women
John
H.
Flanagan,
a
daughter.
I
Lodge,
K.
of
P.
should
bring
quilt
oieces
inc'uding
died at his home on North Main
and would: dare to drink It I think surance for it.
minded the lecturers that “six and
I James, little son of John Kelley,
Deer Isle, Dec. 25, to Rev. and Mrs. at her home in Camden.
street, aged 68.
That in all our personal relations, white goods, sewing tools, pencil and one-third mills of the State tax is
Maurice Derry opened a barber it might be dug out somewhere. It
L
M.
Bosworth,
a
daughter.
Head
of
the
Bav
cut
his
forehead
paper
for
cutting
patterns.
If
mem

Schooner Jessie L. Boyce went I
_
never stopped entirely yet, and I you shall be a gentleman, and that
spent under existing statutes, before
Stonington, Dec. 23, to Mr. and Mrs. j shoD in Thomaston.
ashore on Goose Rock Ledges near; badly in a coasting^ accident
bers of the groups have interesting the legislative assemblies. Even with
Silas S. Hanley, 72, a harness mak doubt if it ever will.
you shall be gentle in every respect. old
John
W.
Cousins,
a
son.
auilts
<m
piec
n
s
of
old
fashioned
North Haven and became a total loss, i
Where is Boze—don't see him, he
That I shall never be unreasonable prints it will make a more (nto-oct,. the present seven and one-half mill
Cushing. Dec. 20, to Mr. and Mrs er, died in Thomaston.
Vivian Billings was elected presi- j The marriages for this period were:
I rate of State tax, the portion over
Alex Fraser of Vinalhaven re must be watching that dove flying in our personal relations.
Frank
M.
Robinson,
a
son.
Rockland.
Jan.
22,
Carus
T.
Spear
Ing meeting if f’ose can he exhibited.
dent of the Universalist Y.P.C.U.
turned from a three months’ visit at across the Charles.
That you will always have peace The books which explain the period which our legislative committees have
Union,
Dec.
4.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs
Major C. B. Greenhalgh presented ' and Miss Bessie Manson.
his old home in Scotland.
Novis Homo.
ful relations with all of my family in which qu’lt making was at its i spending authority is not great, and
Port Clyde.
not all of our troubles may be laid
Capt. David H. Rivers of Thomas
and my friends.
height are: “Old Patchwork Guilts
ton died in San Diego, Calif. He had
That you will never again try to and the Women Who Made Them," j at their door.”
Gov. Gardiner said he would be infollowed the sea 40 vears.
MAINE REPUBLICANS
Z’
*
separate me from my family or my Ruth Finlev; “Guilts, Their Storv end
1 terested in noting what retrench
Mrs. Caroline Rice, widow of
friends.
How to Make Them.” Marie D. Web
Warden Rice of the Maine State To Hold Slate Convention In Port
That I will do the same, both as in ster; “Calico Bush.” Rachel E'eld: ments in municipal expenditures will
' be possible as the result of town
Prison, died at her son’s home in land.—Raymond Fellows To Preside 37 and 38.
“The Ladv of Godev’s,” Ruth E. meetings soon to be held; that posFairfield.
That if either of us shall depart
Fl
2.
l6y
:
.
.
.
__
.
___
.
____
I
slble economies, particularly in govFormer Attorney General Raymond from any of these conditions, we
Peletiah M. Studley, 75, died at his
Cecil Annis of ■’monton has besu n ernmental matters, should be borne
home
in
Thomaston.
shall
report
the
offender
to
the
Fellows
of
Bangor
was
elected
to
pre

re Pekoe and Pekoe
work °" ™"?dplln*
'*"n’sp in mind, and that the effect of the
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